
Protect your investment. Sun, moisture, bugs and road debris can take their toll on  
your bike’s external and internal finishes. That’s why we’ve spent thousands of hours  
formulating cleaning and maintenance products. Unlike common “auto parts store” 
brands, these products are designed specifically for H-D® motorcycles and work  
together without adverse reactions.

Gar aGe
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THE WELL-EQUIPPED GARAGE

 MORE THAN AN OIL CHANGE
Harley-Davidson® dealers will service your motorcycle with factory-approved methods and 
equipment. Dealership technicians are specially trained and use advanced technologies to 
properly diagnose and maintain your bike. Whether it’s your first 1,000-mile checkup, 20,000-
mile service, or anything in between, your dealership should be your service destination. 

762	 garage

FLUIDS
Whether it’s oil, brake fluid or Screamin’ Eagle® SYN3™ 
Synthetic Motorcycle Lubricant, all Harley-Davidson® 
fluids are developed exclusively for use in Harley- 
Davidson motorcycles, making them a must-have  
in your garage.

FILTERS
Don’t overlook the essentials. Harley-Davidson air  
and oil filters keep debris out of your engine and help 
keep it healthy. So replace them routinely and insist  
on using only the genuine article.

SToRAGE
Premium motorcycle covers, bike lifts and wall- 
mounted detachable storage units protect your bike 
and keep your garage organized.

LockS
Secure your Harley with street-proven cables, anchors 
and locks designed specifically to deter and prevent 
motorcycle theft. Go one step further and add a fac-
tory security system or universal alarm for even more 
peace of mind.

TooLS
Every bit as rugged as our motorcycles, Harley- 
Davidson tools and tool kits boast a compact,  
lightweight design developed specifically for use  
on your Harley.

BATTERIES
Genuine H-D® Batteries feature AGM technology for 
higher cold cranking amps, longer life and improved 
rechargeability.

 

Adventure always comes at a price, especially for a motorcycle. The sun, moisture, bugs 
and road debris can take their toll on the bike’s external and internal finishes. But, if you 
have the right tools for fighting through miles and miles of the highway’s abuse, you’ll be 
more than ready to ride for years.
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cHEckLIST FoR coMMoN cLEANING ISSUES:

	 garage	 763
 

 CLEANING TIPS FROM THE MOTOR COMPANY
We understand how important a clean ride is to you. That’s why we’ve spent thousands  
of hours formulating cleaning and care products designed specifically for H-D surfaces 
and finishes. Unlike common “auto parts store” brands, these products are designed to 
protect your investment and will work together without adverse reactions. 

7 For a video view,  
log on to: h-d.com/ 
partsvideos

  Before applying any protective or cosmetic prod-
uct, you should always start off by washing your 
motorcycle with Sunwash® Bike Soap.

  Don’t detail your bike in the direct light of the day.  
Sun-warmed clearcoat and hot surfaces may 
streak and swirl when drying.

  To soften melted-on boot marks and tar from  
exhaust pipes, apply Boot Mark Remover and let it  
set for a few minutes. Then scrape away the gunk  
with a Soft Cloth.

  The natural acid in bug splatter is damaging to 
surface finishes, so be sure to act quickly. Apply 
Bug Remover, wait a minute to soften the residue, 
and rinse away the debris.

  To remove adhesives, tar, tree sap and pollutants, 
dab on Glaze Poly Sealant, wait, then wipe it clean 
with a Soft Cloth.

  Is your leather looking dull? Black Leather  
Rejuvenator’s pigmented formula restores the 
luster, and Leather Protectant weatherproofs  
the surfaces.

  Whitewalls a little dirty? Apply Harley® Wheel &  
Tire Cleaner with the Soft Detailing Pad to make 
them gleam.

  To revive dull seats, inner fairings and plastic  
surfaces, mist on Trim Cleaner and wipe away  
the dust and grime.

  To protect plastic, painted, and chrome-plated 
surfaces, apply Glaze Poly Sealant. This cream 
combats fading and oxidation, and its ultrafine 
leveling agent removes minor blemishes.

  Don’t have time for a complete detailing session? 
Use Harley Gloss or Harley Spray Cleaner & Polish 
for quick jobs between applications of Glaze Poly 
Sealant.
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

764	 GARAGE
	 Surface	Care	–	Clean

e. Wheel & Tire Cleaner

a. QuiCk Wash
Fast	and	easy	to	use,	Quick	Wash	is	tough	on	dirt,	oil	and	bugs,	
but	gentle	on	other	surfaces.	This	all-over	bike	cleaner	is	safe	
for	use	on	all	surfaces	of	your	motorcycle,	and	does	not	strip	
wax,	corrode	fasteners	or	spokes,	or	stain	leather	and	vinyl	
seats	and	saddlebags.	Just	spray	it	on	and	hose	it	off.	Quick	
Wash	gets	 into	 hard-to-reach	spaces,	 and	 cleans	 without	
scrubbing.	Sheeting	action	rinses	clean	and	prevents	spotting.	
Available	in	easy-to-handle	trigger	pump	bottles	and	conve-
nient	refill	containers.

16	fl	oz	(473	ml)	Spray	Bottle.

93600011 U.S.	 $7.95
93600071 International.	 $7.95

32	fl	oz	(946	ml)	Trigger	Bottle.

93600012 U.S.	 $14.95

1	gallon	(3.79	L)	Refill	Bottle.

93600013 U.S.	 $39.95

b. sunWash® bike soap
This	revolutionary	cleaner	lets	riders	wash	their	bikes	where	
they	want	to	–	in	the	sun.	Most	bike	wash	products	can	be	
used	only	on	cool	days	or	in	the	shade.	Sunwash®	Bike	Soap	
has	a	unique	sheeting	action	that	prevents	hard	water	spots,	
and	rinses	clean	even	on	hot	days	in	the	sun.	Safe	for	use	on	all	
vehicle	surfaces	including	denim	paint.	Biodegradable.

8	fl	oz	(236	ml)	Bottle.

93600023 U.S.	 $5.95
93600077 International.	 $6.95

C. spray Cleaner & polish
Keep	your	bike	clean,	even	when	you	are	away	from	home.	
Aerosol	waterless	quick	cleaner/detailer	is	the	perfect	choice	
when	the	motorcycle	is	too	clean	to	wash	but	too	dirty	to	ride.	
Safe	for	use	on	metal,	painted,	plastic	and	windshield	surfaces,	
this	cleaning	spray	dissolves	road	grime	and	bugs	for	quick	
and	easy	cleaning	and	detailing.	The	spray	floats	dirt	off	the	
motorcycle,	reduces	static	attraction	to	dust	and	leaves	the	
surface	with	a	great	shine	and	UV	protection.

11	oz	(311	g)	Aerosol	Can.

93600029 U.S.	 $6.95
93600084 International.	 $6.95

d. bug remover
Remove	bugs	with	little	effort.	Bugs	have	natural	acids	in	their	
systems	that	can	prove	to	be	very	damaging	to	motorcycle	
finishes	if	not	removed.	Bug	Remover	melts	away	bugs	and	is	
safe	for	use	on	metal,	painted	and	plastic	surfaces,	including	
H-D®	windshields.	Biodegradable.

16	fl	oz	(473	ml)	Spray	Bottle.

93600022 U.S.	 $8.95
93600075 International.	 $8.95

e. Wheel & Tire Cleaner
The	road	provides	plenty	of	nasty	elements	that	can	be	poten-
tially	damaging	to	the	finish	of	motorcycle	wheels.	Wheel	&	
Tire	Cleaner	safely	removes	brake	dust	and	road	grime	from	
wheels,	tires	and	whitewalls	in	seconds.	Also	recommended	
for	cleaning	Harley-Davidson®	black-coated	exhaust	pipes	
and	mufflers.	Biodegradable.

16	fl	oz	(473	ml)	Spray	Bottle.

93600024 U.S.	 $8.95
93600076 International.	 $8.95

f. denim painT Cleaner
Specially	formulated	for	denim	paint,	this	handy	quick	detailer	
cleans	 and	 protects	 the	 silky	 matte	 finish.	 Cleaner	 won’t	
streak	or	leave	residue.	Just	spray	and	gently	wipe	away	oils,	
fingerprints	and	dust.	Compatible	with	all	surfaces	on	Harley-
Davidson	motorcycles,	this	formula	cleans	without	buffing,	so	
you	can	avoid	“polishing”	the	denim	surface.	Heavily	soiled	
surfaces	should	be	washed	with	Sunwash	Bike	Soap	and	water	
before	application.

16	fl	oz	(473	ml)	Spray	Bottle.

93600064 U.S.	 $7.95
93600078 International.	 $8.95

a. QuiCk Wash

b. sunWash bike soap C. spray Cleaner & polish

d. bug remover f. denim painT Cleaner
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	 GARAGE	 765
	 Surface	Care	–	Clean

j. Windshield WaTer repellanT

g. seaT, saddlebag & Trim Cleaner
The	perfect	quick	detailer	for	vinyl,	leather	and	plastic	surfaces,	
this	one-step	treatment	cleans	and	refreshes	without	leaving	a	
greasy	residue.	Just	mist	on	and	wipe	away	the	accumulated	
dust	and	grime	that	dulls	the	finish.	Ideal	for	use	on	inner	fair-
ings,	dash	panels,	seats	and	saddlebags,	this	spray	cleaner	
dries	to	a	healthy	satin	shine	and	contains	no	waxes	or	other	
solvents	that	can	dull	the	surface	of	vinyl	and	plastic.

93600010 8	fl	oz	(236	ml)	Spray	Bottle.	 $9.95

h. booT mark remover
Return	the	shine	to	your	chrome	exhaust.	Formulated	to	break	
down	rubber	marks	and	road	tar,	Boot	Mark	Remover	exhaust	
cleaner	is	applied	directly	to	the	soiled	area.	Just	cover	the	
target	area	with	gel	when	the	exhaust	is	cool	and	let	it	do	its	
thing.	Scrub	and	wipe	away	the	residue,	then	rinse	clean.	Ideal	
for	removing	boot	marks,	asphalt	resin,	baked-on	insects,	and	
melted	plastic	bags.	Resealable	applicator	cap.

4	fl	oz	(118	ml)	Bottle.

93600001 U.S.	 $8.95
93600069 International.	 $8.95

i. Chrome Clean & shine
Professional	 strength	 nonabrasive	 cleaner	 is	 formulated	
to	ensure	maximum	shine	on	chrome-plated	surfaces.	The	
detergent-resistant	formula	is	easy	to	apply	and	can	be	buffed	
to	a	bright,	long-lasting	finish.	Can	also	be	used	to	clean	deco-
rative	brushed	aluminum/stainless	steel	surfaces.

4	oz	(113	g)	Container.

93600031 U.S.	 $9.95
93600082 International.	 $9.95

j. Windshield WaTer repellanT
Approved	 for	 use	 on	 Harley-Davidson®	 motorcycle	 wind-
shields.	Enhance	visibility	during	wet	weather	riding.	Reduces	
the	surface	tension	of	water,	allowing	the	water	to	bead	and	
dissipate	from	the	windshield	by	the	airflow	during	riding.	The	
convenient	dispensing	container	includes	10	disposable	wipes	
for	easy	application	of	the	treatment.	You	can	repeat	applica-
tion	of	the	treatment	as	necessary.	Not	recommended	for	use	
on	face	shields.	Not	for	use	as	an	anti-fog	product.

93600032 10	Wipes.	 $6.95

k. Windshield Cleaner – individual Wipes
Windshield	Cleaner	is	approved	for	use	on	Harley-Davidson®	
windshields,	and	removes	water	spots	and	grime	that	can	
obstruct	your	view.	Single-use	disposable	wipe	reduces	the	
chance	of	scratching	the	shield,	and	cleans	better	than	the	
typical	grit-laden	gas	station	squeegee	or	paper	towel.

97406-10 One	Single-Use	Wipe.	 $1.49

l. bug remover – individual Wipes
Bug	Remover	clears	away	splatter	with	little	effort.	The	natural	
acids	in	the	insect’s	system	can	be	very	damaging	to	motorcy-
cle	finishes	if	not	removed	quickly.	Bug	Remover	melts	away	
bugs	without	damaging	metal,	plastic	or	painted	surfaces.	
Biodegradable.

97400-10 One	Single-Use	Wipe.	 $1.49

k. Windshield Cleaner – individual Wipes l. bug remover – individual Wipes

g. seaT, saddlebag & Trim Cleaner h. booT mark remover

i. Chrome Clean & shine
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

766	 GARAGE
	 Surface	Care	–	Detail

e. bare meTal polish f. blaCk leaTher rejuvenaTor

a. gloss deTailer
This	 easy-to-apply	 mist	 produces	 the	 highest	 possible	
gloss	finish	in	the	shortest	amount	of	time.	Formulated	to	
enhance	luster	and	provide	UV	protection	between	waxes,	
this	 nonabrasive	 quick	 detailer	 can	 be	 applied	 to	 paint,	 	
clear	coat,	chrome,	powder	coat,	windshields,	vinyl	and	plas-
tic.	Gloss	Detailer	contains	no	waxes,	silicones,	oils	or	hydro-
carbon	 solvents,	 and	 will	 not	 remove	 Glaze	 Poly	 Sealant.	
Biodegradable.

16	fl	oz	(473	ml)	Spray	Bottle.

93600062 U.S.	 $9.95
93600073 International.	 $10.95

1	Gallon	Bottle.

93600085 Global.	 $29.95

b. gloss deTailer – individual Wipes
This	easy-to-apply	Gloss	Detailer	produces	the	highest	possi-
ble	gloss	finish	in	the	shortest	amount	of	time,	yet	is	non-abra-
sive	and	provides	UV	protection.	Just	wipe	on	Gloss	Detailer,	
and	polish	with	a	Microfiber	Detailing	Cloth.	This	detailer	can	
be	used	on	paint,	clear	coat,	chrome,	powder	coat,	polycar-
bonate,	vinyl	and	plastic.	Gloss	Detailer	contains	no	waxes,	sili-
cones,	oils	or	hydrocarbon	solvents,	and	will	not	remove	Glaze	
Poly	Sealant.

97401-10 One	Single-Use	Wipe.	 $1.49

C. sCraTCh & sWirl repair
Formulated	to	remove	fine	scratches	and	swirl	marks	from	
gloss	paint,	this	unique	compound	contains	nonrigid	abra-
sives	that	provide	good	initial	leveling	action	on	clear	coat	and	
become	less	aggressive	while	being	buffed.	This	staging	of	
grit	size	provides	the	benefits	of	a	several	step	process	in	one	
convenient	bottle	and	leaves	your	clear	coat	with	a	“new	bike”	
shine.	Biodegradable.

8	fl	oz	(236	ml)	Bottle.

93600025 U.S.	 $6.95
93600074 International.	 $7.95

d. engine brighTener
Make	your	engine	look	new	again.	Engine	Brightener	refreshes	
and	rejuvenates	tired	wrinkle	black	finishes	on	engine	cases,	
cylinder	fins,	covers,	or	anywhere	else	the	color	has	faded	or	
lost	its	luster.	Formulated	with	high-temperature	silicon	poly-
mer,	this	detergent-resistant	finish	restorer	cleans	deep	into	
the	wrinkle	black	surface	and	“moisturizes”	the	finish	to	return	
the	original	satin	sheen.	Just	spray	it	on,	let	it	soak	in,	and	wipe	
away	for	a	fresh	look.

11	oz	(311	g)	Aerosol	Can.

93600002 U.S.	 $14.95
93600068 International.	 $14.95

e. bare meTal polish
Professional	strength	micro-abrasive	polish	 is	formulated	
to	remove	oxidation	and	refurbish	metal	motorcycle	parts	
that	have	lost	their	original	finish.	Recommended	for	use	on	
polished	aluminum	or	polished	stainless	steel	surfaces	that	
are	not	clear	coated.	Not	 for	use	on	painted,	chromed	or	
plated	surfaces,	or	decorative	brushed	aluminum	or	stainless	
steel	finishes.

4	oz	(113	g)	Container.

93600028 U.S.	 $9.95
93600083 International.	 $9.95

f. blaCk leaTher rejuvenaTor
Black	 Leather	 Rejuvenator	 puts	 new	 life	 back	 into	 faded	
black	leather	seats	and	saddlebags.	To	re-color	and	condi-
tion	weathered	leather,	just	clean	the	surface	and	apply	the	
treatment	with	a	Disposable	Detailing	Soft	Cloth.	Wipe	off	the	
excess,	buff	the	leather	surfaces	to	the	desired	shine,	and	your	
leather	looks	like	new.	For	lasting	weather	protection,	follow	
the	application	with	H-D®	Leather	Protectant.

4	oz	(113	g)	Container.

93600033 U.S.	 $6.95
93600081 International.	 $6.95

b. gloss deTailer – individual Wipesa. gloss deTailer

C. sCraTCh & sWirl repair d. engine brighTener
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	 GARAGE	 767
	 Surface	Care	–	Protect

g. glaze poly sealanT
Three	products	in	one	bottle.	A	durable,	breathable,	clear	poly	
sealant	with	UV	protection	that	protects	against	fading	and	
the	oxidizing	effects	of	acid	rain	and	harsh	airborne	pollutants.	
An	ultrafine	leveling	agent	that	removes	fine	scratches	and	
minor	blemishes	in	clear	coat	finishes.	And	a	cleaner	tough	
enough	to	handle	tar,	tree	sap,	stains	and	pollutants.	Glaze	
Poly	Sealant	is	easy	to	apply	and	hand	buff	for	a	deep,	reflec-
tive	finish.	For	use	on	all	chrome-plated	and	gloss	painted	
surfaces.	Not	for	use	on	brake	discs	or	denim,	semi-gloss	or	
wrinkle-finish	surfaces.	Biodegradable.

8	fl	oz	(236	ml)	Bottle.

93600026 U.S.	 $6.95
93600079 International.	 $7.95

h. leaTher proTeCTanT
Leather	Protectant	offers	the	most	effective	weatherproofing	
and	preservative	action	for	leather	saddlebags,	tank	panels,	
gear,	and	apparel.	Specially	formulated	for	smooth,	oil-tanned	
leather.

6	oz	(170	g)	Container.

93600034 U.S.	 $6.95
93600080 International.	 $6.95

i. bare aluminum Wheel proTeCTanT –  
individual Wipes
Bare	Aluminum	Wheel	Protectant	provides	superior	corro-
sion	control	for	bare	aluminum	surfaces	by	forming	a	protec-
tive	polymeric	coating.	The	long-lasting	formula	is	detergent	
and	UV-resistant,	and	is	compatible	with	Harley-Davidson	
approved	painted	surfaces.	Ideal	for	bare	aluminum	machined	
wheels.	Should	not	be	applied	to	mirror-polished	surfaces	or	
areas	that	will	achieve	operating	temperatures	greater	than	
300	degrees	Fahrenheit.

99846-10 One	Single-Use	Wipe.	 $2.95

j. blaCk Tire rejuvenaTor
Black	pigmented	polymer	formulation	provides	UV	protection	
and	restores	the	luster	to	black	tire	sidewalls.	Recommended	
as	a	base	coat	before	applying	color	with	Tire	Lettering	Pen	
P/N	98625.	Biodegradable.

94628-05 16	fl	oz	(473	ml)	Bottle.		 $14.95

k. Tire leTTering pen
Enhance	your	tire	sidewall	lettering	by	applying	White	paint.	
Acrylic	ester	resin	paint	provides	excellent	water	resistance	
with	improved	color	and	gloss	retention.	Pump	action	paint	
dispensing	 pen	 with	 replaceable	 tips	 allows	 either	 outlin-
ing	or	filling	the	lettering.	Includes	two	extra	tips	that	can	be	
shaped	or	trimmed	to	allow	for	customized	paint	flow.	Black	
Tire	Rejuvenator	is	recommended	as	a	base	coat	before	apply-
ing	color	with	Tire	Lettering	Pen.	

98625 1/3	fl	oz	–	White.		 $9.95

h. leaTher proTeCTanTg. glaze poly sealanT

j. blaCk Tire rejuvenaTori. bare aluminum Wheel 
proTeCTanT – individual Wipes

k. Tire leTTering pen
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
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768	 GARAGE
	 Surface	Care

b. fireman sTyle hose nozzle

a. harley® Wash buCkeT
The	perfect	way	to	keep	your	bike	clean	and	your	garage	
organized.	This	handy	3.5	gallon	cleaning	bucket	features	a	
removable	Grit	Guard®	insert	that	keeps	sponges	and	wash	
mitts	away	from	the	dirt	particles	that	settle	to	the	bottom.	
The	bucket	is	wrapped	with	a	convenient	clip-on	apron	that	
features	clear	vinyl	pockets	with	mesh	drains	that	are	sized	
to	fit	Harley-Davidson®	cleaning	and	detailing	products	(sold 
separately).	The	sturdy	handle	and	snap	tight	lid	make	trans-
portation	and	storage	a	breeze.

94811-10 	 $39.95

b. fireman sTyle hose nozzle
Wash	your	bike	in	style.	The	unique	Fireman-Style	hose	nozzle	
features	a	large	overhand	lever	for	convenient	operation.	Just	
adjust	the	lever,	and	the	nozzle	maintains	the	pressure	flow	–	
hands	free.	The	spray	head	adjusts	from	a	steady	stream	to	a	
wide	fan	pattern,	and	the	soft	rubber	nose	cone	protects	your	
bike’s	surfaces	from	accidental	contact.	The	durable	metal	
body	won’t	rust	or	corrode,	and	the	soft-touch	ergonomic	
grip	is	insulated	for	cold-water	comfort.	Standard-size	garden	
hose	fitting	includes	gasket.

93600016 	 $19.95

C. Wash miTT
This	premium	quality,	wool-blended	wash	mitt	features	extra	
dense	pile	for	scrubbing	power	and	durability.	Machine	wash-
able,	this	mitt	attains	the	perfect	 level	of	absorbency	and	
has	a	Bar	&	Shield	logo	sewn	into	the	cuff.	Including	a	thumb	
for	added	dexterity,	this	mitt	is	custom	designed	to	be	used	
with	either	hand	and	made	specifically	for	washing	Harley-
Davidson	motorcycles.

94760-99 	 $12.95

d. Wheel and spoke brush
The	 perfect	 partner	 for	Wheel	 &	Tire	 Cleaner,	 this	 brush	
features	all	natural	 fibers	attached	to	a	base	coated	with	
polypropylene	to	prevent	scratching.	With	a	Bar	&	Shield	
logo	branded	into	the	handle,	the	brush	has	a	cone	shape	
for	efficient	cleaning	and	durable	design	that	won’t	melt	on	
hot	surfaces.

43078-99 	 $15.95

a. harley Wash buCkeT
(shoWn WiTh surfaCe Care produCTs)

C. Wash miTT d. Wheel and spoke brush

neW neW
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	 GARAGE	 769
	 Surface	Care

k. deTailing sWabsk. deTailing sWabs

e. sofT deTailing pad
You’ll	always	have	a	soft	touch	with	this	Soft	Detailing	Pad,	
which	helps	remove	debris	without	scratching	surface	finishes.	
Easy-to-grip	Bar	&	Shield	logo	shape	features	a	laminated	
cleaning	face.

94790-01 	 $7.95

f. Cleaning brush kiT
Make	every	corner	of	your	bike	shine.	This	set	of	3	wood-
handled	cleaning	brushes	helps	you	reach	into	the	tightest	
places.	The	chamois	brush	gently	scrubs	in	between	engine	
fins	or	can	be	used	after	rinse	to	soak	up	hard-to-reach	water.	
The	reverse	spiral	brush	is	perfect	for	cleaning	tire	sidewalls	or	
those	hard-to-reach	spaces	elsewhere	on	your	bike,	and	the	
soft	mop	brush	will	leave	your	chrome	streak	free.	All	brushes	
have	vinyl-coated	wires	to	prevent	scratching.

94844-10 	 $29.95

g. CloTh deTailing sTrips
Designed	for	detailing	cylindrical	surfaces.	Untreated	for	use	
with	your	favorite	Harley-Davidson®	detailing	care	product.	
Contains	9	Cloth	Detailing	Strips	in	three	convenient	widths:	
1-1/4"	x	24",	3/4"	x	24",	and	1/2"	x	24".

94680-99 	 $6.95

h. disposable deTailing sofT CloThs
Rags	often	cause	scratches	in	paint,	but	these	Disposable	
Detailing	Soft	Cloths	are	made	of	special	material	specif-
ically	designed	not	to	scratch	paint	while	greatly	reducing	
the	amount	of	lint	left	behind	during	waxing	and	polishing.	To	
avoid	contamination,	these	disposable	cloths	come	in	a	handy	
resealable	bag.	Package	contains	25	towels.

94656-98 	 $5.95

i. miCrofiber deTailing CloTh
Super	soft	and	absorbent	microfiber	synthetic	cloth	is	the	
multi-purpose	choice	for	washing,	cleaning	or	buffing.	The	
cloth	can	be	used	wet	or	dry	and	is	safe	for	use	on	all	surfaces	
and	finishes.	This	durable	16"	square	cloth	is	mildew-resistant	
and	machine	washable.	Includes	convenient	storage	container.

94663-02 	 $9.95

j. synTheTiC drying Chamois
Made	of	synthetic	material	that	is	safe	for	use	on	all	surface	
finishes.	Ensures	extra	absorbency	without	streaking.	Stays	
soft	 and	 supple	 even	 when	 dry.	 Durable,	 mildew-resis-
tant	and	machine	washable.	12"	x	21"	chamois	stores	in	a	
convenient	container.

94791-01 	 $9.95

k. deTailing sWabs
Detail	those	hard-to-reach	places.	Plush	cotton	swabs	are	
perfect	for	removing	polish	and	wax	residue	from	cracks	and	
crevices,	and	the	strong	but	flexible	8"	shaft	allows	you	to	
clean	in	hard	to	reach	areas	around	your	engine,	pipes	and	
more.	Package	contains	50	swabs.

93600107 	 $8.95

e. sofT deTailing pad f. Cleaning brush kiT

g. CloTh deTailing sTrips h. disposable deTailing sofT CloThs

i. miCrofiber deTailing CloTh j. synTheTiC drying Chamois
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	 Surface	Care

a. harley® bike Wash kiT
Bike	 Wash	 Kit	 includes	 the	 essentials	 required	 to	 clean	
your	bike.

•	 	Sunwash® Bike Soap cleaner	is	formulated	to	promote	sheet-
ing	action	that	prevents	hard	water	spots,	and	rinses	clean	
even	on	hot	sunny	days.	Biodegradable.

•	 	Bug Remover	spray	melts	away	bugs	without	damaging	
metal,	plastic	or	painted	surfaces.	Biodegradable.

•	 	Wash Mitt	features	premium	quality	wool-blended	mate-
rial	with	extra-dense	pile	for	scrubbing	power	and	durabil-
ity.	Machine	washable.

•	 	Soft Detailing Pad	helps	remove	debris	without	scratching	
surface	finishes.	Easy-to-grip	Bar	&	Shield	logo	shape.

•	 	Synthetic Drying Chamois	that	is	safe	for	use	on	all	surface	
finishes.	Synthetic	material	 is	extra	absorbent	and	dries	
without	streaking.

•	 	Microfiber Detailing Cloth	can	be	used	for	washing,	cleaning	
or	buffing.	The	cloth	can	be	used	wet	or	dry,	and	is	safe	for	
use	on	all	surface	and	finishes.

93600056 	 $49.95

b. harley deTailing kiT
Detailing	Kit	includes	the	essentials	to	make	your	bike	shine.

•	 	Glaze Poly Sealant	cleaner	protects	against	fading	and	the	
oxidizing	effects	of	acid	rain	and	harsh	airborne	pollutants.	
The	durable,	breathable,	clear	poly	sealant	with	UV	protec-
tion	 is	safe	 for	use	on	most	painted	and	chrome-plated	
surfaces.	(Not	 for	use	on	matte,	semi-gloss	and	wrinkle	
finish	paints.)	Biodegradable.

•	 	Gloss Detailer	spray	produces	a	high-gloss	finish	in	the	short-
est	amount	of	time.	The	non-abrasive	spray	also	provides	UV	
protection.	Biodegradable.

•	 	Bare Metal Polish	 paste	 is	 formulated	 with	 micro-abra-
sives	 to	 refurbish	 and	 refinish	 metal	 motorcycle	 parts	
that	have	lost	their	original	luster.

•	 	Chrome Clean & Shine	paste	is	non-abrasive	and	formulated	
to	ensure	maximum	shine	on	chrome-plated	surfaces.

•	 	Swirl & Scratch Repair	cleaner	removes	fine	scratches	and	
swirls	in	one	easy	step.

•	  Spray Cleaner & Polish	aerosol	waterless	quick	cleaner/
detailer	floats	dirt	and	dust	off	the	surface	for	a	quick	and	
easy	cleanup.

•	 	Disposable Detailing Soft Cloths	 disposable	 towels	 are	
designed	to	protect	painted	surfaces	and	minimize	residual	
lint	while	waxing	and	polishing.

93600057 	 $54.95

C. “liTTle harley helper” Wash kiT
The	little	ones	have	been	asking	for	a	good	way	to	show	you	
how	much	they	appreciate	all	those	rides.	Teach	the	little	ones	
how	to	help	care	for	your	Harley	motorcycle	with	the	“Little	
Harley	Helper”	Wash	Kit.	Kit	contains	(1)	H-D®	youth-sized	
wash	mitt,	(1)	H-D	adult-size	wash	mitt,	(1)	2	oz	starter	bottle	
of	Sunwash	 Bike	Soap,	and	(1)	Synthetic	Drying	Chamois	
packaged	in	a	handy	wash	bucket	with	handle	and	lid.	A	great	
gift	idea.

94770-05 	 $19.95

C. “liTTle harley helper” Wash kiT

a. harley bike Wash kiT

b. harley deTailing kiT
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	 GARAGE	 771
	 Surface	Care

d. harley® Travel Care kiT
Everything	you	need	to	make	your	bike	shine	–	except	the	
water.	Whether	you	are	starting	the	ultimate	biker’s	garage,	
or	want	to	keep	your	ride	clean	on	the	road,	the	Harley®	Travel	
Care	Kit	is	your	answer.	The	kit	includes	five	2	oz	refillable	
bottles	of	proven	Harley-Davidson®	cleaning	products.	The	kit	
features	Sunwash®	Bike	Soap	cleaner,	spray-on	Bug	Remover,	
fast-acting	Wheel	&	Tire	Cleaner,	Glaze	Poly	Sealant,	Gloss	
Detailer,	and	a	soft	Microfiber	Detailing	Cloth.	The	complete	
kit	fits	easily	in	the	compact	reusable	zip-closure	bag	so	you	
can	take	it	along	for	the	ride	or	store	it	neatly	in	your	garage.

93600007 Five	2	oz	Bottles.	 $24.95

e. hog® blasTer moTorCyCle dryer
Dry	your	bike	in	minutes	with	the	HOG®	Blaster.	This	powerful	
dryer	blows	a	stream	of	warm,	dry,	filtered	air	at	18,000	feet/
minute,	allowing	you	to	cut	your	drying	time	up	to	75%.	The	
HOG	Blaster	reduces	streaks	and	water	spots	because	water	
can't	hide	in	hard	to	reach	places.	No	more	annoying	drips	and	
runs	when	you	move	your	bike.	With	an	ergonomically	friendly	
design	for	comfortable	handling,	the	HOG	Blaster	features	a	
durable	all-steel	outer	shell,	a	1.3	hp	motor,	and	a	grounded	
electrical	cord.	Kit	includes	blower	unit,	flexible	hose,	and	2	
diffuser	attachments.	One-year	manufacturer's	warranty	on	
blower	unit.

94651-09 120V,	Grounded	3-prong	Plug.	 $119.95 
United	States,	Canada,	Mexico.
94865-09 220V,	2-pin	Plug.		 $129.95
Europe.

f. saddlebag sTorage sTand
Never	set	your	saddlebags	on	the	ground	again.	This	conve-
nient	folding	rack	holds	Touring	hard	saddlebags	while	you	
wash	or	work	on	your	bike,	and	utilizes	the	bag’s	quarter-turn	
quick-disconnect	fasteners	to	securely	lock	them	in	place.	The	
strong,	lightweight	rack	features	4	adjustable	feet	to	level	the	
stand	and	keep	the	bags	off	the	ground.	You	can	wash,	dry,	
detail	and	re-install	the	bags	with	minimal	handling.	Stand	
accommodates	both	standard	and	extended	hard	saddlebags.

94778-10 	 $99.95
For	use	with	Touring	model	standard	and	extended-length	
saddlebags.

e. hog blasTer moTorCyCle dryer

d. harley Travel Care kiT

f. saddlebag sTorage sTand
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a. s100® CyCle Care kiT
S100®	offers	a	complete	range	of	cleaning	products	specifi-
cally	formulated	for	motorcycle	finishes.	This	convenient	kit	
includes	the	most	popular	S100	products	in	an	easy	to	store	
carrying	case.	Kit	contains	S100	Total	Cycle	Cleaner	(500	ml)	
with	sprayer	and	sponge,	S100	Detail	and	Wax	(10	oz	aero-
sol),	S100	Corrosion	Protectant	(7.2	oz	aerosol),	S100	Finish	
Restorer	(3.5	oz)	and	S100	Drying	Towel.

94689-00 	 $59.95

b. s100 CyCle Care produCTs
 1. s100 Wheel Cleaner

Specifically	formulated	to	combat	brake	dust,	road	soils,	and	
chain	lube	that	can	bake	onto	your	wheels	from	the	heat	of	
braking.	Gel	formula	stays	where	you	spray	it	for	super	clean-
ing	power.	Does	not	contain	acids	or	lye.

99775-89T 	500	ml	(16.9	fl	oz)	Spray	Bottle.	 $9.95

 2. s100 Carnauba Wax
Doesn’t	powder	or	leave	stains	on	plastics	and	wrinkle	parts.	
Buffs	out	easily	to	a	mirror-like	finish.

99982-96 6.2	oz	Paste	Wax.	 $16.95

 3. s100 detail + Wax
The	ideal	item	for	touch-up	cleaning	and	waxing	in	one	easy	
step.	Removes	bugs,	dust	and	rain	film.	Carnauba	and	bees-
wax	formula	leaves	a	brilliant,	water-repellent	shine.	UV	inhib-
itors	help	keep	paint	from	fading.

99729-94T 10	oz	Aerosol	Can.	 $9.95

 4. s100 engine brightener
At	last,	a	motorcycle	care	product	specifically	designed	to	reju-
venate	those	dull,	grayed-out	wrinkle	black	painted	surfaces	
such	as	cylinders,	crankcases,	gauge	housings,	etc.	S100’s	
unique	high-temperature	formulation	increases	its	adhesion	
characteristics	as	the	temperature	rises,	thus	it	will	not	rinse	
off	easily	and	stands	up	to	weather,	heat	and	numerous	wash-
ings.	Includes	functional	metered	nozzle	extension	tube	for	
easy,	controlled	spray	application,	even	in	hard-to-reach	areas.

99849-97 4.5	oz	Aerosol	Can.	 $9.95

 5. s100 finish restorer
Brightens	 aluminum	 and	 stainless	 steel.	 Removes	 minor	
scratches	from	clear-coated	paint,	plastics,	etc.	Rubs	out	
easily	with	no	unpleasant	odor.

99776-91T 3.56	oz	Tube.	 $10.95

 6. s100 Corrosion protectant
Protects	your	bike’s	exposed	metal	surfaces	from	rust	and	
corrosion.	Spray	on	and	rub	to	a	shine	quickly	and	easily.	May	
also	be	used	on	fittings,	plastic	and	rubber	to	preserve	and	
protect.	Perfect	for	winter	storage,	too.

99757-89T 7.2	oz	Aerosol	Can.		 $10.95

 7. s100 shine enhancing Cleanser
Removes	swirls,	deep	film,	water	and	acid	rain	deposits.	The	
perfect	set-up	for	S100	Carnauba	Wax.

99983-96 11.8	fl	oz	Bottle.	 $9.95

C. s100 polishing soap
Combine	soap’s	ease	of	application	with	the	power	of	a	polish.	
S100	Polishing	Soap	brightens	aluminum	and	stainless	steel	
surfaces	and	removes	minor	stains	from	chrome.	Not	for	use	
on	painted	or	anodized	surfaces.	Biodegradable	and	non-toxic.	

99779-04 	 $10.95
10.6	oz	Container	with	applicator	sponge.

C. s100 polishing soap

b. s100 Carnauba Wax, deTail + Wax  
and engine brighTener

a. s100 CyCle Care kiT

b. s100 finish resTorer,  
Corrosion proTeCTanT, and shine 

enhanCing Cleanser

b. s100 Wheel Cleaner
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d. s100® ToTal CyCle Cleaner produCTs
Provides	superior	cleaning	without	resorting	to	harsh	chemi-
cals	or	solvents	that	can	leave	a	dirt-attracting	film	or	damage	
sensitive	surfaces.

 1. s100® Total Cycle Cleaner – starter bottle
99769-88T 500	ml	(16.9	fl	oz)	  $7.95

 2. 1 liter bottle with sprayer and sponge
99760-85T 1	L	(33.8	fl	oz)	  $14.95

 s100 1 liter refill
99759-87T 1	L	(33.8	fl	oz)		  $12.95
(Does	not	include	Sprayer	or	Sponge.)

 3. 5 liter Canister
99761-86T 5	L	(1.32	gal.)	  $52.95

 4. 5 liter heavy duty sprayer with 6 foot hose
99766-87T 	  $5.95

e. s100 ToTal CyCle Cleaner – aerosol
Clean	up	your	act	with	the	tough,	foaming	action	of	S100®	
Total	Cycle	Cleaner.	Safe	for	use	on	all	your	motorcycle	paint,	
chrome	and	aluminum.

99664-01 21	oz	Aerosol	Can.	 $11.95

f. s100 speCial surfaCes Cleaner
S100	Special	Surfaces	Cleaner	is	a	quick,	easy,	anti-static,	
streak-free	cleaning	product	for	removing	road	grime,	bugs	
and	other	contaminates	without	water	from	fairings,	wind-
shields,	helmets	and	other	plastic	or	polycarbonate	surfaces.	
Shake	well,	spray	on	to	saturate	the	surface,	and	wipe	off	for	a	
clean	smooth	surface.

99844-07 	 $9.95

g. bike briTe® blue busTer® polishing kiT
Polishes	away	blue	discoloration	from	chrome	motorcycle	
exhaust	pipes	without	stripping	away	gloss	or	shine.	Comes	
with	rubbing	gel	and	polishing	disc	which	allows	pipes	to	be	
polished	without	removal.

99835-94T 	 $27.95

h. novus® plasTiC Cleaner/proTeCTanT and 
sCraTCh remover
Novus®	products	have	been	tested	and	approved	for	use	on	
Harley-Davidson®	windshields.	This	combination	of	cleaner	
and	polish	is	perfect	for	use	on	polycarbonate	windshields,	
helmet	face	shields	and	LED	Tail	Lamps.

 novus no. 1 Cleaner/protectant
This	mild	abrasive-free	cleaner	will	leave	plastic	with	a	lustrous	
shine	without	scratching	and	will	resist	fogging,	fingerprints,	
smudging	and	smears.	Repels	dust	and	eliminates	static.

99837-94T 8	fl	oz	Bottle.	 $4.95

 novus no. 2 scratch remover
If	your	windshield	or	helmet	face	shield	has	minor	scratches	or	
is	faded,	Novus	No.	2	will	remove	the	damage.	Easily	applied	
polish	buffs	out	for	a	long-lasting	deep	shine	that	resists	aging,	
marking,	and	scratching.

99836-94T 8	fl	oz	Bottle.	 $5.95

d. s100 ToTal CyCle Cleaner – sTarTer boTTle, 1 liTer boTTle  
WiTh sprayer and sponge

1
2

h. novus plasTiC Cleaner/proTeCTanT and sCraTCh remover

d. 5-liTer CanisTer, 5 liTer heavy duTy 
sprayer WiTh 6 fooT hose

3

4

e. s100 ToTal CyCle Cleaner – aerosol

f. s100 speCial surfaCes Cleaner g. bike briTe blue busTer polishing kiT
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 harley-davidson® motorcycle covers
Welcome to the best-dressed list. Unlike a tarp and bungee cords, Harley-Davidson 
Motorcycle Covers fight the effects of the elements and protect your bike’s paint 
and finishes from the rough world around us. Whether your bike spends its time  
in a heated garage or on the driveway, we’ve got you covered.

774	 GARAGE

Corset-style BaCkBone
Simple-to-use cinching system custom-
izes the cover for best fit. Just pull  
the cord and cover adjusts to the bike’s 
contours.

antenna aCCess
Touring and Trike covers feature 
hook-and-loop opening at the rear  
to accommodate antennas.

Heat-resistant Panels
Indoor/Outdoor and Premium 
Indoor Covers feature heat-
resistant panels that protect 
the cover from warm exhaust.

refleCtive trim
High-visibility reflective  
trim makes a parked and  
covered bike more obvious. 

moisture reduCtion
Weather-shielded vents or breathable 
materials promote air circulation and 
minimize corrosion during short or 
long term storage.

Belly straPs
Quick-release adjustable straps 
cinch the cover under the frame to 
reduce ballooning in the wind.

integrated storage PouCH
After use, just fold the cover  
into the convenient integrated  
storage pouch.

adjustaBle Hem
Drawstring hem allows custom-tailored 
fit around the bike, and eliminates the 
one-size-fits-some elastic cord.

loCk aCCess
Sewn-in grommets near the front  
wheel simplify the use of a cable lock  
or security chain (cable/lock not 
included).

Cover alarm PoCket
Hidden pocket accepts optional 
battery-powered alarm. If the cover  
is disturbed, the 130-dB alarm is  
triggered.

Water-resistant seams
Heavy-duty Indoor/Outdoor covers 
feature taped overlapping seams  
for water resistance. 
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	 Motorcycle	Covers

a. indoor/ouTdoor moTorCyCle Cover*
Guard	your	bike	from	Mother	Nature.	Perfect	for	a	bike	that	is	
exposed	to	the	elements,	this	heavy	duty	cover	is	manufac-
tured	from	diamond-pattern	300	Denier	fade-resistant	poly-
ester	and	features	taped	seams	for	water	resistance.	The	
weather-shielded	vents	in	the	top	of	the	cover	promote	air	
circulation	to	reduce	moisture	build-up	and	minimize	corro-
sion	during	short	or	long	term	storage.	Internal	heat-resis-
tant	panels	protect	 the	cover	 from	warm	exhaust	and	an	
integrated	storage	pouch	permits	convenient	packing	when	
not	in	use.	The	cover	skirt	features	front	and	rear	adjustable	
drawstrings	to	cinch	the	cover	around	the	bike,	and	a	conve-
nient	belly	strap	to	reduce	ballooning	in	the	wind.	The	corset-
style	cinching	system	along	the	backbone	lets	you	adjust	the	
cover	for	best	fit	on	a	variety	of	models,	and	the	hook-and-loop	
opening	on	Touring	and	Trike	covers	accommodate	antennas.	
Cover	features	a	convenient	opening	near	the	front	wheel	for	
a	security	chain	or	cable,	and	internal	pockets	that	accept	
the	optional	Cover	Alarm	(P/N	69000038).	Available	in	your	
choice	of	two-tone	orange	and	black	or	inconspicuous	plain	
black	finish,	the	covers	features	reflective	piping	for	added	
visibility.

Fits	VRSC™,	XL,	XR,	Dyna®,	and	Softail®	models.

93100022 Orange/Black	with		
Harley-Davidson	Graphics.	 $149.95

93100025 Black.	 $139.95

Fits	Touring	models.

93100023 Orange/Black	with		
Harley-Davidson	Graphics.	 $149.95

93100026 Black.	 $139.95

Fits	Trike	models.

93100024 Orange/Black	with		
Harley-Davidson	Graphics.	 $189.95

93100027 Black.	 $179.95

b. premium indoor moTorCyCle Cover*
Pamper	your	bike.	This	luxuriously	soft	microfiber	cover	is	
ideal	for	short	and	long	term	indoor	storage.	The	breathable	
microfiber	material	promotes	air	circulation	to	reduce	mois-
ture	build-up	and	minimize	corrosion.	Cover	skirt	features	
front	 and	 rear	 adjustable	 drawstrings	 to	 cinch	 the	 cover	
around	 the	 bike,	 and	 a	 convenient	 belly	 strap	 to	 reduce	
ballooning	in	the	wind.	The	corset-style	cinching	system	along	
the	backbone	lets	you	adjust	the	cover	for	best	fit	on	a	vari-
ety	of	models.	The	covers	feature	heat-resistant	panels	that	
protect	the	material	from	warm	exhaust,	and	the	hook-and-
loop	opening	at	the	rear	of	Touring	and	Trike	covers	accommo-
dates	antennas.	Cover	features	a	convenient	opening	near	the	
front	wheel	for	a	security	chain	or	cable,	and	internal	pockets	
that	accept	the	optional	Cover	Alarm	(P/N	69000038).	The	
two-tone	orange	and	black	cover	features	reflective	piping	for	
added	visibility,	and	an	integrated	storage	pouch	for	conve-
nient	packing	when	not	in	use.

93100019 	 $149.95
Fits	VRSC,	XL,	XR,	Dyna,	and	Softail	models.
93100020 	 $149.95
Fits	Touring	models.
93100021 	 $189.95
Fits	Trike	models.

a. indoor/ouTdoor moTorCyCle Cover –  
orange/blaCk WiTh harley-davidson graphiCs

a. indoor/ouTdoor moTorCyCle Cover – blaCk

b. premium indoor moTorCyCle Cover

*NOTE:	H-D®	motorcycle	covers	are	not	designed	to	be	used	
while	trailering.	Using	an	H-D	motorcycle	cover	while	trailering	
may	cause	the	cover	to	tear,	possibly	causing	damage	to	the	
cover	and	motorcycle.
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b. oasis day Cover

a. indoor moTorCyCle Cover

a. indoor moTorCyCle Cover*
Protect	 your	 bike	 from	 dust	 and	 scratches.	 Perfect	 for	 a	
bike	that’s	parked	indoors,	this	breathable	polyester	cover	
promotes	air	circulation	to	reduce	moisture	build-up	and	mini-
mize	corrosion	during	short	or	long	term	storage.	Cover	skirt	
features	front	and	rear	adjustable	drawstrings	to	cinch	the	
cover	around	the	bike,	and	a	convenient	belly	strap	to	reduce	
ballooning	in	the	wind.	The	corset-style	cinching	system	along	
the	backbone	lets	you	adjust	the	cover	for	best	fit	on	a	variety	
of	models,	and	the	hook-and-loop	opening	at	the	rear	accom-
modates	antennas.	Cover	features	a	convenient	opening	near	
the	front	wheel	for	a	security	chain	or	cable,	and	internal	pock-
ets	that	accept	the	optional	Cover	Alarm	(P/N	69000038).	
The	two-tone	orange	and	black	cover	features	reflective	piping	
for	added	visibility,	and	an	integrated	storage	pouch	for	conve-
nient	packing	when	not	in	use.

93100018 	 $99.95
Fits	VRSC™,	XL,	XR,	Dyna®,	Softail®	and	Touring	models.	
Does	not	fit	Trike	models.

b. oasis day Cover*
Keep	your	seat	dry	when	you	stop	for	the	night.	Lightweight	
and	compact	for	travel,	this	easy-to-store	cover	rolls	into	the	
built-in	bag.	Made	from	soft	micro-fiber,	the	black	and	orange	
water	repellent	fabric	dries	quickly	for	a	quick	get	away.	Hook-
and-loop	closures	in	the	rear	let	you	slip	the	cover	over	your	
antennas,	and	the	elastic	bottom	hem	and	footboard	stir-
rups	ensure	a	snug	fit.	The	“Harley-Davidson”	script	and	Bar	
&	Shield	logo	prominently	stand	out	on	the	fabric.

93100028 	 $109.95
Fits	Touring	and	Trike	models	equipped	with	Tour-Pak®	
luggage.

C. moTorCyCle Cover alarm
Protect	 your	 covered	 motorcycle	 from	 tampering.	 Self-
contained	alarm	fits	into	the	pocket	on	select	H-D®	Motorcycle	
Covers.	The	snap	swivel	clips	to	spokes,	rotors	or	other	fixed	
parts,	and	the	cord	leads	back	to	the	alarm	pin.	If	the	cover	
is	pulled	off	the	bike,	the	pin	is	pulled,	triggering	the	130-dB	
alarm.	Weatherproof	alarm	is	powered	by	a	replaceable	9V	
battery	(not	included).

69000038 	 $29.95
Fits	select	H-D	Motorcycle	Covers	with	alarm	pocket.

d. sideCar Cover WiTh eagle logo
Constructed	from	tough,	lightweight,	250	denier	water-repel-
lent	polyester.	Matches	Harley-Davidson®	touring-style	motor-
cycle	cover,	but	is	specifically	sized	to	cover	the	body	and	
windshield	of	your	sidecar.	Includes	protective	windshield	liner,	
silkscreened	Eagle	logo,	and	elastic	edging	for	a	secure	fit.

98725-91 Fits	all	H-D	sidecars.	 $99.95

neW

neW

C. moTorCyCle Cover alarm d. sideCar Cover WiTh eagle logo

*NOTE:	H-D®	motorcycle	covers	are	not	designed	to	be	used	
while	trailering.	Using	an	H-D	motorcycle	cover	while	trailering	
may	cause	the	cover	to	tear,	possibly	causing	damage	to	the	
cover	and	motorcycle.

neW

*Warning:	 Do	 not	 use	 with	 someone	 riding	 inside.	
Doing	so	could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.
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	 GARAGE	 777
	 Motorcycle	Covers

f. CoTTon Windshield sTorage bag g. sofT sTorage bag for fairing loWers

h. serviCe Cover –  
large fuel Tank shoWn

h. serviCe Cover –  
large fender shoWn

e. harley® bubble
The	Harley®	Bubble	is	designed	to	constantly	flow	filtered	air	
over	the	bike,	providing	a	dust-free,	condensation-free	envi-
ronment	that	greatly	decreases	the	chances	of	corrosion	
during	storage.	The	bike	stays	clean,	dry,	and	best	of	all,	can	
be	viewed	even	while	it’s	being	stored.	For	indoor	and	North	
American	use	only.	110-volt	only.

94646-98 	 $299.00
Fits	models	with	Windshields	and	Tour-Pak®	Luggage	
Carriers.	Does	not	fit	Trike	or	models	equipped	with	a	sidecar.
94662-98 	 $299.00
Fits	Sport	and	Cruising	models.

 replacement air intake filter for harley bubble
94688-00 	 $8.95
Fits	both	Touring	and	Sport	Harley	Bubbles.

f. CoTTon Windshield sTorage bag
This	bag	is	constructed	of	breathable	cotton	material	and	is	
designed	for	a	scratch-free	storage	area.	The	outside	of	the	
bag	features	an	embroidered	Bar	&	Shield	logo	to	match	the	
cotton	cycle	covers.

95982-98b 	 $69.95
Fits	all	Harley-Davidson®	windshields.

g. sofT sTorage bag for fairing loWers
Protect	your	fairing	lowers	when	they	are	removed	for	hot	
weather	riding.	This	convenient	storage	bag	features	a	heavy-
weight	10	oz	cotton	exterior	and	sturdy	carrying	handle.	Dual	
zippers	open	to	expose	a	soft	felt	interior	with	a	sturdy	divider	
for	left	and	right	lowers,	and	two	zippered	pouches	for	loose	
hardware	storage.	A	classic	embroidered	Bar	&	Shield	logo	
adorns	the	bag’s	exterior.

95983-07 	 $79.95
Fits	all	Harley-Davidson	Fairing	Lowers.

h. serviCe Covers*
Protect	the	finish	on	your	tank	and	fenders	while	perform-
ing	routine	service	on	your	motorcycle.	These	custom	shaped	
covers	feature	an	easy-to-clean	black	vinyl	outer	surface	and	
a	soft	non-abrasive	fleece	inner	liner.	Fuel	tank	covers	feature	
built-in	magnets	to	prevent	the	cover	from	sliding,	convenient	
mesh	pockets	to	keep	small	parts	from	rolling	away,	and	a	clear	
paperwork	window	for	notes	and	instruction	sheets.	Fender	
covers	feature	soft	elastic	bands	to	keep	the	covers	firmly	in	
place.	To	complete	the	look,	the	cover	features	a	nostalgic	
Harley-Davidson	logo	that	will	look	great	in	any	garage.

94640-08 Large	Fuel	Tank.		 $29.95
Fits	Dyna®,	FXR,	Softail®	and	Touring	models.
94642-08 Sportster	3.5	Gallon	Fuel	Tank.		 $29.95
Fits	XL	models	with	2.2	or	3.3	gallon	fuel	tank.
94645-08 Sportster	4.5	Gallon	Fuel	Tank.		 $29.95
Fits	XL	models	with	4.5	gallon	fuel	tank.
94641-08 Large	Front	Fender.		 $29.95
Fits	FL	Softail	(except	FLS)	and	Touring	models.
94643-08 Small	Front	Fender.		 $29.95
Fits	XL,	XR,	Dyna,	FXR	and	FX	Softail	models.

e. harley bubble

*NOTE:	H-D®	motorcycle	covers	are	not	designed	to	be	used	
while	trailering.	Using	an	H-D	motorcycle	cover	while	trailering	
may	cause	the	cover	to	tear,	possibly	causing	damage	to	the	
cover	and	motorcycle.
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Versatile storage
The Detach Depot Garage Storage System provides versatile, secure, off-the-floor 
storage for detachable accessories — saving valuable shelf and floor space. The 
convenient Detach Depot Wall Rack and Saddlebag Mounts put Detachables within 
easy reach, and protect your components from storage wear and tear.

778	 GARAGE

7 For a video view, log on to:  
www.h-d.com/partsvideos

for a 360° view

DeTaCH DePoT eXaMPLe CoNfiGUraTioNS

waLL raCK
The Detach Depot Wall Rack can be adjusted to  
accommodate a wide variety of detachable access-
ories. Just mount the rack to the wall studs, move  
the soft-touch rods into position, and mount your  
accessories. The versatile storage rack has the  
flexibility to grow with you as you change bikes or  
add more accessories.

SaDDLeBaG MoUNTS
The Detach Depot Saddlebag Mounts securely position 
your Sportster®, Dyna® or Softail® detachable saddle-
bags off the floor and out of the way. Just bolt the  
brackets to the wall studs, adjust the docking points,  
and utilize the saddlebag’s built-in hardware to lock the 
bags in place.

SpoRTSTeR®  
DeTachableS

SofTail® Deluxe  
DeTachableS

Dyna®  
DeTachableS

RoaD KinG® claSSic  
DeTachableS

SofTail® 
DeTachableS

TouRinG  
DeTachableS

SpoRTSTeR  
DeTachable SaDDlebaGS

Dyna  
DeTachable SaDDlebaGS

faT boy®  
DeTachable SaDDlebaGS
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	 Detachable	Storage

a. deTaCh depoT Wall raCk
Declutter	your	garage!	Detachable	windshields,	backrests,	
luggage	racks,	and	Tour-Pak®	luggage	increase	the	versatil-
ity	of	your	bike,	and	allow	you	to	equip	your	motorcycle	for	
today’s	ride.	Add	the	accessories	to	the	bike	when	you	need	
them,	and	pop	them	off	when	you	don’t.	But	what	do	you	
do	with	the	Detachables	when	they	are	not	on	the	bike?	The	
Detach	Depot	Wall	Rack	offers	an	off-the-floor,	secure	stor-
age	place	for	your	detachable	accessories.	You	no	longer	need	
to	find	acres	of	shelf	space	or	worry	about	tripping	over	your	
detachable	components.	This	heavy-duty	Detach	Depot	Wall	
Rack	can	be	mounted	to	any	wall,	and	the	16"	on-center	design	
lets	you	mount	it	securely	to	the	studs.	The	rack	features	5	
coated	rods	that	can	be	positioned	in	a	wide	variety	of	adjust-
able	mounting	slots.	Just	install	the	rods	in	the	appropriate	
location,	tighten	them	down,	and	click	your	detachable	acces-
sories	in	place.	Adjustable	rods	can	accommodate	almost	any	
combination	of	accessories.	Kit	includes	black-finished	side	
panels,	5	coated	rods,	decorative	end	caps,	and	all	necessary	
mounting	hardware.

93100005 	 $199.95
For	use	with	H-D®	Genuine	Motor	Accessory	Detachable	
products	including	Tour-Pak	mounting	racks,	Sissy	Bars,	
Luggage	Racks,	Rider	Backrests	and	Detachable-style	
Windshields.	Quick-Release	style	Detachable	Windshields	
and	Rider	Backrests	require	separate	purchase	of	auxiliary	
mount	kits.

b. deTaCh depoT QuiCk-release  
Windshield mounTs
Required	 for	 installation	 of	 Quick-Release	 Detachable	
Windshields	on	Detach	Depot	Wall	Rack.	Stepped	conical	
mounts	slip	onto	the	Detach	Depot	Wall	Rack’s	adjustable	
rods,	 and	 allow	 the	 clamp-style	 quick-release	 windshield	
mounts	to	firmly	lock	in	place.	Kit	includes	2	stepped	mounts.

93100015 	 $19.95
For	use	with	Harley-Davidson®	Quick-Release	Windshields	
and	Detach	Depot	Wall	Rack	P/N	93100005.

C. deTaCh depoT rider baCkresT mounT
Store	your	Touring	Rider	Backrest	safely	in	your	garage	when	
it’s	not	on	your	bike.	This	compact	bracket	mounts	to	the	
Detach	Depot	Wall	Rack	side	plate,	and	allows	you	to	hang	
the	rider	backrest	pad	in	a	convenient	location.	Kit	includes	
mounting	bracket	and	required	hardware.

93100016 	 $19.95
For	use	with	Harley-Davidson	Touring	model	Rider	Backrest	
and	Adjustable	Rider	Backrest	Kits	and	Detach	Depot	Wall	
Rack	P/N	93100005.

d. deTaCh depoT for saddlebags
Detachable	saddlebags	offer	a	versatile	option	to	outfit	your	
Sportster®,	Dyna®	or	Softail®	model	as	a	cross-country	tourer.	
But	what	do	you	do	with	the	bags	when	you	want	to	dress	
your	bike	down	for	a	night	on	the	town?	The	Detach	Depot	
for	Saddlebags	offers	a	secure,	off-the-floor	storage	solution.	
Don’t	worry	about	tripping	over	or	damaging	your	Detachable	
Leather	Saddlebags	when	they	are	not	on	your	bike.	These	
heavy-duty	brackets	can	be	easily	attached	to	any	wall	in	your	
garage,	and	feature	adjustable	docking	points	that	function	
just	like	the	mounting	points	on	your	motorcycle.	Just	posi-
tion	the	saddlebag	on	the	mount,	and	lock	the	bag	in	place.	
Designed	with	16"	on-center	mounting	holes,	the	brackets	can	
be	attached	directly	to	the	wall	studs,	and	can	be	positioned	
for	convenient	storage	height.	Kit	includes	brackets,	docking	
points,	and	mounting	hardware.

93100002 	 $89.95
For	use	with	Sportster,	Dyna	and	Softail	Genuine	Motor	
Accessory	Detachable	Saddlebags.
93100032 	 $99.95
For	use	with	Dyna	FLD	detachable	saddlebags.

a. deTaCh depoT Wall raCk

b. deTaCh depoT QuiCk-release  
Windshield mounTs

C. deTaCh depoT rider baCkresT mounT

d. deTaCh depoT for saddlebags

neW
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

b. moTorCyCle serviCe lifT

a. Cruiser Cradle Wheel ChoCk

a. Cruiser Cradle Wheel ChoCk
This	sturdy	aluminum	wheel	chock	will	hold	your	bike	securely	
on	the	ground,	on	a	trailer,	or	in	the	back	of	a	pickup	truck.	
Sized	to	fit	most	motorcycles,	this	wheel	chock	will	keep	your	
bike	upright	while	you	are	storing,	transporting	or	working	on	
your	bike.	Designed	for	roll-on	roll-off	use,	the	rocking	cradle	
allows	one	person	to	easily	park	their	bike	in	the	stand.	Just	
roll	the	bike	into	place	and	dismount.	The	Cruiser	Cradle	holds	
the	bike	in	place	without	straps.	Upright	storage	saves	garage	
space	and	permits	easy	access	to	both	sides	of	the	vehicle.

Cruiser	Cradle’s	utility	is	not	limited	to	the	garage.	The	light-
weight,	folding	wheel	chock	is	easy	to	transport.	Use	it	on	the	
driveway	when	you	are	washing	your	bike,	or,	when	equipped	
with	the	optional	Trailer	Adapter,	the	versatile	wheel	chock	can	
be	easily	moved	to	a	trailer	or	the	back	of	a	pickup	truck.	The	
one-person	operation	simplifies	securing	the	bike	for	trans-
port.	Load	the	bike	into	the	Cruiser	Cradle,	dismount,	and	the	
bike	remains	upright.	Just	two	tie-down	straps	are	required	
to	hold	the	bike	in	place.	And	because	you	don’t	need	to	over-	
tighten	the	straps,	you	won’t	damage	sensitive	suspension	
parts	and	handlebar	bushings.

92900001 	 $249.95
For	use	with	models	with	vehicle	weight	up	to		
3000	lb	(1360	kg)	and	front	or	rear	wheel	size	of	14"	to		
22"	(355–560mm)	rim	diameter	and	3.15"	to	8.66"		
(80mm–220mm)	nominal	wheel	width.

b. moTorCyCle serviCe lifT
This	lift	raises	and	lowers	motorcycles	by	a	hand	crank,	allow-
ing	you	to	elevate	the	motorcycle	up	to	19"	off	the	ground.	A	
friction	disc	helps	hold	the	lift	in	place	and	wheels	make	it	easy	
to	roll	into	storage.	Minimum	clearance	for	lift	is	4-1/2	inches.	
Tie-downs	must	be	used	with	Lift.	Recommend	using	Hog	
Ties®	Straps	P/N	94649-98	and/or	Hog	Ties	with	Integrated	
Soft	Hooks	P/N	94672-99.	Frame	Protectors	P/N	94675-99	
also	recommended.

94653-98 	 $379.95
Fits	all	Harley-Davidson®	V-Twin	models	(except	Trike	and	
models	equipped	with	a	Sidecar).	Twin	Cam-equipped	Dyna®	
models	require	Adapter	Kit	P/N	98965-99	for	proper	fitment.

also available:
 frame proTeCTors

Use	these	Frame	Protectors	to	protect	the	underside	of	your	
motorcycle	when	using	any	lift.	A	must	for	Softail®	models	to	
provide	the	clearance	necessary	to	keep	lift	pressure	on	the	
frame	and	not	the	shock	absorbers.	Universal	and	custom-
izable	to	fit	any	V-Twin	Harley-Davidson	motorcycle.	Sold	in	
pairs.

94675-99 Fits	all	1-1/4"	frame	tubes.	 $24.95

 TWin Cam-eQuipped dyna model moTorCyCle 
serviCe lifT adapTer kiT (not shown)
Provides	the	necessary	clearance	of	the	oil	tank	that	allows	
the	 Motorcycle	 Service	 Lift	 P/N	 94653-98	 to	 be	 used	 on	
’99-later	Dyna	models	equipped	with	a	Twin	Cam	engine.

98965-99 	 $24.95

780	 GARAGE
	 Cradles	&	Lifts

7 For a video view, log on to:  
www.h-d.com/partsvideos
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	 GARAGE	 781
	 Garage	Door	Opener

e. remoTe ConTrol garage door opener kiT

C. Cruiser Cradle Trailer adapTer kiT
Cruiser	Cradle	Trailer	Adapter	Kit	is	engineered	to	simplify	
installation	of	Cruiser	Cradle	Wheel	Chock	on	many	trailers	–	
from	enclosed	trailers	to	flat-bed	style	open	versions.	Simply	
mount	the	low	profile	kit	to	the	floor	of	your	trailer,	and	the	
Cruiser	Cradle	can	be	attached	in	seconds,	without	tools.	

92900002 	 $29.95
For	use	with	Cruiser	Cradle	Wheel	Chock	P/N	92900001	on	
trailer	applications.

d. jiffy sTand CoasTer
Designed	for	use	beneath	the	jiffy	stand,	this	polypropylene	
coaster	prevents	the	stand	from	sinking	into	soft	surfaces	
such	as	dirt,	asphalt	and	grass.

94647-98 	 $5.95
Fits	motorcycles	equipped	with	a	sidestand.

e. remoTe ConTrol garage door opener kiT
Operate	your	automatic	garage	door	opener	without	 leav-
ing	your	motorcycle	seat	or	fumbling	in	your	pocket	for	the	
remote	control.	Compatible	with	most	brands	of	automatic	
openers,	this	kit	allows	you	to	operate	your	door	by	cycling	
the	bike’s	high-beam	switch.	The	hidden	transmitter	splices	
into	your	bike’s	wiring	harness	and	is	powered	by	your	vehicle	
battery,	so	there	are	no	transmitter	batteries	to	replace.	When	
your	key	is	switched	off	the	transmitter	is	disabled,	provid-
ing	added	garage	security	if	you	park	your	bike	outside.	The	
signal	is	sent	to	the	in-garage	receiver	that	plugs	into	a	stan-
dard	110-volt	outlet	and	is	wired	to	the	automatic	opener.	The	
receiver’s	rolling	code	technology	provides	additional	secu-
rity.	Kit	includes	one	transmitter	and	one	receiver.	Individual	
components	are	available	to	equip	additional	motorcycles	
and	garages.

91558-01a 	 $129.95
Fits	’02-later	VRSC™,	’94-later	XL,	’08-later	XR,	’96-later	
Dyna®	and	Softail®.	Also	fits	’94-later	Touring	and	Trike	
models.	’12-later	Dyna	and	’11-later	Softail	models	require	
separate	purchase	of	Electrical	Connection	Kit	P/N	72673-11.	

 1. remote Control garage door opener Transmitter
This	kit	allows	owners	of	the	Remote	Garage	Door	Opener	
P/N	 91558-01A	 to	 equip	 each	 of	 their	 Harley-Davidson®	
motorcycles	with	a	remote	transmitter.

91561-01a 	 $69.95
For	use	with	Remote	Garage	Door	Opener	P/N	91558-01A.

 2. remote Control garage door opener receiver
This	additional	receiver	permits	the	owner	of	 the	Remote	
Garage	Door	Opener	P/N	91558-01A	to	operate	more	than	
one	garage	door	opener	from	a	single	transmitter.

91562-01 	 $69.95
For	use	with	Remote	Garage	Door	Opener	P/N	91558-01A.

 3. remote Control garage door opener key fob
Operate	your	Harley-Davidson	Remote	Garage	Door	Opener	
from	your	car.	This	Key	Fob	fits	on	your	key	ring,	and	works	with	
the	rolling	code	technology	of	the	receiver	to	provide	added	
security.	Because	up	to	eight	devices	can	be	programmed	for	
use	with	a	single	Remote	Garage	Door	Opener	Receiver,	every-
one	in	your	family	can	have	access.	Two	buttons	can	be	set	for	
use	on	multiple	Remote	Garage	Door	Openers.	Indicator	light	
shows	Fob	is	working.	Batteries	included.

91569-01 	 $49.95
For	use	with	Remote	Garage	Door	Opener	Kit		
P/N	91558-01A.

C. Cruiser Cradle Trailer adapTer kiT

e. remoTe ConTrol garage door opener kiT

1 3

2

d. jiffy sTand CoasTer
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	 Motorcycle	Tie-Downs

Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

C. harley-davidson 1-1/4" raTCheT Tie-doWn sTraps

b. 1-1/2" gradual release raTCheT Tie-doWn sTraps

a. hog Ties sTraps

a. hog Ties® sTraps
Made	and	designed	specifically	for	Harley-Davidson®	motor-
cycles,	these	are	among	the	sturdiest	tie-downs	on	the	market.	
Each	tie-down	is	a	full	1-1/2	inches	wide	for	unbelievable	hold-
ing	 strength,	 with	 sturdy	 buckles	 that	 feature	 the	 Harley-
Davidson	Bar	&	Shield	 logo.	At	 least	50%	wider	and	50%	
stronger	than	a	standard	tie-down.	Don’t	trust	your	Harley-
Davidson	motorcycle	to	anything	less.	Sold	in	pairs.

94649-98 Fits	all	models.	 $44.95

shown with:
 hog Ties sTraps WiTh inTegraTed sofT hooks

This	version	of	the	popular	Hog	Ties®	tie-down	has	integrated	
Soft	Hooks	along	with	the	standard	coated	steel	hooks,	allow-
ing	you	a	choice	of	either	the	soft	or	steel	hook	against	the	
motorcycle.	 It	 is	especially	useful	for	avoiding	pinching	of	
brake	lines,	wiring	or	other	parts	that	can	be	damaged	by	steel	
hooks.	Features	sturdy	buckles	with	cast	Harley-Davidson	Bar	
&	Shield	logo.	Sold	in	pairs.

94672-99 Fits	all	models.	 $49.95

b. 1-1/2" gradual release raTCheT  
Tie-doWn sTraps
These	1-1/2"	Ratchet	Tie-Down	Straps	provide	a	heavy-duty	
1,800	lb	capacity	for	maximum	tensioning	power.	The	ratchet	
features	a	comfortable	handle	and	a	dual-direction	reversing	
drive	that	permits	gradual	tension	release.	Just	throw	the	lever	
and	back	off	the	tension	a	little	at	a	time,	reducing	the	“snap	
back”	from	most	ratchet	release	designs.	Straps	feature	inte-
grated	soft	hooks,	vinyl-coated	“S”	hook	on	one	end	and	a	
closed	end	carabiner	hook	that	won’t	come	unhooked	during	
the	tie-down	process.

94706-10 	 $64.95
Ratchet	Straps	with	Integrated	Soft	Hook.

C. harley-davidson 1-1/4" raTCheT  
Tie-doWn sTraps
These	 1-1/4"	 Harley-Davidson	Tie-Downs	 have	 a	 1,200	 lb	
capacity	and	feature	Harley-Davidson	scripted	webbing	with	a	
loop	handle	for	easy	pulling.	Vinyl-coated	hooks	feature	spring	
loaded	one-way	wire	loop	gates	that	hold	the	hook	in	position,	
simplifying	initial	tie-down	setup.	Harley-Davidson	Ratchet	
Tie-Down	Straps	feature	lever-action	ratchets	for	use	when	
greater	tensioning	power	 is	needed.	Straps	are	also	avail-
able	with	integrated	soft	hooks	that	are	designed	to	keep	the	
coated	hard	hooks	away	from	delicate	surfaces.	Sold	in	pairs.

1. 94699-10 Ratchet	Straps.	 $39.95
2. 94704-10 	 $44.95
Ratchet	Straps	with	Integrated	Soft	Hook.

1

2
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	 GARAGE	 783
	 Motorcycle	Tie-Downs

d. anCra® raT-paCk raTCheT sTyle Tie-doWns
The	Ancra®	ratcheting	buckle	allows	you	to	quickly	and	easily	
secure	your	load.	Sold	in	pairs.

98187-90T 	  $35.95

e. anCra Tie-doWns
Features	the	Ancra	cam-buckle	that	protects	the	webbing	
while	 providing	 a	 secure	 non-slip	 grip.	This	 66-inch	 long	
motorcycle	tie-down	is	rated	at	1,200	lb	straight	pull	and	
2,400	lb	looped	tension.	Sold	in	pairs.

98186-84T Black.	  $34.95
98183-90T Orange.	  $34.95

f. fleeCe sofT hooks
These	18"	Soft	Hooks	are	designed	to	keep	ratchets,	hooks	
and	buckles	away	from	delicate	surfaces.	The	soft	synthetic	
sheepskin	cover	cushions	the	surface	and	protects	handle-
bars,	triple	trees	and	other	tie-down	points	from	scratches	
and	abrasion.	Each	soft	hook	has	a	capacity	of	2,400	lb.	Sold	
in	pairs.

93100017 Fits	all	models.	 $14.95

g. harley-davidson® 18" sofT hooks
These	Harley-Davidson®	18"	Soft	Hooks	keep	ratchets	and	
buckles	away	from	delicate	surfaces.	Each	soft	hook	has	a	
capacity	of	2,400	lb.	Sold	in	pairs.

94705-10 Fits	all	models. $9.95

h. hog Ties® sofT hooks
New,	wider	Soft	Hooks	to	be	used	in	conjunction	with	the	
super	 strong	 Hog	Ties	 Straps.	These	 Soft	 Hooks	 prevent	
scratching	of	handlebars,	fairings,	etc.	and	have	a	whopping	
5,700	lb	of	tensile	strength.	Sold	in	pairs.

94650-98 Fits	all	models.	 $9.95

i. anCra sofT hook exTensions
Black	Soft	Hook	acts	as	a	tie-down	extension,	keeps	hooks	
away	 from	 delicate	 surfaces,	 and	 is	 available	 in	 two	 loop	
lengths,	 12	 inches	 and	 18	 inches.	 Each	 Soft	 Hook	 has	 an	
assembly	strength	of	3,000	lb.	Sold	in	pairs.

98192-85T 12	inches.	 $7.95
98193-85T 18	inches.	 $8.95

d. anCra raT-paCk raTCheT sTyle  
Tie-doWns

e. anCra Tie-doWns

f. fleeCe sofT hooks g. harley-davidson 18" sofT hooks

h. hog Ties sofT hooks i. anCra sofT hook exTensions
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784	 GARAGE
	 Locks	&	Keys

a. disC brake loCk and reminder Cord 1 *
Designed	to	prevent	roll-away	theft,	this	lock	provides	security	
protection	and	resists	cutting	and	chisel	attacks.	Hardened	
drop-forged	steel	lock	features	a	dual-reinforced	high-security	
disc-style	cylinder	and	blade-style	key.	The	sleek	and	compact	
design	is	available	in	mirror-chrome	or	in	a	bright	orange	finish	
for	maximum	visibility.	Kit	includes	2	blade-style	keys	and	a	
high-visibility	reminder	cord	that	loops	from	the	lock	to	the	
handlebar	as	a	visual	indication	that	your	lock	is	still	engaged.	
Key	registration	and	replacement	service	is	available.

Fits	front	brake	rotor	on	’83-later	models,	except	those	with	
19-inch	laced	front	wheels.	On	VRSC™	models,	fits	on	rear	
brake	rotor,	does	not	fit	front	brake	rotor	on	models	equipped	
with	solid	disc	wheels.

46086-98a Chrome.	 $46.95
94873-10 Orange.	 $46.95

also available:
 loCk reminder Cord 1

Remember	to	remove	your	Disc	or	Fork	Lock	before	begin-
ning	your	ride	with	this	high-visibility	Reminder	Cord.	Flexible,	
coiled,	bright	orange	cord	loops	from	external	lock	to	handle-
bar,	acting	as	a	visual	indication	that	your	lock	is	still	engaged.

46318-04 Universal.	 $4.95

b. h-d® 12mm aCCessory Cable loCk 1,2 *
This	 12mm	 multi-purpose	 cable	 lock	 is	 ideal	 for	 securing	
helmets,	leathers	and	other	items.	The	braided	steel	cable	
features	a	protective	vinyl	cover	and	a	soft	molded	lock	cover	
to	prevent	scratches.	The	integrated	lock	features	a	snap-
shut	keyway	for	weather	protection,	and	the	flexible	cable	
can	be	coiled	tightly	for	convenient	storage.	Orange	highlights	
improve	visibility	 for	added	theft	deterrence.	Kit	 includes	
2	blade-style	keys.	“Key	Safe”	registration	and	replacement	
service	is	available.	Cable	length:	6.0'.

46090-98a 	 $19.95

C. h-d 20mm super hard Wire Cable loCk 1,2 *
This	tempered	steel	cable	lock	features	a	smooth	vinyl	cover	
and	a	soft	molded	lock	head	to	protect	the	frame	and	wheel	
from	scratches.	The	braided	and	twisted	cable	offers	improved	
cut	resistance,	and	the	integrated	lock	features	a	snap-shut	
cylinder	with	quarter-turn	key	movement.	Orange	highlights	
improve	visibility	 for	added	theft	deterrence.	Kit	 includes	
2	blade-style	keys.	“Key	Safe”	registration	and	replacement	
service	is	available.	Cable	length:	6.0'.

46089-98a 	 $62.95

b. h-d 12mm aCCessory Cable loCk

a. disC brake loCk and reminder Cord – 
Chrome

a. disC brake loCk and reminder Cord – 
orange

a. disC brake loCk and reminder Cord – orange

C. h-d 20mm super hard Wire Cable loCk

1 Warning:	Remove	lock	before	operating	motorcycle.	
Failure	to	remove	lock	could	result	in	death	or	serious	
injury.

2 Warning:	Chain	or	cable	is	to	be	used	as	a	theft	deter-
rent	only.	Use	for	towing,	 lifting,	or	any	other	purpose	
could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.

*“key safe”	registration	and	replacement	service	is	
provided	by	the	lock	manufacturer.	Information	is	included	in	
the	product	packaging.

“key safe” 
available

“key safe” 
available

“key safe” 
available

“key safe” 
available
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d. shaCkle loCk kiT 1 *
Secure	 your	 brake	 disc	 or	 sprocket.	This	 lock	 features	 a	
fully	removable	14mm	shackle	with	a	large	inside	diameter	
to	simplify	the	capture	of	chain	links	and	cable	loops.	The	
high-security	double	deadbolt	design	and	anti-float	disc	lock	
cylinder	is	tough	to	defeat,	and	the	soft	nylon	coating	on	the	
shackle	and	lock	protects	your	bike’s	finish.	The	blade-style	
key	slot	 is	hidden	behind	a	sliding	dust	cover	 for	weather	
protection,	and	the	kit	includes	a	lighted	key	for	nighttime	
locking.	The	bright	orange	color	of	the	lock	and	the	handy	
reminder	cord	provides	visibility	to	the	user	and	added	theft	
deterrence.	When	not	in	use,	the	lock	and	cord	can	be	stored	
in	the	compact	ballistic	nylon	pouch	with	belt	clip.	Kit	includes	
lock,	two	standard	keys,	one	lighted	key,	coiled	reminder	cord,	
and	storage	pouch.	

•	 	Includes	Key	Safe	program	that	allows	you	to	order	keys	if	
you	lose	them.

•	 	Optional	Anti-Theft	protection	that	will	pay	up	to	$750	if	your	
bike	is	stolen.

•	 	Thatcham	Category	3	Approved.
94868-10 	 $56.95

e. seCuriTy Chain and shaCkle loCk 1,2 *
This	high-security	Chain	and	Lock	features	a	12mm	triple	heat	
treated	boron	manganese	6-sided	link	steel	chain,	surrounded	
with	an	exclusive	Bar	&	Shield	logo	nylon	webbing	to	provide	
protection	against	scratched	finishes.	The	lock	features	a	fully	
removable	14mm	shackle,	a	double	deadbolt	design	for	added	
security,	a	high-security	lock	cylinder	with	anti-float	discs	and	
nylon	molded	dust	cover,	and	a	lighted	key	for	nighttime	lock-
ing.	The	orange	color	gives	the	lock	greater	visibility	for	added	
theft	deterrence.	Security	chain	length:	5.0'.

•	 	Includes	Key	Safe	program	that	allows	you	to	order	keys	if	
you	lose	them.

•	 	Optional	Anti-Theft	protection	that	will	pay	up	to	$1000	if	
your	bike	is	stolen.

•	 	Thatcham	Category	3	Approved.
94872-10 	 $139.95

f. noose Chain and shaCkle loCk kiT 1,2 *
Maximum	protection	for	your	motorcycle.	This	high-security	
Noose	Chain	and	Lock	features	a	12mm	triple	heat	treated	
boron	manganese	6-sided	link	steel	chain	with	cinch	ring	for	
securing	your	bike	to	stationary	objects.	Put	the	chain	around	
a	post,	slip	the	chain	through	the	ring,	and	cinch	it	tight.	Then	
loop	the	nylon-web	covered	chain	through	the	frame	or	wheels	
of	the	bike	and	lock	it	up	tight.	The	lock	features	a	fully	remov-
able	14mm	shackle,	a	double	deadbolt	design	for	added	secu-
rity,	a	high-security	 lock	cylinder	with	anti-float	discs	and	
nylon	molded	dust	cover,	and	a	lighted	key	for	nighttime	lock-
ing.	The	orange	color	gives	the	lock	greater	visibility	for	added	
theft	deterrence.	Security	chain	length:	4.25'.

•	 	Includes	Key	Safe	program	that	allows	you	to	order	keys	if	
you	lose	them.

•	 	Optional	Anti-Theft	protection	that	will	pay	up	to	$1000	if	
your	bike	is	stolen.

•	 	Thatcham	Category	3	Approved.
94869-10 	 $119.95

“key safe” 
inCluded

d. shaCkle loCk WiTh pouCh and Cord

“key safe” 
inCluded

e. seCuriTy Chain and shaCkle loCk 

f. noose Chain and shaCkle loCk kiT

“key safe” 
inCluded-

1 Warning:	Remove	lock	before	operating	motorcycle.	
Failure	to	remove	lock	could	result	in	death	or	serious	
injury.

2 Warning:	Chain	or	cable	is	to	be	used	as	a	theft	deter-
rent	only.	Use	for	towing,	 lifting,	or	any	other	purpose	
could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.

*“key safe”	registration	and	replacement	service	is	
provided	by	the	lock	manufacturer.	Information	is	included	in	
the	product	packaging.
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786	 GARAGE
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a. double looped seCuriTy Cable 2
This	handy	7'	x	10mm	Double	Looped	Cable	is	very	versatile.	
The	vinyl-covered	braided	cable	is	flexible,	and	can	be	used	to	
lock	equipment	to	your	bike.	Loop	it	through	the	sleeve	of	your	
jacket	and	the	strap	of	your	helmet,	lock	it	to	the	bike,	and	feel	
free	to	walk	away	unencumbered.	The	bright	orange	swage	
covers	provide	greater	visibility	for	added	theft	deterrence,	
and	the	hook-and-loop	strap	lets	you	tie	the	coiled	cable	for	
convenient	storage.	Cable	length:	7.0'.

94871-10 	 $11.95

b. high seCuriTy padloCk 1
Premium	quality,	commercial	grade	padlock	features	a	tough,	
hardened	boron	alloy	shackle	and	dual	ball	bearing	locking	
mechanism.	Steel	lock	body	is	enclosed	in	high-tech	black	
Xenoy®,	offering	exceptional	weather	resistance.

45721-96a 	 $34.95

C. bar & shield padloCk 1
Classic	round-body	lock	is	perfect	for	use	as	a	fork	lock,	or	
to	secure	protective	cables	or	chains.	This	high-security	lock	
features	a	tough	case-hardened	boron	alloy	shackle	and	easy-
to-operate	quarter-turn	five-pin	tumbler	cylinder,	housed	in	a	
beautiful	chrome-plated	lock	body	with	textured	surfaces	and	
embossed	Bar	&	Shield	logo.	Kit	includes	2	keys.

45737-72a 	 $21.95

d. universal mounT helmeT loCk 1
Designed	to	be	installed	on	any	7/8"	to	1-1/4"	diameter	tubing	
such	as	engine	guards,	saddlebag	guards,	and	frame	tubes.	
Conveniently	secures	helmets.	To	be	used	only	when	motor-
cycle	is	parked	and	locked.

45732-86 	 $19.95
Fits	all	models	(except	VRSC™	and	’04-later	XL	and	XR	
models	unless	equipped	with	engine	guard.).

e. loCking QuiCk-release Windshield Clamp
Protect	 your	 investment.	 This	 Locking	 Quick-Release	
Windshield	 Clamp	 secures	 your	 windshield	 from	 grab-
and-run	theft,	giving	you	peace	of	mind	when	you	have	to	
leave	 your	 bike	 unattended.	 The	 chrome-plated	 Locking	
Clamp	 replaces	 one	 of	 the	 Original	 Equipment	 wind-
shield	 clamps,	 and	 features	 a	 push-button	 lock	 with	 a	
mini	 barrel-style	 key	 for	 easy	 removal.	 Kit	 includes	 one	
locking	clamp	and	two	matching	keys.

57400006 39mm.	 $39.95
Fits	’88-later	XL	and	’91-’05	Dyna®	models	(except	FXDWG)	
equipped	with	Quick-Release-style	detachable	windshields.
57400007 41mm.	 $39.95
Fits	’93-’05	FXDWG	and	’88-later	FXS,	FXST,	FXSTB	and	
FXSTC	models	equipped	with	Quick-Release-style	
detachable	windshields.
57400008 49mm.	 $39.95
Fits	’02-later	VRSC	models	(except	VRSCF)	and	’06-later	
Dyna	models	(except	FLD)	equipped	with	Quick-Release-
style	detachable	windshields.

f. universal saddlebag loCk kiT
Keep	the	contents	of	your	existing	soft-sided	saddlebags	safe	
from	the	grab-and-go	thief.	This	unique	kit	features	two	extra	
small	barrel	locks	that	can	replace	existing	saddlebag	snaps	to	
perform	double	duty	as	locks	or	as	snaps	when	you	don’t	need	
to	lock	your	bags.	Can	be	keyed	to	match	your	barrel	style	igni-
tion	key.	Sold	in	pairs.

Fits	most	soft-sided	leather	and	vinyl	saddlebags.	Does	not	fit	
FLHRC	and	FLHRS.

90300003 Keyed	To	Match.	 $59.95
90300017 Random	Key	Code.	 $49.95

1 Warning:	Remove	lock	before	operating	motorcycle.	
Failure	to	remove	lock	could	result	in	death	or	serious	
injury.

2 Warning:	Chain	or	cable	is	to	be	used	as	a	theft	deter-
rent	only.	Use	for	towing,	 lifting,	or	any	other	purpose	
could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.

a. double looped seCuriTy Cable b. high seCuriTy padloCk

e. loCking QuiCk-release  
Windshield Clamp

f. universal saddlebag loCk kiT

C. bar & shield padloCk d. universal mounT helmeT loCk
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g. deTaChables loCk*
This	 unique	 lock	 replaces	 the	 cam-lock	 on	 your	 Harley-
Davidson®	Detachable	accessories,	providing	additional	secu-
rity	and	peace-of-mind	when	parking	your	vehicle.	Kit	includes	
two	extended-reach	barrel-style	keys	for	easy	access	to	the	
lock.	Designed	exclusively	by	Harley-Davidson.	Key	registra-
tion	and	replacement	service	is	available.	Sold	in	pairs.

Fits	all	models	equipped	with	Detachable	Sideplates,	Racks	
and	Tour-Pak®	Luggage	Carriers	(except	 ’09-later	Touring	
models	equipped	with	Detachable	Solo	Tour-Pak	Rack).

90300047 Black.	 $69.95
90300048 Chrome.	 $79.95

h. keyed-To-maTCh CusTom keys
 1. Commemorative Cvo™ ignition key

Celebrate	the	exclusive	nature	of	your	Harley-Davidson	CVO™		
(Custom	Vehicle	Operations™)	motorcycle	with	this	commem-
orative	ignition	key.	Keyed	to	match	your	ignition	and	fork	
lock,	this	hand-polished	brass	key	features	a	prismatic	Bar	&	
Shield	logo	set	in	a	black	field	surrounded	by	“Custom	Vehicle	
Operations”	script.	Available	to	CVO	vehicle	owners	only,	the	
key	is	made-to-order	and	delivered	in	a	leatherette	gift	box.	
See	your	Dealer	for	ordering	information.

71031-04 	 $89.95
Available	to	CVO	motorcycle	owners	only.	

 2. skull ignition keys
Keyed	to	match	your	ignition	and	fork	lock,	this	key	features	
the	Harley-Davidson	Skull	 logo	 in	bright	nickel	with	black	
accents.	Key	is	delivered	in	a	leatherette	gift	box.	Keys	can	
be	ordered	through	your	Harley-Davidson	Dealer	and	will	be	
keyed	to	match	your	bike.

71040-04 Barrel	Style.		 $69.95
Fits	’91-later	models	with	barrel	style	key.
71041-04 Blade	Style.		 $69.95
Fits	’94-’11	XL	models	with	blade	style	key.

 3. bar & shield logo ignition keys
Keyed-to-match	your	ignition	and	fork	lock,	this	key	features	
the	Harley-Davidson	Bar	&	Shield	logo	with	an	antique	brass	
finish.	In	time	and	with	use	the	key	will	continue	to	develop	a	
patina	and	character.	Key	is	delivered	in	a	leatherette	gift	box.	
Keys	can	be	ordered	through	your	Harley-Davidson	Dealer	and	
will	be	keyed	to	match	your	bike.

71038-04 Barrel	Style.		 $69.95
Fits	’91-later	models	with	barrel	style	key.
71039-04 Blade	Style.		 $69.95
Fits	’94-’11	XL	models	with	blade	style	key.

i. keyed-To-maTCh individual replaCemenT  
loCk program
In	the	past,	replacing	a	lock	required	the	time	and	expense	of	
re-keying	a	new	lock	or	replacing	all	of	the	locks	on	your	bike.	
Our	Keyed-to-Match	Program	eliminates	that	hassle	and	
allows	you	to	order	an	exact	replacement	based	on	your	
lock’s	key	code,	right	down	to	the	quality	you	would	expect	
from	a	stock	Harley-Davidson	lock.	Just	ask	your	Dealer	to	
refer	to	Bulletin	Number	658B	and	they’ll	take	care	of	your	
needs	–	lock,	stock	and	barrel.

h. keyed-To-maTCh CusTom keys

2

3

1

g. deTaChables loCk – blaCk

“key safe” 
available

“key safe” 
available

i. keyed-To-maTCh individual replaCemenT loCk

g. deTaChables loCk – Chrome

*“key safe”	registration	and	replacement	service	is	
provided	by	the	lock	manufacturer.	Information	is	included	in	
the	product	packaging.
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a. h-d® smarT seCuriTy sysTem – ’07-laTer models
The	H-D®	Smart	Security	System	offers	automatic	self-arming	
and	hands-free	disarming	for	vehicle	electronic	security	func-
tions	for	your	’07-later	Harley®	motorcycle.	The	Hands-Free	
Fob	communicates	directly	on	its	own	unique	and	individu-
alized	frequency	with	the	Hands-Free	Security	Module	and	
Antenna.	Attach	the	Hands-Free	Fob	to	your	vehicle	ignition	
key	ring.	As	you	upright	your	vehicle	or	switch	the	ignition	on,	
the	Hands-Free	Fob	will	communicate	the	Security	System	

“disarm”	command	allowing	you	to	start	your	vehicle.	After	
riding	your	vehicle,	park	and	switch	the	ignition	off	with	your	
key.	Within	5	seconds	the	Security	System	will	automatically	
self-arm,	disabling	your	vehicle	starter,	ignition	and	electronic	
fuel	 injection	(EFI).	The	Smart	Security	System	 includes:	
Hands-Free	Security	Module	(Integrated	Security	Sensor	and	
Turn	Signal	Module	or	Body	Control	Module),	2	Hands-Free	
Fobs,	Antenna	Module,	Antenna	Harness	and	Antenna	Mount	
(Dyna®	models).

also available:
 h-d smarT seCuriTy sysTem hands-free fob

Replacement/Additional	Hands-Free	Fob.

68926-07 	 $39.95
Fits	’07-later	models	equipped	with	H-D	Smart	Security	
System.
66373-06 	 $1.95
CR2032	3v	Lithium	Replacement	Battery.

b. h-d faCTory seCuriTy sysTem –  
’06-earlier models
Equip	your	’06-earlier	Harley-Davidson®	VRSC™,	Sportster®,	
Dyna,	Softail®	or	Touring	 model	with	 the	security	 system	
designed	 and	 approved	 by	 The	 Harley-Davidson	 Motor	
Company.

When	armed,	the	Security	System	disables	the	starter	and	
ignition	while	monitoring	the	electrical	system	and	vehicle	
motion	with	adjustable	sensitivity.	Minor	disturbances	trigger	
a	momentary	warning;	major	ones,	an	unbroken	thirty-second	
alarm,	after	which	the	Security	System	returns	to	monitoring.	
A	distinctive	four-way	flasher	pattern	is	the	alarm	signal.	An	
optional	self-powered	Smart	Siren	Kit	adds	a	piercing	scream	
that	sounds	even	if	the	battery	cable	is	cut.

The	Security	System	is	armed	and	disarmed	with	a	remote	
control	waterproof	key	fob	utilizing	state-of-the-art	rolling	
code	technology.	If	the	key	fob	is	not	available,	the	rider	may	
arm	or	disarm	the	system	by	keying	a	previously	entered	
personal	code	on	the	turn	signal	switches.	Kit	includes	2	Key	
Fobs.

also available:
 replaCemenT/addiTional remoTe ConTrol 

WaTerproof key fob
68926-00 	 $44.95
Fits	models	equipped	with	H-D	Factory	Security	System,	
North	America.
68927-00 	 $44.95
Fits	models	equipped	with	H-D	Factory	Security	System,	
International	(except	Japan).
66373-06 	 $1.95
CR2032	3v	Lithium	Replacement	Battery.

a. h-d smarT seCuriTy sysTem –  
’07-laTer models

a. h-d smarT seCuriTy sysTem – ’07-laTer models

b. h-d faCTory seCuriTy sysTem –  
’06-earlier models
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C. h-d® seCuriTy sysTem smarT siren ii
Security	 and	 convenience	 in	 one.	 The	 Harley-Davidson®	
Smart	Siren	II	combines	the	functionality	of	the	smart	siren	
and	pager	transmitter	into	one	easy-to-install	unit.	Featuring	a	
built	in	back-up	power	supply,	the	siren	and	transmitter	func-
tions	will	continue	to	operate	even	if	the	wires	are	cut	or	the	
vehicle	battery	 is	disconnected.	When	combined	with	the	
Pager	Receiver	II	(sold separately),	the	integrated	FM	trans-
mitter	can	warn	of	tampering	up	to	1/2	mile	away.	Smart	Siren	
II	features	an	enhanced	sound	chamber,	a	redesigned	internal	
battery	access	cover,	and	ultra	low	power	consumption	during	
the	standby	mode.	When	activated,	the	Security	System	Fob	
arm	and	disarm	commands	are	confirmed	with	a	blink	feature	
and	’07-later	models	can	be	programmed	to	emit	a	chirp.	
Smart	Siren	II	is	certified	for	use	in	North	America.

 smarT siren baTTery  
replaCemenT kiT (not shown)
Replacement	Battery	Kit	for	Harley-Davidson	Factory	Security	
System	 Smart	 Siren	 includes	 replacement	 nickel	 metal	
hydride	battery	and	instructions.

69309-10 	 $14.95

C. h-d seCuriTy sysTem smarT siren ii

h-d seCuriTy sysTems, norTh ameriCa
model year model family security system smart siren ii kit**

2007-2013 VRSC™ (except VRSCF) 68207-07a $329.95 68328-06a $89.95

2009-2013 VRSCF 91684-08a $329.95 68328-06a $89.95

2002-2006 VRSC (except VRSCR) 68200-00d $269.95 68328-06a $89.95

2006 VRSCR 68207-00d $269.95 68328-06a $89.95

2009-2013 Trike 68200-07a $329.95 68328-06a $89.95

2007-2013 FL Touring 68200-07a* $329.95 68328-06a $89.95

2002-2006 FL Touring 68200-00d* $269.95 68328-06a $89.95

2000-2001 FL Touring 68200-00d* $269.95 68317-06a $129.95

2012-2013 Dyna® 41000087 $359.95 68328-06a $89.95

2007-2011 Dyna 68207-07a $329.95 68328-06a $89.95

2004-2006 Dyna 68207-00d $269.95 68328-06a $89.95

2000-2003 Dyna 68200-00d $269.95 – –

2011-2013 Softail® 41000021a $359.95 68328-06a $89.95

2007-2010 Softail (except FXCW/C) 68207-07a $329.95 68328-06a $89.95

2008-2010 FXCW/C 91684-08a $329.95 68328-06a $89.95

2003-2006 Softail 68207-00d $269.95 68328-06a $89.95

2000-2002 Softail 68207-00d $269.95 – –

2007-2013 XL/XR 68200-07a $329.95 68352-06b $129.95

2004-2006 XL 68200-00d $269.95 68352-06b $129.95

*P/N	88115-03	Bank	Angle	Switch	Kit	(sold separately)	or	Security	System	P/N	68200-00D	or	68200-07A	are	required		
			for	use	on	2000-later	FL	Touring	models	equipped	with	a	TLE/Ultra	Sidecar.

**Pager	function	requires	Remote	Pager	Receiver	II	P/N	91660-06	or	91672-07	(sold separately).
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C. biker’s full size firsT aid kiT

b. biker’s CompaCT firsT aid kiT

a. harley-davidson seCuriTy sysTem 
pager reCeiver ii – baTTery poWered

a. harley-davidson seCuriTy sysTem 
pager reCeiver ii – reChargeable

790	 GARAGE
	 Security	&	First	Aid

a. harley-davidson® seCuriTy sysTem  
pager reCeiver ii
Designed	 to	 complement	 the	 Smart	 Siren	 II,	 this	 Pager	
Receiver	can	be	linked	to	the	vehicle	with	no	additional	instal-
lation.	The	Pager	Receiver	II	monitors	the	Security	System	
operation,	and	features	multi-color	LED	indicators	to	display	
unique	codes	for	arming,	disarming	and	trigger	modes.	The	
Range	 Confirmation	 Signal	 (RCS)	 confirms	 and	 displays	
the	signal	reception.	High-efficiency	FM	circuitry	provides	
excellent	reception,	even	in	buildings	and	parking	garages.	
Maximum	effective	range	is	up	to	1/2	mile.	The	Pager	Receiver	
II	features	selectable	vibration	or	audible	modes.	The	silent	
paging	mode	feature	allows	selectable	programming	trigger	
modes	to	avoid	activating	the	siren.	

 pager receiver ii – battery powered
The	convenient	built-in	ultra-bright	white	LED	flashlight	helps	
light	the	way.	The	compact,	lightweight	receiver	can	be	carried	
in	your	pocket,	or	the	receiver	holster	can	be	clipped	to	a	belt	
up	to	1-3/4	inches	wide.	Kit	includes	receiver,	holster,	and	one	
3V	lithium	battery.	Operates	in	conjunction	with	the	Security	
System	Fob	and	Smart	Siren	II.

91660-06 	 $69.95
Fits	all	models	equipped	with	the	Harley-Davidson®	Security	
System	Smart	Siren	II.	Certified	for	use	in	North	America.
66378-06 	 $2.95
CR2450	3v	Lithium	Replacement	Battery.

 pager receiver ii – rechargeable
The	 compact,	 lightweight	 receiver	 can	 be	 carried	 in	 your	
pocket	or	clipped	to	a	belt.	Kit	includes	receiver	and	UL-listed	
battery	charger	(AC-DC	with	Output	of	DC	4.5V	50mA	for	
North	America).	Operates	in	conjunction	with	the	Security	
System	Fob	and	Smart	Siren	II.

91672-07 	 $89.95
Fits	all	models	equipped	with	the	Harley-Davidson	Security	
System	Smart	Siren	II.	Certified	for	use	in	North	America.

b. biker’s CompaCT firsT aid kiT
Keep	this	simple	first	aid	kit	with	you	wherever	you	go.	The	
compact	 9.0"	 x	 4.0"	 x	 2.0"	 zippered	 nylon	 case	 is	 small	
enough	to	fit	inside	all	Harley-Davidson	windshield	bags,	and	
contains:	burn	cream	packets,	hand	sanitizer	packets,	anti-
biotic	packets,	eyewash,	gauze	pads,	plastic	and	flexi	strips,	
gauze,	waterproof	tape,	latex-free	gloves,	cleansing	towelettes,	
insect	sting	pads,	scissors,	tweezer/magnifier,	survival	wrap,	
and	an	English-language	quick	first	aid	guide.	Intended	for	U.S.	
market.

93511-10 	 $24.95

C. biker’s full size firsT aid kiT
A	first	aid	kit	designed	for	the	HOG®	Road	Captain	or	a	serious	
long-distance	rider.	Housed	in	a	convenient	8.0"	x	6.0"	x	3.0"	
zippered	nylon	case,	this	kit	includes:	sunscreen	packets,	burn	
cream	packets,	hand	sanitizer	packets,	antibiotic	packets,	
eyewash,	gauze	pads,	plastic	and	flexi	strips	and	bandages,	
gauze,	waterproof	tape,	latex-free	gloves,	cleansing	towelettes,	
insect	sting	pads,	lens	cleaning	cloth,	ear	plugs,	tissues,	scis-
sors,	survival	wrap,	rain	poncho,	paper,	pencil,	and	an	English-
language	quick	first	aid	guide.	Intended	for	U.S.	market.

93512-10 	 $39.95
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	 Flashlights

d. reChargeable led CigareTTe lighTer 
flashlighT
Now	you	don’t	need	batteries	to	see	the	light.	Always	charged	
and	at	your	fingertips,	the	Cigarette	Lighter	Flashlight	fits	into	
any	Harley-Davidson®	“cigarette	lighter”	style	power	outlet	or	
12-volt	power	supply.	Powerful	LED	15	Lumen	lamp	projects	a	
brilliant	pool	of	blue-white	light	that	illuminates	your	work	area	
and	grabs	attention	in	the	dark.	Light	features	safety	strobe	
setting	to	ensure	that	you	are	seen	from	a	distance.

12700022 	 $29.95

e. TaCTiCal led flashlighT WiTh safeTy sTrobe
The	Tactical	LED	Flashlight	with	Safety	Strobe	won’t	leave	you	
in	the	dark.	The	compact	flashlight	features	3	settings	–	high,	
low	and	strobe	–	plus	an	adjustable	lens	to	focus	the	light	from	
a	narrow	beam	to	a	wide	flood	of	light.	Powered	by	standard	
AAA	batteries,	the	flashlight’s	high	beam	reaches	140	yards	(at	
100	lumens),	and	the	power-conserving	low	beam	will	last	50	
continuous	hours.	The	safety	strobe	will	ensure	that	you	are	
seen	from	a	distance.	Simple	push-button	operation	changes	
modes	quickly.

12700024 	 $49.95

f. led penlighT
This	durable	compact	LED	Penlight	features	brilliant	long-life	
LED	lamps	and	a	removable	fiber	optic	pointer	to	help	focus	
light	into	tight	spaces.	Powered	by	2	standard	AAA	batteries,	
the	LED	Penlight	produces	15	lumens	of	clean	blue/white	light,	
and	will	operate	for	up	to	10	hours.

12700025 	 $19.95

g. sCreamin’ eagle® nuT grabber lighTed  
piCk-up Tool kiT
Make	picking	up	hard-to-get-to	dropped	nuts	and	bolts	an	
easier	task	with	these	unique	pick-up	tools.	Both	tools	feature	
illuminated	tips	for	working	in	low-light	areas,	with	LED	lamps	
that	 are	 brighter,	 more	 durable,	 and	 longer	 lasting	 than	
traditional	bulbs.

The	lighted	Claw	Tool	features	a	22"	flexible	reaching	arm	that	
is	tipped	with	an	expanding	four-finger	gripping	claw.	Easy	to	
operate	with	one	hand,	you	just	push	the	plunger	to	open	the	
jaw	and	grip	the	object,	and	then	release	to	grab.	The	bright	
tip-mounted	LED	lamp	automatically	switches	on	to	help	you	
search	in	low-light	areas.	Claw	can	retrieve	objects	up	to	5	lb.

The	Magnetic	Flashlight	features	a	flexible	telescopic	arm	
that	extends	20"	to	reach	into	deep,	tight	areas.	The	power-
ful	magnetic	tip	can	retrieve	objects	up	to	3	lb.	To	help	find	
objects	in	low-light	areas,	the	flexible	tool	is	attached	to	a	
powerful	LED	flashlight	that	illuminates	the	magnetic	tip.	You	
can	easily	manipulate	the	tool	and	light	with	one	hand.

94148-10 	 $39.95

d. reChargeable led CigareTTe lighTer flashlighT

e. TaCTiCal led flashlighT WiTh safeTy sTrobe

g. sCreamin’ eagle nuT grabber lighTed piCk-up Tool kiT

f. led penlighT

neW neW
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b. 800ma WaTerproof baTTery Tender (TypiCal reCharge Time: 8-12 hours)

 harley-davidson® baTTery Chargers
Extend	the	life	of	your	motorcycle	battery	with	an	easy-to-use	
Battery	Charger	or	Battery	Tender.	Designed	to	maintain	full	
charge	during	storage	or	between	rides,	all	Harley-Davidson®	
Battery	Chargers	 include	quick-disconnect	harnesses	 for	
simple	plug-in	connection.

a. 750ma supersmarT® baTTery Tender®

Many	of	the	same	features	as	the	Global	Battery	Charger,	but	
smaller	and	more	economical.	It’s	better	than	a	trickle	char-
ger,	because	of	the	“smart”	feature	that	turns	itself	on	and	
off	as	needed,	so	your	battery	never	overcharges.	Accepts	
North	American	voltage	(120V),	supplied	with	2-prong	unpo-
larized	plug.	Output	 is	12	VDC	@	750	mA.	Charger	output	
lead	is	equipped	with	quick-disconnect	black	connectors.	Kit	
includes	a	quick-disconnect	7.5	Amp	fused	Battery	Charging	
Harness	with	ring	terminals	that	can	attach	to	the	battery	
screw	terminals	for	easy	connection,	and	a	7.5	Amp	fused	alli-
gator	clip	charging	harness.	5-year	manufacturer’s	warranty.

94654-98b For	12-volt	batteries.	 $39.95

b. 800ma WaTerproof baTTery Tender 
This	waterproof,	fully-automatic	charger	is	ideal	for	both	short	
term	and	seasonal	storage,	even	if	moisture	sneaks	into	your	
storage	 area.	The	 three-step	 charging	 system	 constantly	
monitors	battery	voltage	to	bring	the	battery	up	to	full	charge	
and	 switches	 to	 float	 mode	 to	 maintain	 the	 charge	 over	
extended	periods	of	time.	The	vibration-	and	shock-resistant	
Battery	Tender	is	reverse	polarity	protected	and	spark	proof,	
even	when	the	leads	touch.	The	Tender	features	2	front	panel	
LED	lamps	that	indicate	the	battery’s	state	of	charge.	Accepts	
worldwide	voltage	100	to	240	VAC	@	50	to	60	Hz.	Maximum	
charge	rate	of	800mA.	Kit	includes	a	quick-disconnect	7.5	
Amp	fused	Battery	Charging	Harness	with	ring	terminals	that	
can	attach	to	the	battery	screw	terminals	for	easy	connection,	
and	a	7.5	Amp	fused	alligator	clip	charging	harness.	3-year	
manufacturer’s	warranty.

66000004 	 $49.95
United	States,	Canada,	Mexico	and	South	America		
(except	Argentina).
99814-09 Europe.	 $49.95
99816-09 United	Kingdom.	 $49.95
99819-09 Australia.	 $49.95
99820-09 Japan.	 $49.95

792	 GARAGE
	 Battery	Chargers

a. 750ma supersmarT baTTery Tender (TypiCal reCharge Time: 8-12 hours)

global baTTery Charger poWer Cord maTrix

global battery  
Chargers  

power Cord
region

800ma  
p/n

1.25 amps  
p/n

5.0 amps  
p/n

u.s., Canada,  
mexico and  

south america  
(except	Argentina)

66000004
99863-01b 
99829-09 
99847-09

99869-04

europe 99814-09 n/a 99874-04

united kingdom 99816-09 n/a 99943-04

australia 99819-09 n/a 99974-04

japan 99820-09 n/a n/a
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	 Battery	Chargers

C. 1.25 amp global baTTery Charger
A	universal	power	supply	unit	enables	 the	Global	Battery	
Charger	 to	properly	charge	and	maintain	all	 H-D®	 12-volt	
batteries.	Advanced	solid-state	circuitry	constantly	moni-
tors	the	battery’s	voltage	without	overcharging	which	causes	
damage.	Switches	to	float	mode,	automatically	adjusting	the	
charge	rate	up	or	down	to	keep	the	battery	properly	main-
tained	for	extended	periods	of	time.	Accepts	worldwide	volt-
age	100	to	240	VAC	@	50	to	60	Hz.	Maximum	charge	rate	of	
1.25	Amperes.	Kit	includes	a	quick-disconnect	7.5	Amp	fused	
Battery	Charging	Harness	with	ring	terminals	that	can	attach	
to	the	battery	screw	terminals	for	easy	connection,	and	a	7.5	
Amp	fused	alligator	clip	charging	harness.	2-year	manufac-
turer’s	warranty.

99863-01b 	 $69.95
United	States,	Canada,	Mexico	and	South	America		
(except	Argentina).

d. 5 amp global baTTery Charger
Professional	charging	performance	in	a	compact	package.	The	
5	Amp	Global	Battery	Charger	incorporates	all	the	features	
of	the	1.25	Amp	Global	Charger,	and	reduces	typical	recharg-
ing	time	to	1	to	2	hours.	Maximum	output	charge	rate	is	5.0	
Amperes.	Compatible	with	2-pin	and	3-pin	charging	harnesses,	
the	output	current	automatically	switches	between	5A	and	
2.5A,	 depending	 upon	 the	 type	 of	 harness	 used.	The	 full	
5A	output	current	 is	available	when	used	with	3-pin	 type	
harnesses	and	2-pin	charging	harnesses	are	limited	to	2.5A.	
The	advanced	solid-state	circuitry	constantly	monitors	and	
adjusts	 the	 voltage	 to	 maintain	 optimum	 battery	 energy	
levels	without	overcharging,	and	automatically	switches	to	
float	mode	for	maintaining	charge	over	extended	periods	of	
time.	The	charger	accepts	worldwide	input	voltage	100	to	240	
VAC	@	50	to	60	Hz.	A	universal	power	supply	unit	enables	the	
5	Amp	Global	Battery	Charger	to	properly	charge	and	main-
tain	all	H-D	12-volt	batteries	worldwide.	Includes	a	specific	
power	cord	to	accommodate	regional	variations	 in	world-
wide	AC	power	configurations	(refer	to	geographic	fitment	
matrix).	Charger	features	cable	storage	pocket	and	output	
leads	equipped	with	3-pin	quick-disconnect	that	is	compati-
ble	with	the	7.5	Amp	fused	alligator	clip	charging	harness	and	
the	Battery	Charging	Harness	with	ring	terminals	(included).	
2-year	manufacturer's	warranty.

99869-04 	 $129.95
United	States,	Canada,	Mexico	and	South	America		
(except	Argentina).
99874-04 Europe.	 $129.95
99943-04 United	Kingdom.	 $129.95
99974-04 Australia.	 $129.95

e. 1.25 amp baTTery Charging sTaTion
Keep	all	your	bikes	fully	charged	and	ready	to	ride.	Harley-
Davidson®	Battery	Charger	Stations	are	designed	to	 fully	
charge	and	maintain	lead-acid	motorcycle	batteries,	main-
taining	 them	 at	 proper	 voltage.	The	 4-step	 SuperSmart®	
charging	process	(Initialization,	Bulk,	Absorption,	Float)	helps	
to	prevent	sulfation	and	reduces	the	effects	of	overcharging.	
Status	indicator	lights	allow	you	to	monitor	the	charging	state	
of	each	connected	battery.	The	Charging	Station	accepts	
worldwide	voltage	100	to	240	VAC	@	50	to	60	Hz.	Maximum	
charge	rate	of	1.25	Amperes.

The	charger	is	spark	proof	and	reverse	polarity	protected,	and	
features	short-circuit	protection	to	prevent	damage	from	
incorrect	 terminal	 connections.	The	 durable,	 light-weight	
Charging	Station	is	portable,	but	can	be	wall-mounted	for	
added	convenience.	Kit	includes	quick-disconnect	7.5	Amp	
fused	Battery	Charging	Harness	with	ring	terminals	and	7.5	
Amp	fused	alligator	clip	charging	harness	for	each	battery	
output.	2-year	manufacturer’s	warranty.

For	12-volt	batteries.

1. 99829-09 2	Bank,	Charging	Station.	 $129.95
2. 99847-09 4	Bank,	Charging	Station.		 $249.95

C. 1.25 amp global baTTery Charger (TypiCal reCharge Time: 4-8 hours)

d. 5 amp global baTTery Charger (TypiCal reCharge Time: 1-2 hours)

e. 1.25 amp baTTery Charging sTaTion (TypiCal reCharge Time: 4-8 hours)

1
2
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794	 GARAGE
	 Battery	Chargers

a. baTTery Charging harness WiTh led Charge 
indiCaTor
A	well-maintained	battery	can	 last	5+	years.	This	Battery	
Charging	 Harness	 simplifies	 charging	 the	 battery,	 and	
features	an	integrated	LED	indicator	 light	that	 illuminates	
when	your	battery	voltage	drops	to	a	level	that	requires	charg-
ing.	Just	attach	the	ring	terminals	to	your	battery	and	route	
the	harness	for	easy	access	to	the	plug	connector.	When	the	
LED	glows,	it’s	time	to	connect	the	bike	to	a	Harley-Davidson®	
Battery	Tender.	Compatible	with	all	Harley-Davidson	Battery	
Chargers,	the	harness	features	in-line	7.5	Amp	fuse	protection,	
and	the	plug	connector	is	protected	with	a	weather-shield	cap	
when	not	in	use.

66000005 	 $14.95
Fits	Harley-Davidson	12-volt	batteries.

b. baTTery Charging harness
Heavy-duty	Battery	Charging	Harness	with	ring	terminals	and	
in-line	7.5	Amp	fuse	protection	for	attachment	to	a	Harley-
Davidson	12-volt	battery.	The	wiring	harness	utilizes	a	plug	
connector	that	is	compatible	with	all	Harley-Davidson	Battery	
Chargers	equipped	with	black	connectors.	The	ring	terminals	
are	attached	to	the	battery	with	the	harness	routed	to	allow	
access	for	the	plug	connector	attachment	to	a	H-D®	Battery	
Charger.	The	harness	plug	connector	is	protected	with	an	
attached	weather-shield	cap	when	not	in	use.

94624-97b Fits	Harley-Davidson	12-volt	batteries.	 $7.95

C. baTTery Charging exTension lead
Is	your	motorcycle	parking	spot	too	far	 from	your	garage	
electrical	outlet?	Extend	the	reach	of	your	Harley-Davidson	
Battery	 Charger	 with	 these	 convenient	 Extension	 Leads.	
Low-loss	leads	feature	the	same	quick-disconnect	2-prong	
plugs	 as	 found	 on	 the	 charger	 unit	 and	 the	 available	
charging	harnesses.	

For	use	with	most	Harley-Davidson	Battery	Chargers.

99821-09 12.5'.	 $14.95
99828-09 25'.	 $19.95

d. digiTal Touring suspension air pump
Adjust	air	pressure	in	your	Touring	shocks	anywhere	on	the	
road.	This	easy-to-adjust	Digital	Air	Pump	has	a	digital	display	
for	checking	and	altering	pressure	in	the	rear	air	shocks	on	
all	Touring	motorcycles.	Gauge	can	also	be	used	to	measure	
air	pressure	in	your	tires.	Features	“Micro	bleed”	valve	that	
allows	precise	adjustment	of	air	pressure,	and	the	“no	loss”	
air	connector	maintains	shock	pressure	when	the	fitting	is	
removed.	Display	units	can	easily	be	changed	between	PSI	
and	KPa.	The	LCD	readout	operates	on	a	long-lasting,	replace-
able	lithium	coin-type	battery	(CR2032	3V,	P/N	66373-06).

54000033 	 $69.95
For	use	with	Touring	air	suspension	components.

d. digiTal Touring suspension air pump

b. baTTery Charging harness C. baTTery Charging exTension lead

d. digiTal Touring suspension air pump

a. baTTery Charging harness WiTh led Charge indiCaTor
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	 Tire	Gauges

e. CompaCT air Compressor WiTh lighT
Correct	tire	pressure	is	crucial	to	safe	operation	and	long	tire	
life,	but	checking	the	pressure,	finding	a	gas	station	with	a	
working	air	pump,	and	filling	the	tire	is	a	chore	that	many	of	us	
ignore.	Compact	Air	Compressor	is	designed	to	simplify	this	
necessary	procedure.	The	compact,	lightweight	12V	pump	is	
designed	for	life	on	the	road.	The	all-in-one	pump	plugs	into	
your	bike’s	battery	charging	harness,	and	features	a	built-in	
0-160	psi	pressure	gauge	and	bright	LED	work	light.	The	11"	
air	hose	and	6'	fuse-protected	power	cord	easily	reach	the	
front	and	rear	wheels,	and	are	stored	in	convenient	compart-
ments	when	not	in	use.	The	lightweight	pump	features	dura-
ble,	impact-resistant	construction,	and	is	small	enough	to	fit	
easily	in	a	saddlebag	or	strap-on	luggage.	Kit	includes	pump,	
valve	stem	extension,	and	nylon	carrying	bag.

12700020 	 $39.95

f. valve sTem exTension
Sometimes	there’s	just	not	enough	space	around	the	tire’s	
valve	stem	for	the	gas	station	air	chuck	and	hose	to	reach.	
Brake	rotors,	sprockets	and	saddlebags	get	in	the	way	and	
keep	the	air	chuck	from	making	an	airtight	seal.	When	that	
happens,	this	Valve	Stem	Extension	provides	easy	access.	
Simply	screw	the	extension	in	place	on	the	stem,	fill	the	tire	
to	the	proper	pressure,	remove	the	extension,	and	replace	the	
valve	stem	cap.	Then	toss	the	extension	in	your	saddlebag	or	
tool	roll	for	the	next	time.

42300009 	 $9.95

g. CompaCT Tire gauge and Tread depTh 
indiCaTor
Combination	dial	air	pressure	and	tread	depth	gauge	provides	
easy	access	to	the	valve	stem.	A	durable	internal	diaphragm	
provides	accurate	air	pressure	readings	with	a	dual	range	indi-
cator	for	0-60	psi	and	0-400	kPa	readings.	The	pressure	relief	
valve	is	activated	by	a	push	button	to	eliminate	inner	gauge	
air	pressure	after	use.	The	integrated	tire	tread	depth	gauge	
features	a	dual-range	color-coded	indicator,	calibrated	in	1/32"	
(0-14/32")	and	millimeters	(0-11mm),	for	monitoring	tread	
wear.	A	protective	rubber	boot	covers	the	housing	to	protect	
the	gauge	from	impact	and	abrasion.

75008-02a Compact.	 $34.95
75137-98b 	 $39.95
Compact	with	braided	stainless	steel	lead.	

h. digiTal Tire pressure gauge
Back-lit	Digital	Tire	Pressure	Gauge	is	easy	to	read	at	any	time	
of	day.	Providing	accurate	pressure	readings	in	0.50	psi	incre-
ments	up	to	60	psi.	Scale	can	be	changed	to	read	psi,	bar,	
Kg	or	kPa	pressure	with	the	touch	of	a	button.	This	versatile	
gauge	features	a	12"	braided	line	and	90	degree	angle	chuck	
for	easy	access	to	valve	stems,	and	a	tough	rubber	jacket	to	
protect	the	gauge	from	damage.	Batteries	are	included.

75158-10 	 $39.95

i. Tire gauge and Tread depTh indiCaTor WiTh 
embossed leaTher pouCh
Chrome-plated	steel	gauge	housing	with	“Harley-Davidson”	
script	and	90	degree	air	chuck.	Dual	range	indicator	for	air	
pressure	and	tire	tread	depth	readings.	Calibrated	for	10-50	
psi	and	0-32/32"	tread	depth	readings.	Rotate	the	indicator	
shaft	90	degrees	in	the	housing	for	70-345	kPa	and	0-30mm	
tread	 depth	 readings.	 Complete	 with	 a	 Bar	 &	 Shield	 logo	
embossed	leather	pouch.

75110-98b 	 $19.95

h. digiTal Tire pressure gauge

g. CompaCT Tire gauge and  
Tread depTh indiCaTor 

g. CompaCT Tire gauge and Tread depTh 
indiCaTor WiTh sTainless sTeel lead

e. CompaCT air Compressor WiTh lighT f. valve sTem exTension

i. Tire gauge and Tread depTh indiCaTor  
WiTh embossed leaTher pouCh
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796	 GARAGE
	 Oil	Change	Accessories

a. loW profile oil drain pan
Reduce	the	mess	and	cleanup	required	when	changing	the	
fluids	on	your	motorcycle.	This	reusable	Drain	Pan	is	designed	
specifically	for	use	with	Harley-Davidson®	motorcycles.	The	
low-profile	 design	 fits	 easily	 under	 standard	 height	 and	
lowered	motorcycles,	and	slips	beneath	the	bike	even	when	
on	the	side	stand.	The	10-quart	capacity	pan	will	capture	2	
engine	oil	changes,	or	the	complete	drain	fluids	(engine	oil,	
primary	and	transmission)	from	one	motorcycle.	The	Drain	
Pan	is	large	enough	to	catch	the	oil	from	the	entire	length	of	
the	primary,	and	is	sized	to	hold	and	drain	an	inverted	primary	
cover.	The	Drain	Pan	features	a	raised	hardware	corral,	a	filter	
drain	surface,	and	a	pressure	vent	hole	to	prevent	messy	oil	
burping.	The	drained	waste	oil	is	sealed	safely	inside	the	pan	
with	high-quality	gasketed	caps	and	plugs.	Convenient	carry-
ing	handle	simplifies	transport	to	an	approved	waste	oil	facility.

63795-10 10-Quart	Capacity.	 $29.95

b. disposable oil absorbenT Work sTaTion maT
Ideal	for	 lining	a	workbench	or	for	use	as	a	floor	mat,	this	
Absorbent	Mat	traps	oil	drips	and	keeps	them	locked	inside.	
Manufactured	from	thick,	durable	felt,	 the	mat	features	a	
plastic	liner	and	bound	edges	to	contain	the	mess.	Properly	
dispose	of	the	saturated	mat	according	to	local	regulations.

97409-10 36.0"	x	48.0".	 $27.95

C. oil filTer WrenCh – end Cap sTyle
Simplify	oil	filter	removal	and	installation	with	this	convenient	
End	Cap	Style	Filter	Wrench.	The	wrench	grips	the	filter	with-
out	crushing	the	canister,	and	allows	the	spin-on	filter	to	be	
turned	with	a	3/8"	drive	socket	wrench.

94863-10 	 $9.95
For	use	with	all	H-D®	spin-on	oil	filters.

d. oil filTer removal WrenCh
This	slip-resistant	wrench,	featuring	a	stainless	steel	band,	is	
designed	to	make	the	removal	of	your	oil	filter	much	easier.	

94686-00 	 $9.95
Fits	all	models	with	spin-on	oil	filters.

b. disposable oil absorbenT 
Work	sTaTion	maT

a. loW profile oil drain pan

d. oil filTer removal WrenChC. oil filTer WrenCh – end Cap sTyle

a. loW profile oil drain pan
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	 Oil	Change	Accessories

e. primary oil fill funnel
This	reusable	funnel	makes	it	easy	to	add	oil	to	your	primary	
cavity.	The	funnel	simply	snaps	into	the	derby	cover	open-
ing	to	permit	hands-free	filling	on	the	specified	models.	The	
convenient	tab	allows	you	to	place	the	funnel	in	position	with	
one	hand,	and	the	flat	cone	shape	makes	it	easy	to	fill	a	tight	
area	with	no	mess	or	spills.	Smooth	orange	plastic	surface	is	
easy	to	clean	after	use.

63797-10 	 $9.95
Fits	’06-later	Dyna®	and	’07-later	Softail®,	Touring	and	Trike	
models.
62700015 	 $9.95
Fits	’84-later	Evolution®	1340-equipped	models	and	’99-’05	
Dyna,	’00-’06	Softail	and	’99-’06	Touring	Twin	Cam-
equipped	models.

f. Transmission/CrankCase fill funnel
Fill	your	transmission	and	crankcase	without	the	mess.	This	
funnel	is	shaped	to	fit	into	tight	spaces,	and	is	designed	to	
reach	even	the	toughest	access	points.	The	anti-burp	design	
ensures	 smooth	 oil	 flow,	 and	 the	 smooth	 orange	 plastic	
surface	is	easy	to	clean	after	use.

63799-10 	 $4.95

g. road funnel
This	disposable	folding	funnel	can	be	taken	on	the	road	and	
used	for	those	times	you	need	to	replenish	your	bike’s	fluids.	
The	 funnel	 fits	easily	 into	your	 luggage,	 does	not	 take	up	
valuable	storage	space,	and	can	be	thrown	away	after	use.	
Convenient	tear-off	3-pack	means	you	will	always	be	prepared.

97410-10 	 $1.49

h. oil CaTCher drain oil funnel
Avoid	spilling	oil	onto	your	engine	when	removing	the	oil	filter.	
The	Oil	Catcher	Funnel	slips	below	the	filter,	and	provides	
access	to	spin	the	filter	off	its	mount.	Oil	is	captured	in	the	
funnel,	and	is	siphoned	into	a	bottle	or	catch	basin	through	
the	drain	tube.	Smooth	orange	plastic	surface	is	easy	to	clean	
after	use.

63794-10 	 $19.95
Fits	’04-later	XL,	’08-later	XR,	and	’99-later	Dyna	and	Touring	
models.

f. Transmission/CrankCase fill funnel

h. oil CaTCher drain oil funnel

e. primary oil fill funnel

g. road funnel
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798	 GARAGE
	 Tools

a. harley-davidson® premium Tool kiT
This	Premium	Harley-Davidson®	branded	Tool	Kit	features	all	
the	tools	you	need	for	common	maintenance	on	your	motor-
cycle.	The	heavy-duty	tools	are	conveniently	secured	 in	a	
hinged	carrying	case,	and	lock	in	place	for	simple	organiza-
tion.	Tools	feature	large,	easy-to-read	size	indicators,	and	are	
stamped	with	the	classic	Harley-Davidson	script.	Lifetime	
warranty.	

64-Piece	Kit	includes:

1	–	Quick-Release	Ratchet	(3/8"	Drive)
1	–	3"	Extension	(3/8"	Drive)
1	–	6"	Extension	(3/8"	Drive)
1	–	Universal	Joint	(3/8"	Drive)
11	–	SAE	Deep	Sockets	3/8"	–	1"	(3/8"	Drive)
8	–	Metric	Deep	Sockets	10mm	–	17mm	(3/8"	Drive)
1	–	Spark	Plug	Socket	5/8"	(3/8"	Drive)
6	–	Hex	Sockets	1/8"	–	3/8"	(3/8"	Drive)
6	–	Torx®	Sockets	T25-T50	(3/8"	Drive)
2	–	Spinner	Handle	(1/4"	Drive)	with	Adaptor
6	–	Bits	(Slotted,	Phillips,	Torx)
9	–	SAE	Combination	Wrenches	1/4"	–	3/4"
8	–	Metric	Combination	Wrenches	8mm	–	17mm
1	–	Diagonal	Pliers	–	7"
1	–	Slip	Joint	Pliers	–	8"
1	–	Needle	Nose	Pliers	–	8"

14900033 	 $269.95

b. harley-davidson/snap-on® Tool kiTs
These	 tool	 kits	 were	 developed	 specifically	 for	 Harley-
Davidson	by	Snap-on®	to	perform	the	most	functions	with	the	
least	amount	of	tools	and	weight.	Provides	all	the	right	tools,	
without	compromising	quality	or	damaging	your	motorcycle’s	
hardware.	Lifetime	warranty.

 h-d®/snap-on Compact Tool kit
Designed	 to	 provide	 the	 most	 tools	 in	 the	 least	 amount	
of	space,	 this	 tool	kit	 rolls	 into	a	compact	pouch	 for	easy	
transport.

94684-00a 		 $219.95
Fits	’00-later	models	(except	FXR4	and	VRSC™	models).
94660-98 	 $189.95
Fits	’99-earlier	models.

 h-d/snap-on softail® Tool kit
Tailored	to	the	Softail®	motorcycle,	this	high-quality	tool	kit	is	
compact	to	take	anywhere,	and	shaped	to	fit	Softail	models	
equipped	with	teardrop-shaped	tool	box.

94668-00 		 $179.95
Fits	’00-later	Softail	models.
94661-98 		 $169.95
Fits	’99-earlier	Softail	models.

C. harley-davidson Tool kiT
This	is	the	ideal	carry-along	tool	kit	for	your	Harley-Davidson	
motorcycle.	The	kit	was	developed	to	perform	most	service	
functions	and	weigh	as	little	as	possible	to	keep	your	load	light.

94819-02 	 $79.95
Fits	’86-later	XL,	XR	and	’99-later	Twin	Cam-equipped	
models.

d. Tool kiT for vrsC models
Designed	specifically	for	the	V-Rod®	motorcycle,	this	is	the	
ideal	carry-along	tool	kit	for	your	VRSC	model.	The	kit	includes	
the	metric	tools	required	to	perform	most	service	functions	
with	the	least	amount	of	carrying	weight.

94820-02 Fits	’02-later	VRSC	models.	 $89.95

a. harley-davidson premium Tool kiT

d. Tool kiT for vrsC models

b. h-d/snap-on sofTail Tool kiT for  
’00-laTer sofTail models shoWn

C. harley-davidson Tool kiT

b. h-d/snap-on CompaCT Tool kiT for 
’00-laTer models shoWn
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h. sCreamin’ eagle Chrome proTeCTive 
soCkeTs – blaCk finish

g. CombinaTion axle WrenCh

e. all-in-one folding Tool
This	kit	is	the	ideal	traveling	companion.	Standard	on	the	Ultra	
Classic®	and	Limited	Electra	Glide®	model,	this	compact	fold-
ing	tool	is	equipped	to	perform	the	basic	“on-the-road”	service	
functions	on	most	late-model	Harley-Davidson®	motorcycles.	
Large	comfortable	handle	with	a	soft	grip	adds	leverage,	and	
holds	the	foldaway	tools.	Tool	selection:	Torx®	bits	–	T27,	T40;	
Hex	Bits	–	3/32",	1/4",	3/8";	Screwdriver	Bits	–	Phillips,	slot-
ted;	Open	end	wrenches	(2)	–	9/16",	1/2",	10mm.	Kit	includes	
nylon	pouch	with	hook-and-loop	closure	and	Bar	&	Shield	logo.

94435-10 	 $39.95
Fits	’02-later	models	(except	VRSC™	models).

f. 8-in-1 sCreWdriver
Ideal	tool	for	most	of	the	screws	on	H-D®	products.	The	unique	
8-in-1	design	conveniently	stores	all	 fittings	within	handle.	
Included	are	#40,	30,	27,	and	25	Torx,	#2	and	3	Phillips	and	2	
slotted	driver	bits.	Quality	engineered	by	Snap-on	with	lifetime	
guarantee	against	breakage.

94669-00 	 $19.95

g. CombinaTion axle WrenCh
Individual	combination	front	and	rear	axle	wrenches	available	
for	your	model.

1. 94695-08 3/4"	&	36mm.	 $16.95
Fits	’02-’07	Touring	models.
2. 94697-08 15/16"	&	36mm.	 $16.95
Fits	’08-later	Dyna®,	Softail®	and	Touring	models.

h. sCreamin’ eagle® Chrome proTeCTive soCkeTs 
– blaCk finish
Unique	internal	composite	material	protects	the	chrome	finish	
on	fasteners	when	these	sockets	are	used.	Mirror	black	finish,	
with	laser	etched	SE	logo,	torque	limit	and	size	on	each	socket.

94670-08 	 $159.95
(9)	3/8"	Drive	Sockets	3/8"-15/16".	SAE	Standard.
94666-08 	 $149.95
(8)	3/8"	Drive	Sockets	8mm-15mm.	Metric.

i. magneTiC Tool sTorage Trays
Convenient	magnetic	trays	organize	your	tools	and	keep	them	
close	at	hand.	The	powerful	magnet	holds	the	tools	in	the	tray	
and	secures	the	tray	to	a	smooth	metal	toolbox	or	service	lift	
for	grab-and-go	convenience.	The	low-profile	lay-down	design	
lets	you	store	the	loaded	trays	in	a	toolbox	drawer,	and	the	
soft-touch	surface	protects	the	tools.	The	gloss	black	finish	
is	easy	to	clean.

14900031 Socket	Tray.	 $19.95
Holds	10	sockets	up	to	7/8".
14900032 Wrench	Tray.	 $19.95
Holds	10	wrenches.
14900046 Hex	Key	Tray.	 $14.95
Holds	15	hex	keys.
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i. magneTiC Tool sTorage Trays (Tools noT inCluded)

f. 8-in-1 sCreWdrivere. all-in-one folding Tool

1
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800	 GARAGE
	 Tools

a. Code masTer serviCe Code reader
Diagnostic	code	scanner	easily	retrieves	trouble	codes	from	
your	vehicle’s	computer	to	diagnose	problems.	The	pocket-
sized	diagnostic	code	reader	simply	plugs	into	your	bike’s	
vehicle	 port,	 and	 automatically	 connects	 to	 the	 onboard	
computer.	It	reads	the	Diagnostic	Trouble	Codes	(DTC)	and	
displays	the	DTC	description	on	a	bright	LCD	(liquid	crystal	
display)	screen.	The	Code	Master	allows	you	to	clear	codes	
with	the	touch	of	a	button,	and	also	lets	you	check	the	current	
calibration	ID	for	your	motorcycle.	The	code	reader	is	powered	
by	your	bike	when	connected.	Kit	includes	palm-sized	reader,	
J1850	connection	cord,	and	instructions.

32312-10 	 $149.95
For	use	on	’02-’12	VRSC™,	’07-’12	XL	and	XR,	’02-’11	Dyna®,	
’01-’10	Softail®	and	’02-’12	Touring	models	equipped	with	
J1850	protocol	On-Board	Diagnostics	information	plug.

b. sTainless sTeel Trays WiTh magneTiC base
Convenient	storage	tray	with	a	magnetic	base	secures	small	
metallic	parts	during	maintenance.	Use	it	horizontally,	verti-
cally	or	upside	down.	The	magnetic	base	is	covered	with	a	
protective	coating	to	prevent	damage	to	surface	finishes.

94821-01 4"	Diameter.	 $8.95
94793-01 6"	Diameter.	 $10.95

C. engine assembly/display sTand 
This	dual	purpose	engine	stand	provides	support	to	the	Twin	
Cam	Alpha	(Dyna/Touring)	crankcase	during	engine	tear-
down	and	assembly,	and	also	provides	a	means	to	display	
the	completed	engine.	Heavy-duty	steel	stand	can	be	used	
free-standing	on	its	non-marking	rubber	feet,	or	bolted	to	
the	bench	for	added	stability.	Stand	features	a	laser-cut	Bar	
&	Shield	logo.

94845-10 	 $59.95
For	use	with	Twin	Cam	Dyna	and	Touring	engines.

d. Wheel bearing removal and insTallaTion Tool
This	 unique	 tool	 permits	 easy	 installation	 and	 removal	 of	
sealed	wheel	bearings	with	standard	wrenches	–	no	press	is	
required.	The	hardened	steel	tool	is	designed	to	protect	the	
wheel	and	can	be	used	with	1",	.75"	and	25mm	I.D.	bearings.

94134-09a 	 $309.95
For	use	on	’02-later	VRSC	and	’00-later	Sportster®,	Dyna,	
Softail	and	Touring	models.

e. belT Tension TesTer Tool
Use	to	check	tension	on	secondary	belt.

40006-85 	 $34.95

f. shoCk adjusTmenT spanner
The	Universal	Spanner	is	small	enough	to	carry	in	a	H-D®	Tool	
Kit,	and	is	designed	to	adjust	the	spring	load	on	all	mechani-
cally	adjustable	H-D	rear	shock	absorbers.

94448-82b 	 $10.95
For	use	on	models	with	mechanicaly	adjustable	H-D	rear	
shock	absorbers	(except	XR	models).

b. sTainless sTeel Trays WiTh  
magneTiC base

C. engine assembly/display sTand (shoWn WiTh opTional magneTiC hardWare Tray)

a. Code masTer serviCe Code reader

f. shoCk adjusTmenT spannere. belT Tension TesTer Tool

d. Wheel bearing removal and insTallaTion Tool
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J. DOT 5 BRAKE FLUID K. DOT 4 BRAKE FLUID

	 GARAGE	 801
	 Fuel	Additives	&	Brake	Fluid

G. HARLEy-DAvIDsOn® FUEL sTABILIzER
Ideal	for	winter	storage,	this	premium	Fuel	Stabilizer	keeps	
fuel	fresh	for	up	to	12	months.	Blended	with	corrosion	inhib-
itors,	this	Fuel	Stabilizer	is	formulated	to	protect	fuel	tanks,	
fuel	 lines,	carburetors	and	 injectors	from	long-term	expo-
sure	to	the	adverse	affects	of	ethanol-blended	fuel.	It	fights	
deposits	that	can	accumulate	as	a	result	of	ethanol-produced	
solvents,	and	acts	as	a	demulsifier	to	eliminate	condensation	
in	your	fuel	system.	4	ounces	treats	10	gallons	of	fuel.

94874-10 4	oz	Bottle.	 $5.95

H. WInTER IDLE BOOsT
Formulated	to	reduce	drivability	problems,	such	as	erratic	
idle	and	lack	of	power,	which	may	occur	during	high	humid-
ity/low	temperature	riding	conditions.	NOTE:	this	product	is	
not	intended	for	fuel	storage.	Convenient	metered	dispensing	
bottle	treats	16	gallons	of	fuel.

99889-91A 4	oz	Bottle.	  $5.95

I. GEnUInE HARLEy-DAvIDsOn ExTEnDED LIFE 
AnTIFREEzE AnD COOLAnT
Formulated	for	the	high-performing	Revolution®	engine,	this	
antifreeze	is	pre-diluted	with	deionized	water	to	eliminate	
cooling	 system	 contamination.	 Formulated	 to	 use	 at	 full	
strength	(do not add water),	this	coolant	provides	exceptional	
heat	transfer	properties.	Protects	the	entire	cooling	system	
against	corrosion.	Formula	is	silicate-free,	phosphate-free,	
nitrate-free	and	borate-free.	One	gallon	container.

99822-02 Fits	’02-later	VRSC™	models.	 $21.95

J. DOT 5 BRAKE FLUID
For	use	 in	all	models	(except	 ’06-later	VRSC,	 ’07-later	XL,	
’08-later	XR,	’06-later	Dyna®	and	Softail®	and	’05-later	Touring	
models).

99902-77 12	oz	Bottle.	  $12.95
99901-77 1	Gallon.	(not shown)	  $129.95

K. DOT 4 BRAKE FLUID
For	 use	 in	 all	 ’06-later	 VRSC,	 ’07-later	 XL,	 ’08-later	 XR,	
’06-later	Dyna	and	Softail	and	’05-later	Touring	models.

99953-99A 12	oz	Bottle.	 $7.95

G. HARLEy-DAvIDsOn FUEL sTABILIzER

H. WInTER IDLE BOOsT I. GEnUInE HARLEy-DAvIDsOn ExTEnDED LIFE  
AnTIFREEzE AnD COOLAnT
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BODYGUARD		
IN	A	BOTTLE
Introducing	a	breakthrough	in	powertrain	protection	–		
Screamin’	Eagle®	SYN3®	Full	Synthetic	Motorcycle		
Lubricant.	For	use	in	engines,	transmissions	and		
primary	chaincases,	it’s	just	the	latest	in	a	line	of		
products	formulated	specifically	to	keep	your	Harley®	
motorcycle	running	strong,	mile	after	mile.	

When Can i sTarT using syn3 full  
synTheTiC moTorCyCle lubriCanT?
Right	away.	SYN3	Full	Synthetic	Motorcycle	Lubricant	is	
approved	for	all	stages	of	engine	life,	including	the	first	
service	interval	–	which	means	it’s	not	detrimental	to	
engine	break-in.	You	can	even	use	it	as	a	first	fill	upon	
deliv	ery	of	a	new	motorcycle.

sinCe syn3 full synTheTiC moTorCyCle 
lubriCanT is a high-performanCe 
lubriCanT, Can i WaiT longer  
beTWeen Changes?
No.	As	 with	 petroleum-based	 engine	 lubricants,	 you	
should	drain	and	replace	the	synthetic	motorcycle	lubri-
cant	in	your	engine	at	every	5,000-mile	service	interval.	
You	should	also	change	your	oil	filter	anytime	the	engine	
lubricant	is	changed.	If	you	ride	your	motorcycle	hard,	
under	dusty	conditions,	or	in	cold	weather,	you	should	
change	your	SYN3	Synthetic	Motorcycle	Lubricant	and	
oil	 filter	 more	 often.	You	 should	 always	 change	 your	
engine	lubricant	and	filter	prior	to	any	extended	storage	
so	that	your	engine	is	clean	and	free	of	any	contaminants	
during	this	time.

TesTed-CerTified syn3 serviCe inTervals:
primary Chaincase
’84-later	Big	Twin	models	with	wet-type	diaphragm	
spring	clutch.	Every 10,000 miles, or prior to winter or 
extended storage periods.

Transmission
All	Big	Twin	models.	Every 20,000 miles, or prior to 
winter or extended storage periods.

Transmission
’70-earlier	XL	and	K	models.	Every 10,000 miles, or prior 
to winter or extended storage periods.

primary/Transmission
’71-later	XL	and	’83-’84	XR1000™	models.	Every 10,000 
miles, or prior to winter or extended storage periods.

WhaT are The key benefiTs To using syn3 
moTorCyCle lubriCanT?
•		SYN3	Lubricant	offers	improved	film	strength	for	

superior	wear	protection	at	high	temperatures,	
and	improved	deposit	control	for	a	cleaner	engine,	
transmission,	and	primary	chaincase.

•		SYN3	Lubricant	can	be	used	in	the	engine,	primary	
chaincase,	and	transmission.

•		SYN3	Lubricant	is	formulated	for	reduced	oil	consumption,	
improved	wear	protection,	high-temperature	stability,	
and	superior	overall	field	performance.

WhaT’s The differenCe beTWeen synTheTiC 
and peTroleum-based lubriCanTs?
Both	 synthetic	 and	 petroleum-based	 lubricants	 are	
derived	from	the	same	crude	oils.	But	that’s	pretty	much	
where	the	similarities	end.	Unlike	their	petroleum-based	
counterparts,	which	inherit	physical	components	(includ-
ing	 contaminants)	 of	 the	 source	 crude	 oil	 in	 the	 refin-
ing	process,	synthetic	lubricants	are	manufactured	from	
basestocks	that	are	custom-designed	from	scratch	to	
have	desired	properties	for	specific	purposes,	meaning	
that	engineers	have	complete	control	of	the	lubricant	from	
start	to	finish	–	at	the	molecular	level.

WhaT does syn3 full synTheTiC moTorCyCle 
lubriCanT do for my driveTrain?
SYN3	Full	Synthetic	Motorcycle	Lubricant	offers	all	the	
benefits	of	Genuine	Harley-Davidson	360	Motorcycle	Oil,	
and:

•		Offers	superior	wear	protection	at	higher	temperatures
•		Keeps	engines,	transmissions	and	primary		

chaincases	cleaner
•		Meets	the	anti-wear	lubricity	requirements	of	all	

transmission	gears
•		Lubricates	all	primary	chaincase	components
•		Delivers	smooth,	sure	clutch	operation
•		Provides	long-term	protection	of	all	internal	components
•		Improves	seal	and	gasket	performance
•		Offers	superior	performance	in	high-output	engines

engine oil faQ’s syn3® engine, primary and Transmission oil faQ’s

hoW ofTen should i Change my  
moTorCyCle engine oil?
You	should	change	your	motorcycle	engine	oil	and	engine	
oil	 filter	 at	 the	 first	 1,000-mile	 service	 interval	 and	 at	
every	5,000-mile	service	interval	thereafter.	If	you	ride	
your	motorcycle	hard,	under	dusty	conditions,	or	in	cold	
weather,	the	engine	oil	and	filter	should	be	changed	more	
often.	You	should	always	change	your	engine	oil	and	filter	
prior	to	winter	storage	(or	any	extended	storage)	so	that	
your	engine	oil	is	clean	and	free	of	contaminants	during	
this	time	period.

Can i go longer beTWeen oil Changes by 
Changing The filTer?
NO!	 The	 job	 of	 the	 oil	 filter	 is	 to	 remove	 dust,	 soot	 and	
other	 solid	 matter.	 Filters	 cannot	 remove	 water,	 gasoline	
or	 acids	 and	 cannot	 do	 the	 job	 of	 oil	 additives	 that	 have	
been	 used	 up.	 You	 should	 change	 your	 oil	 filter	 at	 the	 	
first	 1,000-mile	 service	 interval	 and	 at	 every	 5,000-mile	
service	 interval	 thereafter	 or	 prior	 to	 winter	 or	 extended	
storage	periods.	

WhaT visCosiTy grade should i use in  
my harley moTorCyCle?
The	recommended	viscosity	grade	 for	all	 temperature	
conditions	 is	SAE	20W50	Harley-Davidson®	Motor	Oil.	
SAE	 10W40	 H-D®	 Motorcycle	 Oil	 is	 also	 available	 and	
appropriate	for	low	temperature	climates.	The	SAE	50	H-D	
Motorcycle	Oil	is	satisfactory	in	ambient	temperatures	of	
60-80°F,	and	the	SAE	60	H-D	Motorcycle	Oil	in	ambient	
temperatures	above	80°F.	SAE	20W50	covers	the	broad-
est	range	of	operating	temperatures.

syn 3

0 20 40 60 80 100° f
-18 -6 4 16 27 38° C
hd360  sae 10W40 hd360  

sae50 hd360  sae60

hd360  20W50

synTheTiC blend 20W50
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suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

a. sCreamin’ eagle syn3 full synTheTiC moTorCyCle lubriCanT

b. genuine harley-davidson h-d 360 moTorCyCle oil
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a. sCreamin’ eagle® syn3® full synTheTiC 
moTorCyCle lubriCanT
TESTED-CERTIFIED	 for	 use	 in	 Harley-Davidson®	 engine,	
primary	chaincase	and	transmission	applications,	Screamin’	
Eagle®	SYN3®	Full	Synthetic	Lubricant	makes	changing	and	
topping	off	fluids	a	simple,	one-product	process.	Developed	
with	 a	 proprietary	 three	 synthetic	 basestock	 formula,	
Screamin’	Eagle	SYN3	Lubricant	is	formulated	to	provide	for	
long-term	protection	and	engine	cleanliness	requirements,	
and	to	provide	superior	high-temperature	protection	for	high-
output	engines.	SYN3	Lubricant	is	formulated	to	maintain	
the	coefficient	of	friction	for	proper	clutch	operation	and	to	
provide	the	proper	lubrication	to	the	primary	chain	drive.	In	
addition,	SYN3	Lubricant	is	designed	to	provide	the	correct	
lubricity	for	the	anti-wear	requirements	of	transmission	gears	
and	for	improved	seal	protection.	This	formula	is	approved	by	
Harley-Davidson	for	use	in	all	stages	of	engine	life	and	is	not	
detrimental	to	the	break-in	stage	of	engines.

Formulated	for	use	in	Harley-Davidson	engines,	transmissions	
and	the	following	primary	chaincase	applications:	’71-later	XL,	
’83-’84	XR1000,	’08-later	XR	and	’84-later	Big	Twin	models	
with	wet-type	diaphragm	spring	clutch.

United	States

62600005 SAE	20W50	–	1	Quart.	 $11.95
62600031 SAE	20W50	–	1	Gallon.	 $47.60

Canada

62600011 SAE	20W50	–	1	Liter.	 $11.95
62600030 SAE	20W50	–	4	Liter.	 $47.60

Europe

62600015 SAE	20W50	–	1	Liter.	 $11.95

Asia/Pacific

62600021 SAE	20W50	–	1	Quart.	 $11.95

b. genuine harley-davidson h-d® 360  
moTorCyCle oil
Harley-Davidson	Genuine	H-D®	360	Motorcycle	Oil	is	devel-
oped	and	tested	for	use	in	Harley-Davidson	motorcycles.	Our	
unique	additive	package	helps	prevent	engine	wear	and	helps	
keep	your	engine	cooler,	cleaner,	and	free	of	sludge,	varnish	
and	corrosion.

Harley-Davidson	 air-cooled	 V-Twin	 motorcycles	 operate	
at	higher	temperatures	than	water-cooled	engines,	thus	a	
specific	high	temperature	additive	package	is	necessary	to	
protect	the	engine.	Be	assured,	H-D	360	Oil	can	be	trusted	in	
a	Harley-Davidson	engine.

Available	in	SAE	10W40,	20W50,	SAE	50,	and	SAE	60.	Refer	
to	your	Harley-Davidson	owner’s	manual	for	the	proper	SAE	
grade	recommendation	based	on	the	climate	and	tempera-
ture	range	you	ride	in.

United	States

62600053 SAE	10W40	–	1	Quart.	 $7.49
62600007 SAE	20W50	–	1	Quart.	 $7.49
62600038 SAE	20W50	–	1	Gallon.	 $29.75
62600008 SAE	50	–	1	Quart.	 $7.49
62600009 SAE	60	–	1	Quart.	 $7.49

Canada

62600056 SAE	10W40	–	1	Liter.	 $7.49
62600013 SAE	20W50	–	1	Liter.	 $7.49
62600041 SAE	20W50	–	4	Liter.	 $29.75
62600014 SAE	50	–	1	Liter.	 $7.49

Europe

62600055 SAE	10W40	–	1	Liter.	 $7.49
62600017 SAE	20W50	–	1	Liter.	 $7.49
62600042 SAE	20W50	–	4	Liter.	 $29.75
62600018 SAE	50	–	1	Liter.	 $7.49

Asia/Pacific

62600054 SAE	10W40	–	1	Quart.	 $7.49
62600023 SAE	20W50	–	1	Quart.	 $7.49
62600043 SAE	20W50	–	1	Gallon.	 $29.75
62600024 SAE	50	–	1	Quart.	 $7.49
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b. harley-davidson fork oil C. sCreamin’ eagle fork oil 

a. formula+ Transmission and primary ChainCase lubriCanT

e. fork seal grease
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a. formula+ Transmission and primary 
ChainCase lubriCanT
Developed	with	a	proprietary	mineral	basestock	formula	and	
TESTED-CERTIFIED	 by	 Harley-Davidson®	 Motor	 Company,	
Formula+	 is	 blended	 to	 provide	 lubricity	 for	 the	 anti-wear	
requirements	 of	 transmission	 gears.	 Formulated	 to	 main-
tain	the	coefficient	of	friction	for	proper	clutch	operation	and	
provide	adequate	lubrication	to	the	primary	chain,	this	lubricant	
is	approved	for	use	in	all	stages	of	transmission	and	primary	
chaincase	life.	Not	for	use	in	the	crankcase	as	a	motor	oil.

TESTED-CERTIFIED	Extended	Service	intervals:

 primary Chaincase
’84-later	Big	Twin	models	with	wet-type	diaphragm	spring	
clutch.	Every	10,000	miles,	or	prior	to	winter	or	extended	stor-
age	periods.

 Transmission
All	Big	Twin	models.	Every	20,000	miles,	or	prior	to	winter	or	
extended	storage	periods.

 primary/Transmission
’71-later	XL	and	’83-’84	XR1000	models.	Every	10,000	miles,	or	
prior	to	winter	or	extended	storage	periods.

Formulated	for	use	in	Harley-Davidson	transmissions	and	the	
following	primary	chaincase	applications:	’71-later	XL,	’83-’84	
XR1000,	’08-later	XR	and	’84-later	Big	Twin	models	with	wet-
type	diaphragm	spring	clutch.

62600004 1	Quart	–	U.S.	 $8.95
62600010 1	Liter	–	Canada.	 $8.95
62600019 1	Liter	–	Europe.	 $8.95
62600033 1	Quart	–	Asia/Pacific.	 $8.95

b. harley-davidson fork oil
 refer to owner’s manual for required type.

62600025 Type	B.	16	oz	Bottle.	 $7.95
62600026 Type	E.	16	oz	Bottle.	 $7.95

 big pisTon fork oil (not shown) 
Blended	specifically	for	’10-later	XR1200X™	suspension.

99885-10 16	oz	Bottle.	 $19.95

C. sCreamin’ eagle® performanCe fork oil
A	heavier	blended	oil	that	provides	extra	damping	in	perfor-
mance	applications.

62600027 16	oz	Bottle.	 $7.95

d. bearing greases
 special purpose grease

Factory	 lubricant	for	 ’97-later	Softail®	and	Dyna®	steering	
head	bearings.	Do	not	use	on	wheel	bearings.

99857-97a 14	oz	Standard	Grease	Gun	Cartridge.	 $9.95

 Wheel bearing grease
Recommended	for	wheel	bearings,	steering	head	bearings	
(other	than	’97-later	Softail	and	Dyna)	and	rear	swingarm	
bearings.

99855-89 1	lb	Can.	  $8.95
99856-92 14	oz	Standard	Grease	Gun	Cartridge.	  $6.95

 poly-oil (not shown)
Recommended	 for	 the	 engine	 compensator	 sprocket	 on	
primary	belt	drive	models.

99860-81 2	oz	Tube.	 $3.95

e. fork seal grease
Required	for	service	of	fork	seals.

11300005 1	oz	Tube.	 $11.95

d. bearing greases
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f. harley® lube
Harley®	Lube	is	a	Harley-Davidson®	approved	general	lubrica-
tion	oil	that	is	perfect	for	lubricating	clutch	cables,	Tour-Pak®	
hinges,	hand	 levers,	 footboards,	 footpegs,	and	windshield	
clamps.	Handy	needle	dispenser	for	precision	application.

94968-09 	 $5.95

g. sCreamin’ eagle® assembly lube
Screamin’	Eagle®	Assembly	Lube	provides	superior	protec-
tion	during	installation	or	servicing	of	internal	engine	compo-
nents.	Formulated	with	a	high	tackifier,	this	lubricant	clings	to	
parts	and	provides	excellent	start-up	and	break-in	protection.	
It	provides	excellent	corrosion	resistance,	and	it	won’t	drip	off	
like	common	oil	when	you	set	coated	parts	aside	to	work	on	
the	rest	of	the	engine.	That’s	why	we	use	it	on	all	of	our	test	
engines.	Don’t	start	your	re-built	or	serviced	engine	without	it.	
Recommended	applications:	cams,	gears,	crankpins,	piston	
wrist	pins,	oil	pumps,	valve	guides,	rocker	arm	and	push	rod	
tips,	and	roller	tappet	wheels.

11300002 	 $9.95

h. eleCTriCal ConTaCT lubriCanT
Ideal	for	use	on	multi-pin	connectors,	bulb	bases,	and	battery	
terminals,	 this	 specially	 formulated	 Electrical	 Contact	
Lubricant	offers	excellent	film	strength	that	is	resistant	to	
water	(including	salt	water).	Prevents	fretting	corrosion	in	
connectors	that	often	occurs	with	temperature	variations	and	
vibration.	Safe	for	use	on	tin,	nickel,	copper,	brass,	gold	and	
silver	contacts,	and	the	formula	is	compatible	with	electrical	
connector	plastics	and	elastomers.

11300004 1	oz	Tube.	 $11.95

i. harley-davidson high-performanCe  
sealanT – gray
High-performance,	room	temperature	vulcanized	(RTV)	sili-
cone	 type	 liquid	 gasket	 is	 a	 low-odor,	 non-corrosive	 and	
non-conductive	 sensor-safe	 formula.	 Sealant	 allows	 high	
elongation	when	cured	to	absorb	thermal	and	dynamic	move-
ment	of	the	mating	surfaces	and	is	resistant	to	most	chemi-
cals	and	solvents.	Temperature	Range	-76°F	to	482°F	(-60°C	
to	 250°C).	Approved	 for	 use	 as	 crankcase	 sealant	 on	 all	
Harley-Davidson	powertrains.

99650-02 1.9	oz	(54	g)	Tube.	 $12.95

j. high performanCe Chain lube plus
High	Performance	Chain	Lube	cleans	as	it	protects.	Can	also	
be	used	on	O-ring	chains.

93600005 12	oz	Aerosol	Can.	  $7.95

k. aerosol lubes and Cleaners
 1. pj1® super Cleaner

99878-87T 13	oz	Aerosol	Can.	 $8.95

 2. pj1 blue label Chain lube
99875-86T 5	oz	Aerosol	Can.	 $8.95

 brake/parts Cleaner (not shown)
94564-98 19	oz	Aerosol	Can.	 $6.95

f. harley lube g. sCreamin’ eagle assembly lube

h. eleCTriCal ConTaCT lubriCanT

j. high performanCe Chain lube plus k. aerosol lubes and Cleaners

1

2

i. harley-davidson high-performanCe 
sealanT – gray
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a. loCTiTe® 271™ ThreadloCker and sealanT – 
red
High-prevailing	strength	threadlocker	for	heavy-duty	appli-
cations.	Especially	well-suited	for	permanently	locking	studs	
and	press	fit	assemblies.	Adds	3000	PSI	holding	power	on	
slip	and	press	fit	assemblies.	Locks	against	vibration	loosen-
ing.	Requires	extra	effort	or	special	tools	for	removal.

99671-97 Red	6	ml	Tube.	 $8.95

b. loCTiTe 290 ThreadloCker and sealanT – 
green
A	penetrating	grade	threadlocking	liquid,	Green	290	wicks	
along	the	threads	of	pre-assembled	fasteners	to	secure	them	
in	place.	Also	seals	porosities	in	welds	and	metal	parts.	Ideal	
for	fasteners	ranging	from	#2	to	1/2"	(2.2	to	12	mm)	in	size.	
Localized	heating	and	hand	tools	are	required	for	disassembly.

99809-97 Green	6	ml	Tube.	 $9.95

C. loCTiTe 222ms™ ThreadloCker and sealanT – 
purple
A	low	strength	product	that	is	perfect	for	small	fasteners,	#2	
to	1/4"	diameter	(6mm),	long	engagement	length	fasteners	
and	components	requiring	occasional	adjustment.	This	purple	
threadlocker	 is	 applied	 to	 threaded	 parts	 before	 assem-
bly.	 Disassembly	possible	with	hand	tools.	 222MS	meets	
MIL-S-46163A.

99811-97 Purple	6	ml	Tube.	 $12.95

d. loCTiTe 243™ ThreadloCker and sealanT – 
blue
Worldwide	replacement	for	242®	Threadlocker.	A	medium	
strength,	general	purpose	thread	locking	adhesive,	especially	
well-suited	 for	 fasteners	between	1/4"	and	3/4"	diameter	
(6	to	20mm).	Applied	to	threaded	components	before	assem-
bly,	Blue	243	has	controlled	lubricity	for	accurate	clamp	loads.	
Disassembly	possible	with	hand	tools.

99642-97 Blue	6	ml	Tube.	 $9.95
11100005 Blue	50	ml	Bottle.	 $39.95

e. loCTiTe 262 ThreadloCker and sealanT
Loctite®	262	is	a	permanent,	high	break-away	strength	prod-
uct	designed	for	securing	fasteners	3/8"	to	1"	in	diameter	that	
must	withstand	heavy	shock,	vibration,	or	extreme	chemical	
or	environmental	conditions.	Localized	heating	and	hand	tools	
are	required	for	disassembly.

94759-99 Red	6	ml	Tube.	 $13.95
11100006 Red	50	ml	Bottle.	 $37.95

f. loCTiTe ThreadloCker sTiCk
Loctite	QuickStix®	Threadlocker	 is	formulated	to	lock	and	
seal	threaded	metal	fasteners.	The	wax-like	semi-solid	won’t	
drip	like	liquid	formulas,	and	is	conveniently	packaged	in	a	
self-feeding	stick	applicator.	Available	in	medium	and	high	
strength	formulas.

 9 gram stick
11100003 Blue	248	–	Medium	Strength.	 $19.95
11100004 Red	268	–	High	Strength.	 $19.95

g. loCTiTe QuiCkTape™ 249™ ThreadloCker
Neat,	clean	and	easy-to-apply	Threadlocker	in	tape	form.	Just	
peel	the	tape	from	the	spool,	wrap	the	tape	around	the	bolt,	
and	tear.	Then	toss	the	roll	into	your	toolbox	for	the	next	time.	
QuickTape™	249™	provides	the	same	performance	as	thread-
locking	liquids	and	sticks	without	mess	and	waste.	Removable-
strength	QuickTape	249	prevents	loosening	from	vibration,	
thread	corrosion	and	can	be	applied	for	future	assembly.	Can	
be	used	on	fasteners	between	1/4"	and	3/4"	diameter.

11100043 260"	Roll.	 $29.95

h. loCTiTe silver grade anTi-seize
Heavy-duty	metal-free	anti-seize	formulation	protects	metal	
parts	 from	rust,	corrosion,	galling	and	seizing.	Anti-Seize	
eases	disassembly	of	slip	fit,	press	fit	and	threaded	joints,	and	
provides	outstanding	lubrication	to	all	metals	including	stain-
less	steel,	aluminum,	and	soft	metals.	Withstands	tempera-
tures	up	to	1600°F.	Semi-solid	stick	for	easy	application.

11100001 20	g	Stick	Applicator.	 $14.95

g. loCTiTe QuiCkTape 249 ThreadloCker

d. loCTiTe 243 
ThreadloCker and  

sealanT

e. loCTiTe 262 
ThreadloCker and  

sealanT

f. loCTiTe ThreadloCker 
sTiCk

h. loCTiTe silver grade anTi-seize

a. loCTiTe 271 
ThreadloCker and 

sealanT

b. loCTiTe 290 
ThreadloCker and 

sealanT

C. loCTiTe 222 
ThreadloCker and 

sealanT
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

	 GARAGE	 807
	 Sealants	&	Lubricants

i. loCTiTe® insulaTing and sealing Wrap
Designed	for	the	temporary	repair	of	chafed	wires	or	hose	
leaks,	this	innovative	wrap	contains	no	adhesive	and	leaves	
no	residue.	When	stretched	and	wrapped	around	a	surface,	it	
bonds	to	itself,	and	protects	the	covered	area.	The	tape	also	
provides	an	extra	layer	of	heat	protection.	The	UV-resistant	
tape	can	be	used	as	“no	residue”	masking	tape.	Wrap	with-
stands	 temperatures	 of	 -65°F	 to	 500°F,	 has	 a	 dielectric	
strength	of	400	VPM,	and	is	resistant	to	oils,	water,	saltwa-
ter	and	fuels.

11100007 1"	x	10'	Roll.	 $12.95

j. loCTiTe QuiCkTiTe® insTanT adhesive gel
Loctite®	QuickTite®	Instant	Adhesive	Gel	is	a	general-purpose	
instant	adhesive	for	bonding	metal,	plastic,	rubber,	cork,	card-
board,	and	leather.	The	precision-flow	“squeeze	grip”	applica-
tor	allows	pinpoint	control	of	the	exact	amount	and	placement	
of	the	adhesive.	The	self-piercing,	no-clog	tip	is	spill-proof,	and	
the	locking	cap	prevents	leaks	and	hardening.

11100044 0.14	oz	Bottle.	 $6.95

k. loCTiTe freeze & release peneTraTing lube
Freeze	&	Release	Penetrating	Lube	 instantly	chills	seized	
and	rusted	bolts,	nuts	and	studs	down	to	-45ºF	(-43ºC).	The	
exceptional	shock-freeze	effect	of	this	penetrating	oil	causes	
microscopic	cracks	in	the	layer	of	rust,	allowing	the	lubricating	
ingredient	to	wick	directly	into	the	rust	by	capillary	action.	The	
rusted	bolt	assembly	can	be	easily	dismantled	after	allowing	
only	1-2	minutes	penetration	time.	Aerosol	nozzle	and	straw	
direct	the	spray	for	pinpoint	application.

11100002 400	ml	Aerosol	Can.	 $16.95

l. loCTiTe 7649 Cleaner/primer
Use	this	product	to	ensure	the	most	performance	from	Loctite	
brand	thread	sealants.	Useful	on	all	fasteners.	Includes	brush	
in	cap	and	pump	sprayer.

98968-99 1.75	oz	Bottle.	 $19.95

m. doW Corning® moly 44 brake pin grease
The	same	grease	applied	at	the	factory	to	brake	pins	is	now	
available	as	a	replacement	product	to	be	used	with	all	Harley-
Davidson®	Brake	Pins	on	Floating	Calipers	(except	’04-later	
XL	models).

94674-99 2	cc	Packet.	 $3.50

n. loCTiTe 565 Thread sealanT
Formulated	 specifically	 for	 metal,	 tapered,	 pipe	 thread	
fittings,	PST	565	cures	rapidly	to	provide	immediate	low	pres-
sure	sealing.	Its	controlled	lubricity	prevents	galling,	and	it	
protects	mated	threaded	areas	from	rust	and	corrosion.	565	
can	be	used	on	fittings	up	to	2"	(50mm)	in	diameter	and	
has	a	temperature	range	of	-65°F	to	300°F	(-54°C	to	149°C).	
Disassembly	possible	with	hand	tools.

99818-97 6	ml	Tube.	  $5.95

o. anTi-seize lubriCanT
An	improved	formulation	to	meet	revision	E	of	MIL-A-907E.	It	
is	a	heavy-duty,	high	temperature	anti-seize	thread	compound.	
It	resists	galling,	corrosion	and	reduces	wear	in	heavy	pres-
sure	 applications.	This	 lubricant	 is	 based	 on	 a	 synthetic	
grease	 formulation	 containing	 graphite,	 aluminum,	 and	
copper	and	is	sensor	safe.	It	will	not	evaporate	or	harden	when	
exposed	to	extreme	heat	or	cold.	Meets	1600°F	temperature	
requirements.

98960-97 1	oz	Tube.	  $3.95

p. hylomar® gaskeT and Thread sealanT  
Recommended	for	holding	gaskets	in	place	during	engine	
assembly.
99653-85 3.5	oz	Tube.	 $24.95

o. anTi-seize lubriCanT p. hylomar® gaskeT and Thread sealanT  

l. loCTiTe 7649 Cleaner/primer

j. loCTiTe QuiCkTiTe insTanT adhesive gel

n. loCTiTe 565 Thread sealanT

k. loCTiTe freeze & release  
peneTraTing lube

i. loCTiTe insulaTing and sealing Wrap

m. doW Corning moly 44 brake pin grease
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

808	 GARAGE
	 Oil	Filters

a. superpremium5™ oil filTers – 5 miCron
Utilizing	 advances	 in	 synthetic	 media	 technology,	 the	
SuperPremium5™	Oil	Filters	are	Tested-Certified	to	provide	
filtration	to	retain	dust,	soot	and	other	solid	matter	with	low	
internal	pressure	drop.	Filter	also	includes	internal	pressure	
relief	and	anti-drain	back	valves.

Fits	 ’99-later	 Twin	 Cam	 and	 Evolution®	 models	 (except	
’08-later	 XR	 models),	 and	 can	 be	 used	 as	 an	 upgrade	 	
for	any	motorcycle	that	requires	Oil	Filter	P/N	63796-77A,	
63805-80A,	63812-90	or	63813-90.

63798-99a Chrome.	 $13.95
63731-99a Black.	 $8.95

 superpremium10 oil filter – 10 micron (not shown)
Fits	’02-later	VRSC™	models.

63793-01k Black.	 $8.95

b. genuine harley-davidson® oil filTers
Consist	of	cured	resin	 impregnated	paper	which	removes	
harmful	foreign	particles	from	the	oil.	Metal	end	caps	and	
thermal	setting	adhesive	provide	positive	seals,	preventing	
bypassing	of	contaminant-laden	oil.

 spin-on
Fits	all	XB	and	Buell	models.

63806-00y Black.		  $6.95

Fits	’91-’98	Dyna®	models.

63812-90 Black,	Extra	Long.		  $7.95
63813-90 Chrome,	Extra	Long.		  $12.95

Fits	late	’82-’84	FLH-80	Classics,	’82-’86	FXWG,	FXSB,	FXEF,	
’79-early	’84	XL	models.

63782-80 Chrome,	Short.		  $11.95
63810-80a Black,	Short.		  $8.95

Fits	’80-’98	FLT,	FLHT,	FLHR,	’82-’94	FXR,	’84-’98	Softail®,	
’84-’95	FXRP,	FLHTP,	late	’84-later	XL	and	’08-later	XR	models.

63796-77a Chrome,	Long.		 $9.95
63805-80a Black,	Long.		  $7.95

 element
63835-87T In	Oil	Tank	Cartridge.		  $4.95
Fits	’53-early	’82	FL,	FLH-80	Classics,	’71-early	’82	FX,		
’54-’78	KH,	XL	and	XLH	models.
63840-48a External	Type.		  $9.95
Fits	’41-’64	FL	models.

 ClassiC moTor parTs oil filTers (not shown)
Quality	filters	at	a	great	price.	Replaces	P/N	63840-53	or	
63835-87T	with	a	cartridge	type	filter	and	spring.

62700055 In	Tank	Oil	Filter.	  $10.95

 definiTive5 filTer elemenT (not shown)
 TESTED-CERTIFIED	Synthetic	Filter	media	provides	nominal	

5	micron	filtration.	Increased	retained	capacity	for	dust,	soot	
and	other	solid	matter.	Low	internal	pressure	drop.
63834-07 	 $12.95
Fits	models	equipped	with	DEFINITIVE5	Filtration	System.

 

b. genuine harley-davidson oil filTers

a. superpremium5 oil filTers

a. superpremium5 oil filTers

gasket – Premium	nitrile	rubber	
with	special	lubricity	compound	to	
reduce	torque	during	installation	
and	removal.

bar & shield 
stamp

bypass valve –	Oil	Pressure	
Relief	Valve	is	calibrated	to	
protect	engine.	The	Bypass	Valve	
is	designed	to	ensure	oil	flow		
in	situations	of	excessive	filter	
element	flow	restriction.

Center Tube – Prevents	filter	
element	collapse.

shell – Thicker	shell	material	for	
extra	strength.	The	heavier	shell	
provides	extra	security	against	
puncture	from	road	debris.

Check valve – Silicone	anti-drain	back	valve	
prevents	dry	starts	by	eliminating	oil	drain	back	
during	shutdown.	Silicone	outperforms	and	outlasts	
standard	nitrile	rubber	in	both	extreme	cold	and	hot	
temperatures.

steel back plate – Zinc-plated	for	
superior	rust	prevention.	Extra	large	
inlet	holes	for	lower	flow	resistance.

filter element –		
100%	wire-backed	synthetic	
media	provides	superior	filtration	
while	keeping	flow	restriction	low.

metal end-Cap –  
Provides	positive	seal	for	filter	
element	assembly.
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

	 GARAGE	 809
	 Oil	Filters

C. harley-davidson® original eQuipmenT  
air filTer elemenTs
Late-model	pleated	paper	type	elements	with	aluminum	back	
plates.

29331-04 	 $31.95
Fits	’04-later	XL	models	(except	XL1200V).
29400015 Fits	’12-later	XL1200V	models.	 $24.95
29377-08 Fits	’08-later	XR	models.	 $26.95
29437-01a Fits	’02-later	VRSC™	models.	 $44.95
29400042 		 $19.95
Fits	’99-’06	carbureted	Twin	Cam-equipped	models,		
’01-later	EFI	Softail®	models	(except	’08-’11	FLSTSB	and		
’11-later	FLS)	and	’02-’07	EFI	Touring	and	Dyna®	models.
29633-08 Fits	’08-later	Touring	models.	 $24.95
29191-08 	 $24.95
Fits	’08-later	Dyna	models	(except	’13	FXDB).
29314-08 	 $27.95
Fits	’08-’11	FLSTSB,	’11-later	FXS,	’12-later	FLS	and		
’13	FXDB	models.
29509-06 Fits	’06-’10	FLHTCUSE	models.	 $24.95
29462-99 	 $25.95
Fits	’99-’01	EFI	Twin	Cam	models	(except		
’01	Softail	models).
29330-96 	 $22.95
Fits	’96-’00	Evolution®	1340	models	with	carburetors.
29291-95 		 $26.95
Fits	’95-’99	Evolution	1340	models	with	electronic		
fuel	injection	(EFI).
29259-91a 		 $22.95
Fits	’91-’95	Evolution	1340	FLT,	FLHT,	FLHR,	Softail	models,	
Dyna	models,	and	FXR	models.
29331-96 	 $24.95
Fits	’88-’03	Evolution	XL	models.
29036-86 	 $12.95
Fits	’86-’87	Evolution	XL	models.
29259-89 		 $16.95
Fits	’90	Evolution	1340	models.
29259-86 	 $12.95
Fits	’86-’89	Evolution	1340	models.
29259-83a 	 $12.95
Fits	’84-’85	Evolution	1340	Softail	and	FXR	models.
29036-72 	 $12.95
Fits	’66-early	’73	and	’83-’85	XL,	’71-early	’75	FX,	’67-early	’75	
FLH	models.
29255-78 		 $12.95
Fits	’79-’82	XL,	’82-’83	FXR,	’80-’82	FLT,	late	’78-’84	FX/FLH	
models.
29325-95a 	 $24.95
Fits	’95-’03	Evolution	XL	and	Evolution	1340	models.	
(International	models	only.	See	your	Dealer.)

d. k&n® air filTer Care produCTs

 1. k&n filter Care service kit
99850-92T 	 $12.95
Complete	kit	to	clean	and	re-oil	K&N	air	filters.	Includes	one	
12-oz.	spray	bottle	Air	Filter	Cleaner	and	one	6.5-oz.	aerosol	
can	Air	Filter	Oil.

 2. k&n air filter oil
99882-88T 12	oz	Aerosol	Can.	 $8.95

 3. k&n power kleen air filter Cleaner
93600004 32	oz	Spray	Bottle.	 $11.95

C. harley-davidson original eQuipmenT air filTer elemenTs

d. k&n air filTer Care produCTs

1
2

3
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a. h-d original eQuipmenT brake pads
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

810	 GARAGE
	 Brake	Pads	&	Belts

a. h-d® original eQuipmenT brake pads
42739-08 Front.	Fits	’08-later	XR	models.	 $49.95
42310-08 Rear.	Fits	’08-later	XR	models.	 $40.95
44082-08 Front.		 $43.95
Fits	’08-later	Dyna®	and	’08-’10	Softail®		
(except	Springer™)	models.
46363-11 Front.	 $54.95
Fits	’12-later	Dyna	and	’11-later	Softail	models.	
42298-08 Rear.		 $51.95
Fits	’08-later	Dyna	and	Softail	models.
42897-08 Front.	Fits	’08-later	VRSC™	models.	 $44.95
41854-08 Front.	Fits	’08-later	Touring	models.	 $49.95
41852-08b Rear.	Fits	’08-later	Touring	models.	 $54.95

83911-09b Rear.	Fits	’09-later	Trike	models.	 $89.95
44082-00d Front/Rear.	 $51.95
Fits	front	and	rear	brakes	on	’00-’03	XL,	’00-’05	VRSC,		
’00-’07	Dyna	and	Touring	models.	’00-’07	Softail	models	
(except	front	brakes	on	FXSTS	and	FLSTS	Springer).		
Does	not	fit	’06-’07	rear	brakes	on	FXSTS,	FXST,		
FXSTB,	and	FLSTFSE2	models.
46721-06a Rear.		 $51.95
Fits	’06-’07	FXST	and	FXSTB;	’06	FLSTFSE2	and	FXSTS;		
’07	FLSTF,	FXSTC,	and	FXSTSSE.
42897-06a Front.	Fits	’06-’07	VRSC	models.	 $44.95
42850-06b Rear.	Fits	’06-later	VRSC	models.	 $44.95
42831-04a Front.	Fits	’04-later	XL	models.	 $46.95
42836-04a Rear.	Fits	’04-’06	XL	models.	 $40.95
42029-07 Rear.	Fits	’07-later	XL	models.	 $40.95
44209-87C Rear.	 $63.95
Fits	late	’87-’99	XL,	FXR,	Softail	and	’91-’99	Dyna	models.
43957-86e Rear.	  $54.95
Fits	’86-’99	FLT,	FLHT,	FLHS,	FLHR	models.
44063-83C Front.	 $51.95
Fits	’84-’99	XL,	’84-’86	FX,	’84-’99	Softail,	’84-’99	FXR,		
’84-’99	FLT/FLHT/FLHR,	’91-’99	Dyna,	and	’00-later	FXSTS	
and	FLSTS	models.
44209-82a Rear.	  $49.95
Fits	’82-early	’87	XL,	FXR	and	’84-early	’87	Softail,	’84-’86	FX	
models.
43957-80a Rear.	  $91.95
Fits	’80-’85	FLT,	FLHT,	and	’81-’84	FLH	models.
44032-79a Rear.	  $38.95
Fits	’79-’83	XL,	’82-’83	FXR	and	late	’78-’83	FX	models.
43395-80a Front/Rear.	  $41.95
Fits	’80-’83	FLT/FLHT	front	and	’79-’81	XL	rear.
44005-78a Front/Rear.	  $42.95
Fits	front	late	’78-’83	FX,	late	’78-’80	FLH	(rear)	and	fits	late	
’78-’83	FX,	late	’78-’84	FLH	(front).
44135-74a Front/Rear.	  $49.95
Fits	front	and	rear	’73-early	’78	FX,	’72-early	’78	FLH	and	’73	
XLH/XLCH	(front).
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	 GARAGE	 811
	 Batteries

b. h-d® agm* original eQuipmenT baTTeries**
Genuine	H-D®	Batteries	offer	the	latest	technology	for	higher	
cold	 cranking	 amps,	 long	 life	 and	 improved	 rechargeabil-
ity.	Featuring	the	latest	AGM	technology	and	great	Harley-
Davidson®	graphics,	these	batteries	are	durable,	long-lasting	
and	trouble-free.	Made	in	the	U.S.A.

Completely	sealed,	valve	regulated	maintenance-free	
design	eliminates	acid	spills	and	corrosion	damage.

Re-engineered	vent	system	is	specially	designed	to	
minimize	leakage.

Exclusive	molded	terminal	design	increases	strength	
and	durability.

Unique	positive	post	bushing	resists	vibration	damage	
and	retards	acid	leaks	and	corrosion.

Heat	sealed	cover	prevents	electrolyte	leakage	and	
improves	reliability.

Larger	diameter	through-partition	welds	direct	more	
power	to	the	starting	motor.

Heavy	top	lead	improves	plate-to-lug	adhesion	for	
vibration	resistance	and	long	life.

Plates	are	lock-bonded	together,	reducing	vibration	
damage	for	longer	life.

Exclusive	calcium/calcium	alloy	grids	provide	highest	
cranking	amps	and	lowest	self-discharge.	Full	frame,	
power	path	design	directs	more	power	to	the	terminals	
for	quick,	sure	starts.	

High	density	oxide	provides	maximum	power-per-pound	
or	dependable	“high	cycling”	service.

Tear-resistant	AGM*	separators	protect	plates,	ensuring	
long	life.

Exclusive	demineralized	electrolyte	improves	service	life.	
Metered	addition	of	electrolyte	means	no	excess	acid.

Positive	terminal	protector	(not shown)	protects	against	
short	circuits	and	sparks.

Stainless	steel	terminal	bolts	(not shown)	won’t		
rust	or	corrode.

Distinguished	Harley-Davidson	Bar	&	Shield	is	molded	
into	case,	for	quick,	confident	recognition.

*Absorbed	Glass	Mat

65989-97C Dual	(Top	and	Side)	Terminal	Design.	 $129.95
Fits	’97-’03	XL	models,	’97-later	Dyna®	and	Softail®	and		
’07-later	VRSC™	(except	’07	VRSCR)	models.	Also	fits	Buell	
S1,	S3/T,	M2	and	X1	models.
66010-97C Dual	(Top	and	Side)	Terminal	Design.	 $170.95
Fits	’97-later	FLHR,	FLHT,	and	FLTR	Touring	models.
65948-00a 	 $114.95
Fits	’02-’06	VRSC	and	’07	VRSCR	models.	Also	fits	Buell	XB	
and	Blast	models.
65958-04a 	 $114.95
Fits	’04-later	XL	and	XR	models.	Also	fits	Buell	1125R/CR	
models.
65991-82b 	 $129.95
Fits	’73-’94	electric	start	FX	and	FXR;	’77-’78	XLCR,	’79-’96	
XL	models;	’84-’90	Softail	models;	’99-’00	FXR	models.	
Replaces	P/N	65991-82A	and	65991-75C.	Also	fits	Buell	S2/T	
Thunderbolt®	models.
66010-82b 	 $144.95
Fits	’80-’96	FLHR,	FLHT,	and	FLT	Touring	models.
65989-90b Fits	’91-’96	Dyna	and	Softail	models.	 $129.95

NOTE:	Battery	dimensions	of	Harley-Davidson	AGM	Batteries	
P/N	65989-97C,	65989-90B	and	65991-82B	may	not	allow	
use	of	accessory	side	covers	on	XL	and	Dyna	models.

 ConvenTional baTTeries** (not shown)
66006-29f 6V.		  $69.95
Fits	’64-earlier	FL	and	’63-earlier	GE	models.
66006-70 12V.		  $54.95
Fits	’70-later	kickstart	FX,	and	XLCH	models.

 heavy-duTy high-Cranking premium baTTery**
66007-84 12V.		 $139.95
Fits	’65-’84	FL,	FLH;	’67-’78	XLH	(except	’77-’78	XLCR);		
’64-later	GE	models.
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b. h-d agm original eQuipmenT baTTeries

Motorcycle	batteries	built	and	rigorously	tested	to	Harley-Davidson’s	
exacting	requirements.	H-D®	AGM	battery	ratings	are	determined	by		
the	strict	regulations	and	testing	of	the	Battery	Council	International.
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**Warning:	Battery	posts,	terminals	and	related	acces-
sories	contain	lead	compounds,	chemicals	known	to	the	
State	of	California	to	cause	cancer	and	birth	defects.
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

812	 GARAGE
	 Spark	Plugs

a. harley-davidson® double plaTinum  
spark plugs
Double	Platinum	spark	surfaces	offer	superior	erosion	resis-
tance	even	after	millions	of	sparks.	H-D®	Double	Platinum	
Plugs	 also	 feature	 a	 semiconductor	 suppressor,	 a	 triple-
coated	 shell	 with	 special	 anti-seize	 coating,	 copper	 core	
center	electrode	for	high	thermal	capacity	and	peak	perfor-
mance	at	all	engine	speeds,	tapered	center	and	platinum	side	
electrodes	for	maximum	combustibility.	Special	high	alumina	
insulator	provides	self-adjusting	temperature	for	maximum	
resistance	 to	 fouling.	 Harley-Davidson®’s	 longest	 lasting	
spark	plugs.

32364-04 (6R12PP)		 $9.95 each
Fits	’86-later	Evolution®-equipped	XL	models	and	’99-later	
Twin	Cam-equipped	models.
32334-05 (10R12APP)		 $8.95 each
Fits	’02-later	VRSC™	models.
32363-04 (5R6APP)	 $9.95 each
Fits	’75-’85	Shovelhead	and	’84-’00	Evolution	1340-equipped	
models.

b. harley-davidson gold spark plugs
A	special	thread	and	shell	coating	ensures	quick	and	easy	
removal	from	aluminum	heads	and	resists	corrosion.	A	gold	
palladium	 insert	 extends	 life	 and	 improves	 resistance	 to	
corrosion.	The	tapered	tip	provides	better	spark	exposure	to	
air/fuel	mixture	and	allows	the	mixture	to	flow	more	easily	
through	gap	area	for	maximum	combustibility.	Fouling	resis-
tance	is	improved	with	smaller	diameter	center	electrode	wire	
and	insulator	tip.	Plus,	a	copper-cored	ground	electrode	runs	
cooler	for	extended	life.

32365-04 (6R12G)		 $5.95 each
Fits	’86-later	XL	and	’99-later	Twin	Cam-equipped	models	or	
use	in	place	of	No.	6R12.
32366-04 (4R5G)		 $5.95 each
Fits	’71-’85	Sportster®	models	or	use	in	place	of	Nos.	3,	4R	
and	4R5.
32367-04 (5R6AG)		 $5.95 each
Fits	late	’78-’84	Shovelhead	and	’84-’99	Evolution	
1340-equipped	models	or	use	in	place	of	Nos.	5R6A	and	5RL.
32331-05 (10R12AG)		 $5.95 each
Fits	’02-later	VRSC	models.
27794-08 (10R12X)	 $5.95 each
Fits	’08-later	XR	models.

C. harley-davidson original eQuipmenT  
spark plugs
32335-04 (10R12A)		 $4.95 each
Fits	’02-later	VRSC	models.
32342-04 (5R6A)	 $3.95 each
Fits	late	’78-’84	Shovelhead	and	’84-’99	Evolution	
1340-equipped	models.
32362-04 (6R12)		 $3.95 each
Fits	’86-later	Evolution-equipped	XL	models	and	’99-later	
Twin	Cam-equipped	models.
32343-04 (5RL)		 $3.95 each
Fits	late	’82-’84	Shovelhead	models.
32338-04 (4R5)	Fits	’71-’85	Iron	Sportster.	 $3.95 each
32336-04 (4R)		 $3.95 each
Fits	’54-’56	KH,	’57-’70	XL-900,	’71-’85	Iron	Sportster,	’48-’74	
FLH/FX.
32337-04 (3-4)	Fits	’48-’74	FLH/FX.	 $3.95 each
32339-04 (3)		 $3.95 each
Fits	’48-’74	FLH/FX,	’54-’56	KH,	’57-’78	Iron	Sportster.

b. harley-davidson gold spark plugs

a. harley-davidson double plaTinum spark plugs

C. harley-davidson original eQuipmenT  
spark plugs
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

	 GARAGE	 813
	 Paints

d. 45-amp Charging sysTem for eleCTra glide® 
models
Standard	equipment	on	H-D®	Touring-style	Police	motorcy-
cles,	this	high-output	charging	system	knows	how	to	work	
for	a	living.	Add	more	electronics	–	including	lights	–	on	your	
Electra	Glide®	model	without	worrying	about	whether	you’ve	
got	the	juice	to	back	it	up.

29999-97b Fits	’99-’05	FLHT	models.	 $264.95

e. 32-amp high-ouTpuT alTernaTor kiT
Stock	on	all	’89-later	carbureted	1340	models.	50%	increase	
in	amperage	for	the	heavily	accessorized	motorcycle.

29985-87 	  $239.95
Fits	’84-’88	FLT,	FLHT,	and	FXR	(wet	clutch)	models.	(Will	not	
fit	’84-’88	Softail®.)	Stock	on	all	’89-’95	and	some	’96-’97	
Evolution®	1340-equipped	models.

f. painTs
Touch-up	paint	is	available	in	handy	1/2	oz	applicator	bottles	
for	all	 late	model	Harley-Davidson®	motorcycles	 including	
CVO™	models.	Aerosol	and	quart	containers	are	also	available.	
See	your	Authorized	Harley-Davidson	Dealer	for	a	complete	
listing	of	paint.

NOTE:	Quart	containers	of	Harley-Davidson	Acrylic	Urethane	
paint	and	urethane	activator	material	are	designed	for	appli-
cation	only	by	professional,	trained	personnel	using	proper	
equipment	 under	 controlled	 conditions,	 and	 they	 are	 not	
intended	for	sale	to	the	general	public.

 black Texture
’95-later	Engine	and	Transmission.

98605bf* Touch-Up	Pen.	 $11.95
98600bf* Touch-Up	Bottle.	 $11.95
98606bf Aerosol.	 $23.95

 silver bead blast
’98-later	Engine	and	Transmission.

98600by* Touch-Up	Bottle.	 $11.95
98606by Aerosol.	 $23.95

 Clear Coat
Used	to	fill	in	clear	coating	over	chips	and	surface	scratches.

98600ek* Touch-Up	Bottle.	 $11.95
98606ek Aerosol.	 $23.95
98628ek Quart.	Two-Part	Urethane.	 $84.95
99825-02 Urethane	Activator.	 $55.95

 black leather Touch-up pens
A	convenient	way	to	fix	scratches,	scuffed	and	worn	pouches,	
saddlebags,	seats	and	other	leather	products.	Just	touch-	up	
the	damaged	area,	wipe	off	excess,	let	dry	and	then	buff	with	
a	soft	cloth	to	blend	color.

98605ax* 	 $11.95

 black frame paint Touch-up pen
Dispensed	from	an	easy-to-use	paint	pen,	this	paint	is	an	easy	
way	to	touch-up	minor	nicks	and	scratches.

93936* 	 $5.95

*NOTE:	Price	shown	is	price	per	each	bottle	or	pen.		
There	are	two	bottles	or	pens	per	package.

f. painTs

d. 45-amp Charging sysTem for  
eleCTra glide models

e. 32-amp high-ouTpuT alTernaTor kiT
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814	 GARAGE
	 Dunlop®	Tires

Since	1984,	Dunlop®	Tires	has	provided	Original	Equipment	and	service	replacement	
tires	for	Harley-Davidson®	Motorcycles.	Dunlop	is	recognized	as	the	world-leader	in	
motorcycle	tire	design,	engineering	and	manufacturing	excellence.

 Please refer to the tables on page 816-821 for proper fitment.

	 D407/D408	TOURING
The	D407/D408	tire	 is	constructed	for	’09-later	FL	Touring,	
select	 Softail®,	 and	 specific	 Custom	 Vehicle	 Operations™	
(CVO™)	models,	and	is	available	exclusively	through	Harley-
Davidson	Dealers.	The	FL	Touring	rear	tires	feature	Dunlop’s	
advanced	MT	(Multi-Tread)	technology.

•	 	Tire	features	bold	“Harley-Davidson”	script	on	the	sidewall.

•	 	MT	Multi-Tread	rear	tire	incorporates	a	tough	tread	
compound	in	the	center	that	runs	cooler	to	provide	stabil-
ity,	excellent	traction	under	braking	and	long	life,	and	to	each	
side	is	a	section	of	lateral-grip	compound	that	enhances	
traction	at	higher	lean	angles	for	great	grip	while	cornering.	

•	 	Reinforced	multi-layer	tire	carcass	gives	the	tire	strength	for	
long	life	and	provides	stability	at	highway	speeds	and		
maximum	lean	angles.

•	 	Bold,	angled	lateral	grooves	in	the	tread	pattern	evacuate	
water	from	the	contact	patch	on	wet	roads.	

•	 	The	D407/408	is	available	in	blackwall,	slim	white	and		
wide-white	sidewall	styles.

	 D401	CRUISER
An	advanced	tread	pattern	and	specifically	formulated	
compound	deliver	outstanding	grip	in	wet	or	dry	weather	and	
provide	long	tire	life.

•	 	D401	tires	use	bias	or	bias-belted	construction	and	incorpo-
rate	a	computer-optimized	tread	profile	to	reduce	cupping	for	
even	wear.	

	 D402	TOURING
Built	with	a	three-ply	polyester	casing	with	two	fiberglass	belts,	the	D402	offers	greater		
load-carrying	capacity	and	stability.

•	 	Computer-optimized	tread	profile	with	offset	center	groove	improves	rider	confidence	over	rain	
grooves	and	steel-grated	bridges,	while	reducing	cupping	for	even	wear.	

•	 	The	D402	is	available	in	blackwall,	slim	white	and	wide-white	sidewall	styles.	

	 GT502	PERFORMANCE
GT502	Performance	Tires	feature	an	optimized	
profile,	contact	patch	and	compound	for	superior	
grip	in	dry	conditions,	with	solid	grip	during	wet	
weather	riding	conditions.

	 SIGNATURE	SERIES
Signature	Series	Tires	are	packed	with		
features	for	responsive	handling	and	confident		
cornering	to	tighten	the	connection	between		
you	and	the	road.

Blackwall

Blackwall Blackwall Blackwall

Wide	Whitewall

Wide	Whitewall

Slim	Whitewall Engraved	Wide	Whitewall

Blackwall Slim	Whitewall
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	 GARAGE	 815
	 Michelin®	Tires

Since	1889,	Michelin	has	been	a	leader	in	the	tire	
industry.	From	introducing	the	world’s	first	radial	tire	
in	1946,	to	being	the	first	to	use	radial	motorcycle	
tires	in	race	competition,	Michelin	has	demonstrated	
its	dedication	to	producing	some	of	the	world’s	most	
innovative	tire	products.	A	leader	in	racing	technology,	
Michelin	researches,	tests,	and	develops	tire	solutions	
in	the	most	demanding	form	of	racing	competition.	
Harley-Davidson	motorcycle	riders	benefit	from	that	
technology,	as	Michelin	transfers	track	technology	
into	Harley-Davidson	motorcycle	riding	confidence	
and	performance.

 Please refer to the tables on page 816-821 for  
proper fitment.

3 polyester 
Carcass plies

2 aramid plies

non-Tracking
Central groove

all new Tread
formulation

•	 	rear Tire architecture:		
Provides	stability,	great	handling,	plus	comfort.

•	 	3 polyester Carcass plies:		
Strong	and	supple	casing	for	comfort	on	long	rides.

•	 	2 aramid belt plies:	
Maintains	consistent	contact	patch	for	a	long	and	even	wear	life.

MICHELIN	SCORCHER®	TIRES
made exclusively for harley-davidson

The	Scorcher	is	the	first	Michelin	–	Harley-Davidson®	co-branded	
tire,	with	a	bold	“Harley-Davidson”	script	on	the	sidewall.	Featuring	
an	exceptional	combination	of	durability,	comfort	and	handling.	
The	Scorcher	“11”	and	Scorcher	“31”	are	factory-installed	on	many	
models,	and	can	be	installed	as	a	replacement	tire	on	other		
specified	models.

outstanding grip:
Semi-slick	tread	pattern	maximizes	the	contact	patch	for	excellent	adhesion	
on	dry	roads.	Optimized	tread	groove	design	efficiently	evacuates	water	for	
dependable	wet	grip.

excellent Tread life:
Derived	from	Michelin’s	championship-winning	racing	tires,	newly		
developed	rubber	compounds	combine	durability	and	high	performance.

precise handling:
The	latest	generation	of	Michelin	radial	technology	allows	for	easy		
maneuverability	and	impressive	agility.

remarkable grip:
Innovative	rubber	compounds,	incorporating	know-how	derived	from	
Michelin’s	decades	of	road-racing	experience,	provide	remarkable	grip	on	
both	wet	and	dry	roads.

exceptional Comfort and handling:
The	supple	casing	design	and	profile	of	MICHELIN®	Scorcher®	“31”	tires	
promote	rock-solid	handling	on	winding	roads.

long mileage:
Michelin	carbon	black-enriched	rubber	compounds	promote	excellent		
durability	without	compromising	performance.
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816	 GARAGE
	 Tires

ORIGINAL	EQUIPMENT	AND	RECOMMENDED	REPLACEMENT	TIRES

model fitment
stock or optional 

fitment Tread size
rim size  
in inches psi 

sidewall 
style

part
number price 

sporTsTer® – fronT

dunlop® harley-davidson® performanCe Tires

’96-’03 XL1200 Sport Stock

GT502F 100/90-19 2.15	x	19	 30 BW	 40554-04a $165.95’04-later XL (except Custom, XL883L and XR 
models). Installation requires installation of 
matching GT502 Rear Tire P/N 40555-04A

Optional

’96-’11 XL883C Optional
GT502F 80/90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43117-09 $169.95

’96-’11 XL1200C Optional

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’10-later XL1200X Stock	on	MY	’10 D402F MT90B16 3.00	x	16	 30 BW	 43022-91a $172.95

’08-later XR1200/X Stock	on	MY	’08-’11 D209F	RP 120/70ZR18 3.50	x	18 36 BW 43229-08 $238.95

’04-later XL (except XL1200X, Custom, 
’11-later, XL883L and XR1200/X)

Optional D401F 100/90-19 2.15	x	19	 30 WWW	 55193-10 $202.95

’91-later XL883 (except Custom & ’11-later 
XL883L)

Stock	on	MY	’91-’10

D401F 100/90-19 2.15	x	19	 30 BW	 43112-91a $149.95’88-later XL1200 (except Custom, Sport, XL1200X) Stock	on	MY	’88-’10

’83-’84 XR1000 Stock

’81-’90 XL (except XR1000, XL1200) Stock D401F 90/90-19 2.15	x	19	 30 BW	 40567-90a $145.95

’96-’10 XL883/XL1200 Custom Stock	on	MY	’96-’10 D402F MH90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43104-93a $145.95

’12-later XL1200V Stock D402F MH90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 MWW	 43100004 $185.95

miChelin® harley-davidson® Tire series

’11-later XL1200C
Stock	on	MY	’11-later SCORCHER	31 130/90B16 3.00	x	16	 36 BW	 55035-11 $234.95

’10-later XL1200X

’11-later XL883L Stock
SCORCHER	11 120/70ZR18	 3.50	x	18	 30 BW	 40879-11a $239.95

’08-later XR1200/X Stock	on	MY	’12-later

’04-later XL (except ’11-later XL1200C, 
XL1200X and XR Models)

Stock	on	MY	’11-later SCORCHER	31 100/90B19 2.15	x	19	 30 BW	 43258-07b $157.95

’04-’10 XL1200 Custom
Optional COMMANDER MH90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43304-07 $119.95

’04-’09 XL883 Custom

sporTsTer – rear

dunlop® harley-davidson® performanCe Tires

’04-later XL (except XR and ’11-later XL883L). 
Installation on models with 19" front wheel 
requires installation of matching GT502F 
Front Tire P/N 40554-04A

Optional GT502 150/80B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 40555-04a $234.95

’96-’03 XL1200 Sport Stock GT502 130/90B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 40556-06a $196.95

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’04-later XL (except XR1200/X and  
’11-later XL883L)

BW	Stock	MY	’04-’10 D401 150/80B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 43264-02 $203.95

’04-later XL (except XR1200/X and  
’11-later XL883L)

WWW	Optional D401 150/80B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 WWW	 55192-10 $272.95

’12-later XL1200V Stock D401 150/80B16 3.00	x	16	 40 MWW	 43200007 $252.95

’81-’03 XL (except XL1200 Sport) Stock D401 130/90B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 40565-91b $178.95

’08-later XR1200/X Stock D209HD 180/55ZR17 5.50	x	17	 42 BW	 43231-08 $301.95

miChelin® harley-davidson® Tire series

’04-later XL (except XR & ’11-later XL883L) Stock	on	MY	’11-later SCORCHER	31 150/80B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 40878-11 $199.95

’08-later XR1200/X Stock	on	MY	’12-later SCORCHER	11 180/55ZR17 5.50	x	17	 42 BW	 43200011 $299.95

’11-later XL883L Stock SCORCHER	11 150/60ZR17	 4.50	x	17	 36/40 BW	 43216-11 $220.95

vrsC™ – fronT

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’02-later VRSC™ models Stock	MY	’02-’10 D208F 120/70ZR19 3.00	x	19	 36 BW	 43172-01b $226.95

miChelin® harley-davidson® Tire series

’07-’10 VRSCAW Optional

SCORCHER	11 120/70ZR19 3.00	x	19	 36 BW	 43213-11 $239.95

’07-’08 VRSCD Optional

’07-later VRSCDX Stock	MY	’11-later

’09-later VRSCF Stock	MY	’11-later

’06 VRSCSE2 Optional

’07 VRSCX Optional

Notice: Suggested retail prices are subject to change. Please see harley-davidson.com 
for the most current suggested retail prices on any product listed in this catalog. 
Actual retail prices may vary.

Warning:	Use	only	Harley-Davidson	specified	tires.	See	a	Harley-Davidson	dealer.	
Using	non-specified	tires	can	adversely	affect	stability,	handling	or	braking,	which	
could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.

Sidewall Style Key:	

BW	– Blackwall	
SWW	– Slim Whitewall	
MWW	– Medium Whitewall  
WWW	– Wide Whitewall	
EWW	– Engraved Wide Whitewall
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	 GARAGE	 817
	 Tires

ORIGINAL	EQUIPMENT	AND	RECOMMENDED	REPLACEMENT	TIRES

model fitment
stock or optional 

fitment Tread size
rim size  
in inches psi 

sidewall 
style

part
number price 

vrsC™ – rear

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’07-’10 VRSCAW Stock

D419 240/40R18 8.00	x	18	 42 BW	 41473-06 $269.95

’07-later VRSCDX Stock	MY	’07-’10

’09-later VRSCF Stock	MY	’07-’10

’06 VRSCSE2 Stock

’07 VRSCX Stock

Replacement Tire for Harley-Davidson  
Wide Tire Kit P/N 43687-06

Optional

’02-’08 VRSC (except ’06 VRSCSE2,  
VRSCAW, VRSCDX, VRSCX and VRSCF).

Stock D207 180/55ZR18 5.50	x	18	 38/42 BW	 43173-01 $282.95

miChelin® harley-davidson® Tire series

’06 VRSCSE2 Optional

SCORCHER	11 240/40R18	 8.00	x	18	 42 BW	 43189-11 $319.95

’07-’10 VRSCAW Optional

’07-later VRSCDX Stock	MY	’11-later

’07 VRSCX Optional

’07-later VRSCF Stock	MY	’11-later

dyna®– fronT

dunlop® harley-davidson® performanCe Tires

’02-later Dyna (except FXDF, FXDFSE and  
FXDWG models)

Optional
GT502F 100/90-19 2.15	x	19	 30 BW	 40554-04a $165.95

’00-’01 FXDX Stock

’93-later FXDWG Stock	MY	’10-’11 GT502F 80/90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43117-09 $169.95

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’08-later FXDF
Stock D427F 130/90B16 3.00	x	16	 36 BW	 43218-08 $198.95

’09-’10 FXDFSE/2

’12-later FLD Stock D02F 130/70-18 3.50	x	18	 36 BW	 43371-07a $230.95

’91-later Dyna models (except FXDF,  
FXDFSE/2 and FXDWG models)

Stock	MY	’91-’09

D401F 100/90-19 2.15	x	19	 30 BW	 43112-91a $149.95’84-later FXR (except FXLR, FXR2) Stock

’83-later FXRT Stock

’81-’85 FX Stock
D401F 90/90-19 2.15	x	19	 30 BW	 40567-90a $145.95

’82-’83 FXR (except FXRT) Stock

’93-’08 FXDWG Stock

D402F MH90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43104-93a $145.95

’86-earlier FXWG Stock

’94-earlier FXLR Stock

’99 FXR2 Stock

’07-’08 FXDSE/2 Stock

miChelin® harley-davidson® Tire series

’02-later Dyna (except FXDF, FXDFSE/2  
and FXDWG models)

Stock	MY	’10-later SCORCHER	31 100/90-19 2.15	x	19	 30 BW	 43258-07b $157.95

’08-later FXDF Optional SCORCHER	32 130/90B16 3.00	x	16 36 BW	 43100003 $214.95

’12-later FXDWG Stock SCORCHER	31 80/90-21 2.15	x	21	 38 BW	 41036-12 $169.95

’06-’08 FXDWG Optional COMMANDER MH90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43304-07 $119.95

dyna – rear

dunlop® harley-davidson® performanCe Tires

’00-’01 FXDX Stock
GT502 150/80B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 40555-04a $234.95

’02-’05 Dyna Optional

’10-later FXDWG Stock	MY	’10-’11
GT502 180/60B17 4.50	x	17	 40 BW	 43197-04b $329.95Replacement Tire for Harley-Davidson Wide 

Tire Kits P/N 44075-04, 43705-06, 43768-06
Optional

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’82-later FXR Stock

D401 130/90B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 40565-91b $178.95’82-later FXRT Stock

’91-’01 Dyna (except ’00-’01 FXDX) Stock

’02-’05 Dyna Stock D401 150/80B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 43264-02 $203.95

’08-later FXDF Stock
D427 180/70B16 5.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 43228-08 $294.95

’09-’10 FXDFSE/2 Stock

’07-’08 FXDSE/2 Stock D407 170/60R17 4.50	x	17	 38/42 BW	 41998-07 $254.95

’06-later Dyna (except ’07-’08 FXDSE/2,  
’08-later FXDF)

Stock	MY	’06-’10 K591 160/70B17 4.50	x	17	 36/40 BW	 43169-00a $237.95

’12-later FLD Stock D401 160/70B17 4.50	x	17	 40 BW	 43200015 $296.95

Notice: Suggested retail prices are subject to change. Please see harley-davidson.com 
for the most current suggested retail prices on any product listed in this catalog. 
Actual retail prices may vary.

Warning:	Use	only	Harley-Davidson	specified	tires.	See	a	Harley-Davidson	dealer.	
Using	non-specified	tires	can	adversely	affect	stability,	handling	or	braking,	which	
could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.
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818	 GARAGE
	 Tires

ORIGINAL	EQUIPMENT	AND	RECOMMENDED	REPLACEMENT	TIRES

model fitment
stock or optional 

fitment Tread size
rim size  
in inches psi 

sidewall 
style

part
number price 

dyna® – rear continued

miChelin® harley-davidson® Tire series

’08-later FXDF Optional SCORCHER	32 180/70B16 5.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 43200004 $294.95

’06-later Dyna (except FLD, FXDF and  
’07-’08 FXDSE/2)

Stock	MY	’10-later SCORCHER	31 160/70B17 4.50	x	17	 36/40 BW	 43250-07b $246.95

’12-later FXDWG Stock	MY	’12-later SCORCHER	31 180/60B17 4.50	x	17	 40 BW	 43200005 $329.95

sofTail® – fronT

dunlop® harley-davidson® performanCe Tires

’84-’07 FXST Optional

GT502F 80/90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43117-09 $167.95

’84-’07 FXSTB Optional

’84-’07 FXSTC Optional

’84-’07 FXSTD Optional

’84-’07 FXSTS Optional

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’81-later FLSTC
(BW)	Stock

(WWW)	Stock	MY	
’09-later

D402F MT90B16 3.00	x	16 36

EWWW
WWW
SWW
BW	

43124-94b
43118-92a
43115-91a
43022-91a

$276.95
$212.95
$203.95
$172.95

’81-’06 FLSTF (BW)	Stock

’05-later FLSTN (WWW)	Stock

’81-’08 FLSTS (BW)	Stock

’08-’11 FLSTSB (BW)	Stock

’05 FLSTFSE
Stock D402F MT90B16 3.00	x	16 36 BW 43022-91a $172.95

’12-later FLS

’07-later FLSTF Stock

D408F 140/75R17 3.50	x	17	 36 BW	 41474-06b $230.95’10-later FLSTFB Stock

’06 FLSTFSE2 Stock

’10-’12 FLSTSE/2/3 Stock
D408F 130/70R18 3.50	x	18	 36 BW	 41999-07b $261.95

’08-’09 FXSTSSE2/3 Stock

’08-’09 FXCW Stock
D408F 90/90-19 2.15	x	19	 30 BW	 41566-08b $158.95

’08-’11 FXCWC Stock

’13 FXSBSE Stock D408F 130/60B21 3.50	x	21	 30 BW	 43100008 $185.95

’84-’07 FXST Stock

D402F MH90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43104-93a $145.95

’84-’07 FXSTB Stock

’84-’07 FXSTC Stock

’84-’07 FXSTD Stock

’04 FXSTDSE2 Stock

’84-’07 FXSTS Stock

’07 FXSTSSE Stock

’11-later FXS Stock

’08-later FXST Stock

D408F MH90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43390-08a $151.95’08-’09 FXSTB Stock

’08-’10 FXSTC Stock

miChelin® harley-davidson® Tire series

’06-’10 FLSTC Optional SCORCHER	31 130/90B16 3.00	x	16 36 BW 55035-11 $234.95

’81-later FLSTC Optional

COMMANDER MH90-21 3.00	x	16 36 BW	 43303-07 $138.95
’81-’06 FLSTF Optional

’81-’04 FLSTN Optional

’81-later FLSTS Optional

’95-’05 FXST Optional

COMMANDER MH90-21 2.15	x	21	 30 BW	 43304-07 $119.95

’95-’05 FXSTB Optional

’95-’05 FXSTC Optional

’00-’07 FXSTD Optional

’95-’05 FXSTS Optional

Notice: Suggested retail prices are subject to change. Please see harley-davidson.com 
for the most current suggested retail prices on any product listed in this catalog. 
Actual retail prices may vary.

Warning:	Use	only	Harley-Davidson	specified	tires.	See	a	Harley-Davidson	dealer.	
Using	non-specified	tires	can	adversely	affect	stability,	handling	or	braking,	which	
could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.

Sidewall Style Key:	

BW	– Blackwall	
SWW	– Slim Whitewall	
MWW	– Medium Whitewall  
WWW	– Wide Whitewall	
EWW	– Engraved Wide Whitewall
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	 Tires

ORIGINAL	EQUIPMENT	AND	RECOMMENDED	REPLACEMENT	TIRES

model fitment
stock or optional 

fitment Tread size
rim size  
in inches psi 

sidewall 
style

part
number price

sofTail® – rear

dunlop® harley-davidson® performanCe Tires

’03-’05 Softail (except FXSTD, FLSTS) Optional

GT502 150/80B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 40555-04a $234.95

’06-’08 FLSTC Optional

’10 FLSTC Optional

Replacement tire for Harley-Davidson Wide 
Tire Kits P/N 43684-99A, 43685-00A,  
44490-00A

Optional

’04 FXSTDSE2 Optional GT502 180/60B17 4.50	x	17	 40 BW	 43197-04b $329.95

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’81-’03 FLSTC (BW)	Stock

D402 MT90B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40

EWWW
WWW
SWW
BW

43125-94b
43119-92a
43114-91b
43102-91b

$304.95
$240.95
$231.95
$203.95

’81-’03 FLSTF (BW)	Stock

’81-’02 FLSTS (WWW)	Stock

’95-’02 FXSTS (BW)	Stock

’95-’02 FXSTC (BW)	Stock

’99-’02 FXSTB Stock D402 MT90B16 3.00	x	16 36/40 BW 43102-91b $203.95

’03 FLSTS (WWW)	Stock

D402 MU85B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40

EWWW
WWW
SWW
BW	

43167-08
43353-03
43332-04
43200001

$299.95
$251.95
$242.95
$211.95

’05-later FLSTN (WWW)	Stock

’11-later FXS (BW)	Stock

’09-later FLSTC Stock

’12-later FLS Stock D402 MU85B16 3.00	x	16 40 BW 43200001 $211.95

’84-’94 FXSTC Stock
D401 130/90B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 40565-91b $178.95

’84-’94 FXSTS Stock

’03-’05 Softail (except FXSTD, FLSTS) Stock

D401 150/80B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 43264-02 $203.95

’06 FLSTF Stock

’06-later FLSTC Stock

’05 FLSTFSE Stock

’05-later FLSTSC Stock

’07-later FLSTF Stock

D407 200/55R17 6.00	x	17	 42 BW	 43242-06a $260.95

’10-later FLSTFB Stock

’06 FLSTFSE2 Stock

’06-later FXST Stock

’06-later FXSTB Stock

’06-later FXSTC Stock

’06-later FXSTS Stock

’07-’08 FXSTSSE/2 Stock

’08-later FLSTSB Stock D401 200/55R17 6.00	x	17	 42 BW	 43970-08 $240.95

’00-’07 FXSTD (except ’04 FXSTDSE2) Stock K591 160/70B17 4.50	x	17	 36/40 BW	 43169-00a $237.95

’08-’09 FXCW Stock

D407 240/40R18 8.00	x	18	 42 BW	 41688-08 $314.95
’08-’11 FXCWC Stock

’13 FXSBSE Stock

’09 FXSTSSE3 Stock

’10-’12 FLSTSE/2/3 Stock D407 200/50R18 6.00	x	18	 42 BW	 41771-10 $270.95

miChelin® harley-davidson® Tire series

’06-’10 FLSTC Optional SCORCHER	31 150/80-16 3.00	x	16 36/40 BW 40878-11 $199.95

’05-later FLSTN Optional COMMANDER MU85B16 3.00	x	16 36/40 BW 43284-07 $169.95

’81-’03 FLSTC Optional

COMMANDER MT90B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 43288-07 $164.95

’81-’02 FLSTS Optional

’81-’03 FLSTF Optional

’95-’02 FXSTC Optional

’95-’02 FXSTS Optional

Notice: Suggested retail prices are subject to change. Please see harley-davidson.com 
for the most current suggested retail prices on any product listed in this catalog. 
Actual retail prices may vary.

Warning:	Use	only	Harley-Davidson	specified	tires.	See	a	Harley-Davidson	dealer.	
Using	non-specified	tires	can	adversely	affect	stability,	handling	or	braking,	which	
could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.

Sidewall Style Key:	

BW	– Blackwall	
SWW	– Slim Whitewall	
MWW	– Medium Whitewall  
WWW	– Wide Whitewall	
EWW	– Engraved Wide Whitewall
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820	 GARAGE
	 Tires

ORIGINAL	EQUIPMENT	AND	RECOMMENDED	REPLACEMENT	TIRES

model fitment
stock or optional 

fitment Tread size
rim size  
in inches psi 

sidewall 
style

part
number price 

Touring – fronT

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’81-’08 FLH Optional

D402F MT90B16 3.00	x	16	 36

EWWW
WWW
SWW
BW

43124-94b
43118-92a
43115-91a
43022-91a

$276.95
$212.95
$203.95
$172.95

’81-’08 FLHR (except ’07-’08 FLHRSE/2) (SWW)	Stock

’81-’08 FLHRC (WWW)	Stock

’81-’08 FLHS Optional

’81-’08 FLHT (BW)	Stock

’81-’08 FLHTC/U (SWW)	Stock

’81-’08 FLHX (BW)	Stock

’81-’08 FLT (BW)	Stock

’81-’08 FLTR (BW)	Stock

’04-’08 TLE/Ultra Sidecar Stock

’05 FLHTCSE2 Stock
D402F MT90B16 3.00	x	16 36 BW 43022-91a $172.95

’06-’08 FLHTCUSE/2/3 Stock

’09-later FLHRC and FLHRC/TLE Sidecar Stock D408F 130/90B16 3.00	x	16	 36 WWW 43211-09a $235.95

’09-later FLHP/E FLHTP Stock D408F 130/80B17 3.00	x	17 36 BW 43109-09a  $227.95

’09-later FLHR (SWW)	Stock

D408F 130/80B17 3.00	x	17	 36
BW

SWW
43109-09a
43115-09a

$227.95
$235.95

’09-later FLHT Stock

’09-later FLHTC/U (SWW)	Stock

’09-’13 FLHTCUSE4/5/6/7/8 Optional

’09-later FLHTK (SWW)	Stock

’09 FLHX (BW)	Stock

’09-later FLTR/U (BW)	Stock

’09-later TLE Sidecar (except FLHRC/TLE) Optional

’04-’08 FL Touring models equipped with 18"  
accessory Front Wheel (except ’07-’08 
FLHRSE)

Optional D402F 130/70-18 3.50	x	18	 36 BW 43371-07a $230.95

’07-’08 FLHRSE3/4 Optional D408F 130/70R18 3.50	x	18	 36 BW 41999-07b $261.95

’10-later FLHX and FLTRX Stock

D408F 130/70B18 3.50	x	18	 36 BW 44026-09a $212.95
’10 FLHXSE Optional

’09 FLTRSE3 Optional

’11 FLTRUSE Stock

’11-’12 FLHXSE2/3 Stock

D408F 130/60B19 3.50	x	19	 36 BW 55055-11 $192.95
’13 FLHRSE5 Stock

’12-’13 FLTRXSE/2 Stock

Touring models equipped with 19" Agitator 
wheels

Optional

miChelin® sCorCher® / harley-davidson® Tire series

’81-’08 FL Touring (except ’07-’08 FL-
HRSE3/4) Optional COMMANDER MT90B16 3.00	x	16 36 BW 43303-07 $138.95
’81-’08 CLE/TLE Ultra Sidecars

Touring – rear

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’09-later FLHP/E FLHTP Stock D407 180/65B16 5.00	x	16 40 BW 43329-09 $290.95

’09-later FLHRC Stock D407 180/65B16 5.00	x	16 40 WWW 43230-09 $308.95

’09-later FLHTC (SWW)	Stock

D407 180/65B16 5.00	x	16	 40
BW

SWW
43329-09
43332-09

$290.95
$301.95

’09-later FLHTCU (SWW)	Stock

’09-later FLHR (SWW)	Stock

’09-later FLHT (BW)	Stock

’09-’13 FLHTCUSE4/5/6/7/8 (BW)	Stock

’09-later FLHTK (BW)	Stock

’09-later FLHX (BW)	Stock

’09-later FLTR/U (BW)	Stock

’10-later FLTRX (BW)	Stock

’05 FLHTCSE2
Stock D402 MU85B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW 43200001 $211.95

’06-’08 FLHTCUSE/2/3

’04-’08 FLHX
Stock

D402 MU85B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40
BW

SWW
43200001
43332-04

$211.95
$242.95Optional

’04-’08 FLHR (except ’07-’08 FLHRSE/2) (SWW)	Stock

D402 MU85B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40

EWWW
WWW
SWW
BW

43167-08
43353-03
43332-04
43200001

$299.95
$251.95
$242.95
$211.95

’04-’08 FLHRC (WWW)	Stock

’04-’08 FLHT (BW)	Stock

’04-’08 FLHTC (SWW)	Stock

’04-’08 FLHTCU (SWW)	Stock

’04-’08 FLTR (BW)	Stock

Notice: Suggested retail prices are subject to change. Please see harley-davidson.com 
for the most current suggested retail prices on any product listed in this catalog. 
Actual retail prices may vary.

Warning:	Use	only	Harley-Davidson	specified	tires.	See	a	Harley-Davidson	dealer.	
Using	non-specified	tires	can	adversely	affect	stability,	handling	or	braking,	which	
could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.
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	 Tires

RECOMMENDED	REPLACEMENT	INNER	TUBES	AND	RIM	BANDS

dunlop® inner Tubes part number price
16" MT/MU90-16 Side Metal Valve 40558-82 $31.95
16" MT/MU90-16 Center Metal Valve 40575-05 $32.95
16" 180/65-16 Center Metal Valve 40592-09 $31.95
17" 130/80-17 Center Metal Valve 40593-09 $29.95
17" 160/70-180/60-17 Center Metal Valve 40502-06 $31.95
17" 200/55R17 Center Metal Valve 41491-08 $44.95
19" MJ/MM90-19 Center Metal Valve with Adapter Ring 41188-06 $27.95
19" 120/70R19 Center Metal Valve 41007-07 $37.95
21" MH90-21 Center Metal Valve 43140-80 $26.95

dunlop® rim bands
16" Center Valve Smooth Profile Rim 43164-05 $4.49
16" MT90-16 Side Valve Rim 43147-40 $3.49
16" 180/65-16 Center Valve Rim 43099-09 $6.95
17" Center Valve Rim 43101-06 $4.95
17" Center Valve Radical Rim 40916-08 $8.95
17" 130/80-17 Center Valve Rim 43341-09 $3.95
19" Center Valve Rim 43145-47 $3.49
19" Center Valve Radial Rim 41996-07 $3.49
21" Center Valve Rim 43939-89 $3.49

michelin® inner Tubes part number price
17" Center Metal Valve
Fits 17" 160/70-17 and 180/60-17 tire/rim

41314-10 $29.95

19" Center Metal Valve 
Fits 19" 100/90-19 tire/rim

41316-10 $24.95

19" Center Metal Valve 
Fits VRSC models with 120/10-19 Radial front tires.

43233-11 $23.95

16" Side Metal Valve 
Fits 130/90-16, 150/80-16, MT90-16 and MU85-16 tire/rim

40572-11 $30.95

16" Center Metal Valve 
Fits 130/90-16, 150/80-16, MT90-16 and MU85-16 tire/rim

40876-11 $29.95

21" Center Metal Valve 
Fits 80/90-21 and MH90-21 tire/rim

40941-12 $21.95

michelin® rim bands
17" Center Valve Rim (4.5" x 17/18") 41319-10 $4.95
19" Center Valve Rim (1.6/2.0" x 18/19") 41323-10 $3.49
19" VRSC 120/10-19 Radial Rim (2.15/3" x 17/18/19") 42039-11 $6.95
16" Side Metal Valve Rim (3" x 16") 40875-11 $2.95
16" Center Metal Valve Rim (3" x 16") 40877-11 $3.49
21" Center Metal Valve Rim (1.6"/1.85" x 17"/18"/19") 40954-12 $3.49

ORIGINAL	EQUIPMENT	AND	RECOMMENDED	REPLACEMENT	TIRES

model fitment
stock or optional 

fitment Tread size
rim size  
in inches psi 

sidewall 
style

part
number price 

Touring – rear continued

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’81-’03 FLH (SWW)	Stock

D402 MT90B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40

EWWW
WWW
SWW
BW

43125-94b
43119-92a
43114-91b
43102-91b

$304.95
$240.95
$231.95
$203.95

’81-’03 FLHR (SWW)	Stock

’81-’03 FLHRC (WWW)	Stock

’81-’03 FLHS (SWW)	Stock

’81-’03 FLHT (SWW)	Stock

’81-’03 FLHTC/U (SWW)	Stock

’81-’03 FLT (SWW)	Stock

’81-’03 FLTR (SWW)	Stock

’81-’03 CLE, RLE, TLE/Ultra Sidecar (SWW)	Stock

’07-’08 FLHRSE/2 Stock D407 170/60R17 4.50	x	17	 38/42 BW	 41998-07 $254.95 

’13 FLHRSE5 Stock

D407 180/55B18 5.00	x	18	 40 BW	 44006-09 $296.95 

’10-’12 FLHXSE/2/3 Stock

’09 FLTRSE Stock

’11 FLTRUSE Stock

’12-’13 FLTRXSE/2 Stock

miChelin® sCorCher® / harley-davidson® Tire series

’81-’03 FL Touring Optional COMMANDER MT90B16 3.00	x	16	 36/40 BW	 43288-07 $164.95 

’04-’08 FL Tourinng  
(except ’07-’08 FLHRSE3/4)

Optional COMMANDER MU85B16 3.00	x	16 36/40 BW 43284-07 $169.95 

Tri glide® – fronT

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’09-later FLHTCUTG (BW)	Stock EWWW
WWW
SWW
BW

43124-94b
43118-92a
43115-91a
43022-91a

$276.95
$212.95
$203.95
$172.95

D402F MT90B16 3.00	x	16	 36

’10-later FLHXXX (BW)	Stock

Tri glide – rear

dunlop® harley-davidson® Tire series

’09-later FLHTCUTG Stock
SIGNATURE P205/65R15 5.50	x	15	 26 BW	 83324-09 $167.95

’10-later FLHXXX Stock

H-D Trike models equipped with accessory 
wheel p/n's 55069-11& 55130-11

Optional SIGNATURE P205/60R16 5.50	x	16	 26 BW	 83665-11 $171.95

Notice: Suggested retail prices are subject to change. Please see harley-davidson.com 
for the most current suggested retail prices on any product listed in this catalog. 
Actual retail prices may vary.

Warning:	Use	only	Harley-Davidson	specified	tires.	See	a	Harley-Davidson	dealer.	
Using	non-specified	tires	can	adversely	affect	stability,	handling	or	braking,	which	
could	result	in	death	or	serious	injury.
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